
ISBN Title Author Description Lexile Genre Recommended
Grade, Unit

1 9780316016353 47 Mosley, Walter 860 Diverse

2
9780743226721 1776 David McCullough Historian David McCullough covers the military side of the momentous year

of 1776 with characteristic insight and a gripping narrative, adding new
scholarship and a fresh perspective to the beginning of the American
Revolution.

1300 Classic G11 U2 SE

3 9780451524935 1984 George Orwell #NO MATCH 1090
4 9780525582199 "It's Trevor Noah: Born a Crime 780 G11 U4 SE
5 9781558858152 . . . And the Earth Did Not Devour Him Tomas Rivera #NO MATCH

6
9780486285535 100 Best-Loved Poems Various "Because I Could Not Stop for Death," "Sonnet 73," "Ode on a Grecian Urn,"

"The Road Not Taken," poems by Shakespeare, Blake, Wordsworth, Auden,
Byron, Keats, many more.
9780486411057

NP Classic

7
9781481448574 100 Days of Cake Shari Goldhagan Molly suffers from depression, and when she finds out that the exotic fish

store she works at is closing down, her whole life, which is already hanging
on a thread, starts to crumble

900 Contemporary

8
9780486401584 101 Great American Poems N/A Rich treasury of verse from 19th and 20th centuries, selected for popularity

and literary quality, includes Frost's "Mending Wall," Whitman’s "I Hear
America Singing," as well as poems by Edgar Allen Poe, Langston Hughes,
Emily Dickinson, T S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, many other notables.

NP

9 9780545052405 11 Birthdays: A Wish Novel Wendy Mass 650 Contemporary

10

9781631680021 12 Years a Slave Solomon Northup Twelve Years a Slave is an 1853 memoir and slave narrative by American
Solomon Northup as told to and edited by David Wilson. Northup, a black
man who was born free in New York state, details his being tricked to go to
Washington, D.C., where he was kidnapped and sold into slavery in the
Deep South.

#NO MATCH

11
9780486600901 13 Books of the Elements Euclid Covers textual and linguistic matters; mathematical analyses of Euclid's

ideas; commentators; refutations, supports, extrapolations, reinterpretations
and historical notes.

N/A Classic

12 9780451531698 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea* Jules Verne A Nineteenth century novel of science fiction tells of tales beneath the sea. 1030 Classic
13 9781484798409 6th Grade Nickname Game Gordon Korman 640 Contemporary

14
9781250005595 90 Miles to Havana Enrique Flores-Galbis The 1961 evacuation of children from Cuba to the United States in

Operation Pedro Pan forms the historical context for this first-person,
present-tense narrative.

790 Diverse

15
9781442429192 A  Million Shades of Gray Cynthia Kadohata Y'Tin, who would rather care for his elephant than go to school, lives in the

Central Highlands of South Vietnam in 1975, after the American Special
Forces have left. Will he and Lady be able to survive when the North
Vietnamese attack his village?

700 Contemporary

16 9781404183551 A Chance in the World Steve Pemberton Contemporary
17 9780451532022 A Christmas Carol Charles Dickens #NO MATCH 900

18

9780765330345 A Dog's Purpose W. Bruce Cameron "A Dog's Purpose" is not only the emotional and hilarious story of a dog's
many lives, but also a dog's-eye commentary on human relationships and
the unbreakable bonds between man and man's best friend. This moving
and beautifully crafted story teaches that love never dies, that true friends
are always here, and that every creature on Earth is born with a purpose.
9780812984965

970 Contemporary G6 U4 TE

19 9780451530226 A Doll's House Henrik Ibsen Nora finds herself the victim of a blackmail scheme by Nils Krogstad, a man
whom she has borrowed money from in order to save her husband's life.

NP Classic G12 U5 TE

20
9780553573404 A Game of Thrones George R.R. Martin in this absorbing tale, a long-ago event has thrown the seasons into

disarray, and the royal house of Starks has a motto befitting the kingdom's
volatile conditions--winter is coming.

830 Contemporary

21 9780062836694 A Good Kind of Trouble 720

22
9780385732314 A Great and Terrible Beauty Libba Bray After the suspicious death of her mother in 1895, 16-year-old Gemma

returns to England, after many years in India, to attend a finishing school
where she becomes aware of her magical powers and ability to see into the
spirit world.

700 Contemporary

23
9780375702709 A Lesson Before Dying Ernest J. Gaines Grant Wiggins, a college-educated man who returns to his hometown to

teach, forms an unlikely bond with Jefferson, a young black man convicted
of murder and sentenced to death.

750 Contemporary

24
9780062438225 A Life Everlasting Sarah Gray A donor mother's ... memoir of grief and rebirth that is also a ... medical

science whodunit, taking us inside the world of organ, eye, tissue, and blood
donation and cutting-edge scientific research

Contemporary

25 9781524701208 A Light in the Darkness 1010 G8 U6 TE

26 9781931859387 A Little Piece of Ground Elizabeth Laird An extraordinary book about war and peace through the eyes of a twelve-
year-old boy.

830L Contemporary

27

9780547577319 A Long Walk to Water Linda Sue Park The story begins as two stories, told in alternating sections, about two
eleven-year-olds in Sudan, a girl in 2008 and a boy in 1985. The girl, Nya, is
fetching water from a pond that is two hours’ walk from her home: she
makes two trips to the pond every day. The boy, Salva, becomes one of the
"lost boys" of Sudan, refugees who cover the African continent on foot as
they search for their families and for a safe place to stay.

720 Contemporary G6 U5 SE

28
9780374531263 A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier Ishmael Beah The survivor of a dirty war in starkest Africa recounts his transition from 12-

year-old orphan to killing machine. Beah emerged from Sierra Leone's
malignant civil conflict and eventually graduated from college in the United
States.

920 Contemporary

29
9780316058254 A Mango Shaped Space Wendy Mass Afraid that she is crazy, 13-year-old Mia, who sees a special color with every

letter, number, and sound, keeps this a secret until she becomes
overwhelmed by school, changing relationships, and the loss of something
important to her.

770 Contemporary

30 9780451526960 A Midsummer Night’s Dream Shakespeare, William Perhaps the most popular of all of Shakespeare's comedies, A Midsummer
Night's Dream humorously celebrates the vagaries of love.

590

31 9780763660659 A Monster Calls Patrick Ness 730 Contemporary G8 U2 TE

32
9780545682442 A Night Divided Jennifer A. Nielsen When the Berlin Wall went up, Gerta, her mother, and her brother Fritz are

trapped on the eastern side where they were living, while her father, and her
other brother Dominic are in the West--four years later, now twelve, Gerta
sees her father.

810 Contemporary

33

9780358063681 A Northern Light Jennifer Donnelly It's 1906 and 16-year-old Mattie Gokey is at a cross-roads in her life.  She
escapes working at her father's business over the summer, and instead gets
a job at a hotel.  While saving up her salary all summer, she has to decide
what she will do with the money in the end.  Go on to Barnard College in
NYC or recognize her responsibilities to her family and stay home?

700 Contemporary

34
9780062204226 A Prayer for Owen Meany John Irving Owen Meany is a dwarfish boy with a strange voice who accidentally kills his

best friend's mom with a baseball and believes, to the best of his knowledge,
that he is an instrument of God, to be redeemed by martyrdom.

1050 Contemporary

35 9780679755333 A Raisin in the Sun Lorraine Hansberry An African American family pursuing the American dream of owning a home
encounters racism and must decide what is really important in life.

NP Classic G10 U5 SE

36
9780030554643 A Separate Peace Knowles, John Sharing a room at Devon, an exclusive New England prep school, in the

summer prior to World War II, Gene and Phineas form a complex bond of
friendship that draws out both the best and worst characteristics of each boy
and leads ultimately to violence, a confession, and the betrayal of trust.

1030

37 9780743253970 A Separate Peace John Knowles #NO MATCH 1030

38
9781481442367 A Step from Heaven Na, An From master storyteller An Na comes the Printz Award–winning novel about

a Korean girl who tells her firsthand account of trying to find her place and
identity in America from the day she leaves Korea as a child to her rocky
journey through the teenage years.

670

39
9780763647728 A Stone in My Hand Cathryn Clinton Living in Gaza City in the late 1980s, 11-year-old Malaak and her family are

touched by the increasing violence between Israelis and Palestinians when
first her father disappears and then her older brother is drawn to the Islamic
Jihad.

540 Diverse

40 9781250115379 A Storm to Soon 1090

41

9781451683349 A Storm Too Soon (Young Readers Ed) Michael J Tougias Seventy-foot waves batter a torn life raft 250 miles out to sea in one of the
world's most dangerous places, the Gulf Stream. Hanging on to the raft are
three men, one with nine broken ribs who is hypothermic and on the verge of
death. Trying to reach these survivors before it's too late are four brave
Coast Guardsmen battling hurricane-force winds in their helicopter.

1090 Contemporary G7 U4 TE

42
9780142400722 A Strong Right Arm: The Story of Mamie Peanut

Johnson
Michelle Green Fueled by her passion for the game and buoyed by the inspiration of Jackie

Robinson, Mamie Johnson is determined to be a professional baseball
pitcher.

860 Diverse

43 9780147510136 A Tangle of Knots Lisa Graff 840 Contemporary

44
9780375873713 A Thunderous Whisper Christina Diaz Gonzalez Ani, a twelve-year-old Basque girl, and Mathias, a fourteen-year-old German

Jew, become friends and then spies in the weeks leading up to the bombing
of Guernica in April 1937.

660 Contemporary

45 9780307279460 A Walk in the Woods Bill Bryson A funny and personal memoir of the author's experiences hiking the
Appalachian Trail accompanied by an old college friend.

1210 Contemporary

46
9781484707326 A Whole New World Liz Braswell What if Aladdin had never found the lamp? This paperback edition of the first

book in the A Twisted Tale line will explore a dark and daring version of
Disney's Aladdin. Plus, it includes an excerpt of book two, Once Upon a
Dream, a twist on Disney's Sleeping Beauty!

760 Contemporary
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47
9780679436430 A Wonder-Book for Girls and Boys Nathaniel Hawthorne Six legends of Greek mythology, retold for children by Nathaniel Hawthorne.

Included are The Gorgon's Head, The Golden Touch, The Paradise of
Children, The Three Golden Apples, The Miraculous Pitcher, and The
Chimaera.

48 9780312367558 A Wrinkle in Time Madeleine L'Engle #NO MATCH 740

49
9780142300701 A Year Down Yonder A. Richard Peck Seven hilarious stories set in 1937 during the Depression. Mary Alice has to

leave Chicago and her out-of-work father and spend at least a year alone
with Grandma Dowdel in her small Illinois town. Sequel to A Long Way from
Chicago.

670 Contemporary

50
9780375714887 A.D.: New Orleans After the Deluge Josh Neufeld A stunning "New York Times"-bestselling graphic novel that makes plain

both the undeniable horrors and humanitarianism triggered by Hurricane
Katrina. "A.D." follows six New Orleanians from the hours before Katrina
strikes to its aftermath.

Graphic Novel G10 U5 TE

51
9780156026154 Abe Lincoln Grows Up Carl Sandburg The beautifully told story of young Abe Lincoln, drawn from the early

chapters of Carl Sandburg's original biography, Abraham Lincoln: The
Prairie Years.

1260 Classic

52 9780425102411 Across Five Aprils Irene Hunt #NO MATCH 1100

53 9780486296043 African-American Poetry: An Anthology, 1773-1927 Various Rich selection of 74 poems including "On Being Brought From Africa to
America," "Yet Do I Marvel,"

NP Classic

54
9780064402484 After the Dancing Days Margaret Rostkowski A forbidden friendship with a badly disfigured soldier in the aftermath of WWI

forces thirteen-year-old Annie to redefine the word "hero" and to question
conventional ideas of patriotism.

650 Classic

55 9780142413999 After Tupac and D Foster Jacqueline Woodson A lot can happen to three girls in a two-year period--especially when the rap
music of Tupac Shakur is the glue holding them together.

750 Diverse

56 9781492697350 After Zero Christina Collins 630 Diverse

57
9780060531829 Airborn Kenneth Oppel Matt, a young cabin boy aboard an airship, and Kate, a wealthy young girl

traveling with her chaperone, team up to search for the existence of
mysterious winged creatures reportedly living hundreds of feet above the
Earth's surface.

760 Contemporary

58
9780142403709 Al Capone Does My Shirts Gennifer Choldenko A 12-year-old boy named Moose moves to Alcatraz Island in 1935 when

guards' families were housed there, and has to contend with his
extraordinary new environment in addition to life with his autistic sister.

600 Diverse

59 9781524739645 Alex and Eliza Melissa De la Cruz 990 Contemporary

60
9781419729430 Alexander Hamilton: The Making of America Teri Kanefield The America that Alexander Hamilton knew was largely agricultural and built

on slave labor. He envisioned something else: a multi-racial, urbanized,
capitalistic America with a strong central government. He believed that such
an America would be a land of

1170 Contemporary

61 9780380003211 Alive: The Story of the Andes Survivors Piers Paul Read The incredible true story of a band of crash survivors isolated in the high
Andes, and how they survived by resorting to cannibalism.

1160 Contemporary

62
9781481463348 All American Boys Jason Reynolds In an unforgettable new novel from award-winning authors Jason Reynolds

and Brendan Kiely, two teens-one black, one white-grapple with the
repercussions of a single violent act that leaves their school, their
community, and, ultimately, the country bitter

770 Diverse

63
9780141185460 All My Sons Arthur Miller Taking place during WWII, Joe Keller becomes rich as a manufacturer of

substandard war materials.  While getting rich, he loses one of his sons to
the war and imprisoned a colleague.

NP Classic

64 9781608466290 All Our Relations: Native Struggles For Land and Life Winona LaDuke 1370

65 9780449213940 All Quiet on the Western Front Erich M. Remarque Told by a young 'unknown soldier' in the trenches of Flanders during the
First World War. Through his eyes we see all the realities of war.

830 Classic

66
9780545080934 All The Broken Pieces Ann E Burg By turns harrowing, dreamlike, sad, and triumphant, this searing debut

novel, written in lucid verse, reveals an unforgettable perspective on the
lasting impact of the Vietnam War on its survivors and the healing power of
love.

680 Contemporary

67
9781501173219 All the Light We Cannot See Anthony Doerr From the highly acclaimed, multiple award-winning Anthony Doerr, the

beautiful, stunningly ambitious story about a blind French girl and a German
boy whose paths collide in occupied France as both try to survive the
devastation of World War II.

880 Contemporary G10 U2 SE

68 9780807062654 All the Real Indians Died Off: And 20 Other Myths
About Native Americans

Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz and Dina Gilio-
Whitaker

69 9780062422651 Allegedly Tiffany D. Jackson Mary, convicted of a murder, serves her sentence in a group home. 620 Diverse

70
9780142424766 Althea & Oliver Cristina Moracho High-school juniors Althea and Oliver, who have been friends since age six,

find their friendship changing because Oliver has contracted Kleine-Levin
Syndrome, also known as Sleeping Beauty Syndrome.  And what happens
during one of Oliver's episodes shatters their friendship.

950 Contemporary

71 9780399544682 Amal Unbound Aisha Saeed 600 Diverse
72 9780399544699 Amal Unbound 600
73 9780812972726 America's Constitution: A Biography Amar, Akhil Reed The first comprehensive account of one of the world’s great political texts. 1430 Contemporary

74 9780449704486 American Eyes Lori M. Carlson, ed. Ten stories reflect the conflict Asian Americans face in balancing an ancient
heritage and an unknown future.

830 Contemporary

75
9781481499101 American Panda Gloria Chao At seventeen, Mei should be in high school, but skipping fourth grade was

part of her parents' master plan. Now a freshman at MIT, she is on track to
fulfill the rest of this predetermined future: become a doctor, marry a
preapproved Taiwanese Ivy Leaguer, produce a litter of babies,

780 Diverse

76
9781627797412 American Road Trip Patrick Flores-Scott This raw, honest novel about two Mexican American teens on a road trip

odyssey to heal their brother's PTSD following his tour in Iraq offers a candid
exploration of mental illness, socioeconomic pressures, and the many
inescapable anxieties that come with growing up, including falling in love.

550 Diverse

77 9781524717827 Americanized: Rebel Without a Green Card 1030 G11 U2 TE
78 9781481492065 Amina's Voice Hena Khan 800 Diverse
79 9780689824753 Among the Hidden Margaret Peterson Haddix Shadow Children series. 800 Contemporary

80
9780140341584 Amos Fortune, Free Man Elizabeth Yates The life of the eighteenth-century African prince who, after being captured by

slave traders, was brought to Massachusetts where he was a slave until he
was able to buy  his freedom at the age of sixty.

1090 Classic G6 U1 TE

81 9781595148049 An Ember in the Ashes Sabaa Tahir 680 Diverse

82 9780812222869 An Infinity of Nations: How the Native New World
Shaped Early North America

Michael Witgen

83
9780486224848 Anarchism and Other Essays Emma Goldman 12 essays by the influential radical include "Marriage and Love," "The

Hypocrisy of Puritanism," "The Traffic in Women," Anarchism," and "The
Psychology of Political Violence."

N/A Classic

84 9780684842677 Angela's Ashes Frank McCourt Autobiographical account of growing up in poverty in Ireland. Pulitzer Prize
winner.

600 Classic G12 U3 SE

85 9780151010264 Animal Farm 1170 G10 U4 SE

86 9780451528612 Anna Karenina Leo Tolstoy A woman of Russian aristocracy forsakes her husband for a lover, and after
a bitter experience, finds rest in suicide

1080 Classic

87
9780698119734 Anne Frank and Me Cherie Bennett Whiplashed through time from an Anne Frank exhibit, Nicole finds herself as

a privileged Jewish girl living in Nazi-occupied Paris during World War II.
When the Nazis tighten their grip over France, Nicole begins a struggle for
survival that brings her face to face with Anne Frank.

550 Contemporary

88 9781101871799 Anne Frank: A Graphic Adaptation 800 G8 U6 TE
89 9780553577129 Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl Anne Frank #NO MATCH 1080 Classic G8 U6 SE

90
9780374525101 Annie John Jamaica Kincaid Annie John grows from a precocious, fearless, ten-year-old living in a

Caribbean paradise into a young woman who realizes she must leave
Antigua to escape her mother's shadow.

1130 Diverse

91
9780451191137 Anthem Ayn Rand During some unspecified future date, mankind has entered another dark age

as a result of the evils of irrationality and collectivism and the weaknesses of
socialistic thinking and economics.

880 Classic

92 9780895980953 Antigone Sophocles Creon brings final ruin to the house of Oedipus. 1570 Classic

93
9781416995005 Anything But Typical Nora Baskin An acclaimed writer delivers an eye-opening depiction of an autistic boy's

daily life and lifelong struggles to exist in a neurotypical world, in a
groundbreaking novel told from the boy's perspective

640 Diverse

94 9781946163219 Apple in the Middle Dawn Quigley 760

95
9781442408937 Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the

Universe
Benjamin Alire Sanez As two loners start spending time together, they discover that they share a

special friendship, the kind that changes lives and lasts a lifetime. And it is
through this friendship that Ari and Dante will learn the most important truths
about themselves and the kind of people they want to be.

380 Diverse G6 U6 TE

96
9780553213560 Around the World in 80 Days Jules Verne A daring wager by the eccentric and mysterious Englishman Phileas Fogg

that he can circle the globe in just 80 days initiates this marvelous
travelogue and exciting suspense story.

1070 Classic

97 9781368036962 Artemis Fowl Colfer Eoin 600 Contemporary
98 9781368023566 Aru Shah and the End of Time 630
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99
9780679732259 As I Lay Dying William Faulkner Recounts the Bundren family's odyssey across the Mississippi countryside

to bury Addie, their wife and mother, through the eyes of each of the family
members.

870 Classic

100 9780888996961 As Long as the Rivers Flow Larry Loyie with illustrations by 660
101 9780451526786 As You Like It William Shakespeare Shakespeare's most light-hearted and most performed comedy. NP Classic
102 9781416961475 Ashes Ilsa  Bick 730 Contemporary
103 9781933718743 Ashfall Mike Mullin 750 Contemporary

104
9781416949206 Ask Me No Questions Marina Budhos Fourteen-year-old Nadira, her sister, and their parents leave Bangladesh for

New York City, but the expiration of their visas and the events of September
11, 2001, bring frustration, sorrow, and terror for the whole family.

790 Diverse

105 9780385721790 Atonement G12 U6 TE

106
9780451469885 Autobiography of Ben Franklin/Other Writings Benjamin Franklin One of the Founding Fathers of the United States of America, Benjamin

Franklin was a true Renaissance man: writer, publisher, scientist, inventor,
diplomat, and politician. During his long life, he offered advice on attaining
wealth, organized public institution.

1370 Classic

107 9780345350688 Autobiography of Malcolm X Malcolm X with Alex Haley The story of Malcolm X, the man who became a leader of the Black
Revolution, and of his assassination.

1120 Diverse G10 U3 TE

108
9781938093531 Awesome Minds: The Inventors of Lego Toys Erin Hagar Everyone has played with LEGO toys, but not many people know who is

behind this awesome invention. This fun and engaging book tells the story of
how a Danish carpenter and his family turned a desperate situation into the
most popular toy in history.

970 Contemporary

109 9780553214864 Babbit Sinclair Lewis The life of an aggressive, prosperous realtor is described reflecting an image
of middle-class America.

1110 Classic

110 9780064472883 Bad Boy: A Memoir Walter Dean Myers Walter Dean Myers tells the details of his Harlem childhood in the 1940s and
1950s and how he came to be a writer.

970 Diverse G9 U1 SE

111
9780385734257 Ball Don't Lie Matt de la Pena Seventeen-year-old Sticky, who lives to play basketball at school and at

Lincoln Rec Center in L.A, is headed for the pros but is unaware of the many
dangers, including his own past, that threaten his dream. Contains Inner-city
slang and profanity.

710 Diverse

112
9781580893299 Bamboo People Mitali Perkins Two Burmese boys, one a Karenni refugee and the other the son of an

imprisoned Burmese doctor, meet in the jungle and must learn to trust each
other in order to survive.

680 Diverse G6 U5 TE

113 9780268029791 Bario Boy Ernesto Galarza #NO MATCH 1140

114 9780152025670 Baseball in April and Other Stories Gary Soto Insightful about the characteristics of early adolescents, Soto tells 11 short
stories about everyday problems of growing up.

830 Diverse G7 U5 SE

115

9780140376159 Baseball's Biggest Bloopers Dan Gutman Some ball players are remembered for their home runs and great plays--but
imagine being famous for blowing the game. Offering play-by-play
descriptions of the games, historical trivia, and lifetime statistics of key
players, this book shows how life goes on even after the worst moments--
and how a little mistake can sometimes make a very big difference.

1000 Contemporary

116 9780399549809 Batman:Nightwalker Marie Lu 800 Contemporary

117
9780439895989 Beauty Queens Libba Bray When a plane full of teen beauty queens crashes on a remote island, the

girls learn to survive, keep practicing their pageant skills, and unravel a
mystery surrounding a secret arms deal and a plan to blow up the island.

690 Contemporary

118 9780375858246 Because of Mr. Terupt Rob Buyea 560 Contemporary

119
9780763680862 Because of Winn-Dixie Kate DiCamilio Ten-year-old India Opal Buloni describes her first summer in the town of

Naomi, Florida, and all the good things that happen to her because of her
big ugly dog Winn-Dixie.

670 Classic

120 9780316555418 Becoming Kareem 990

121
9780374405885 Beethoven in Paradise Barbara O'Connor Martin longs to be a musician, and with the encouragement of two very

different friends, he eventually is able to defy his mean-hearted father and
accept himself and the talent within him.

680 Contemporary G6 U1 SE

122
9781416949008 Before Columbus: The Americas of 1491 (Hardback) Charles C. Mann A narrative around three crucial questions that continue to confound

historians today: Was the New World really new? Why were the Europeans
successful? What ecological impact did Natives have on their surroundings?

1080 Classic

123
9780399555497 Before We Were Free Julia Alvarez In the early 1960s in the Dominican Republic, twelve-year-old Anita learns

that her family is involved in the underground movement to end the bloody
rule of the dictator, General Trujillo.

890 Diverse

124 9780152164270 Behind Rebel Lines Seymour Reit Recounts the story of the Canadian woman who disguised herself as a man
and slipped behind Confederate lines to spy for the Union army

830 Classic

125
9780140383041 Behind the Blue and Gray Delia Ray Traces, in this second of a three part series, the events of the Civil War from

the first battle to the surrender with emphasis on the experiences of the
individual soldier.

1120 Classic

126
9780486451220 Behind the Scense in the Lincoln White House Elizabeth Keckley A former slave who was a dressmaker and confidante of Mary Todd Lincoln,

Keckley witnessed the happy times as well as the tragic events that unfolded
within the Lincoln White House.

N/A Classic

127 9780142415542 Behind You Jacqueline Woodson Fifteen-year-old Jeremiah is mistakenly shot by police. Friends and family
struggle to cope with death while he is watching over them.

720 Diverse

128
9781250005601 Belle Prater's Boy Ruth White When Woodrow's mother suddenly disappears, he moves to his

grandparents' home in a small Virginia town where he befriends his cousin,
and together they find the strength to face the terrible losses and fears in
their lives.

760 Contemporary

129 9781400033416 Beloved Toni Morrison In post-Civil War Ohio, the past continues to haunt ex-slave Sethe and the
surviving members of her family.

870 Diverse G11 U4 TE

130 9780451530967 Beowulf Burton Raffel #NO MATCH NP

131
9780763630232 Beowulf [Graphic novel] Hinds, Gareth The earliest extant poem in a modern European language— reflecting a

feudal, newly Christian world of heroes and monsters, blood and victory, life
and death.

NP Graphic Novel G12 U1 SE

132
9780142420591 Between Shades of Gray Ruta Sepetys In 1941, Lina and her family are pulled from their Lithuanian home by Soviet

guards and sent to Siberia, where her father is sentenced to death in a
prison camp while she fights for her life, vowing to honor her family and the
thousands like hers.

490 Contemporary

133

9780525515159 Between the Lines Nikki Grimes Darrian dreams of writing for the New York Times. To hone his skills and
learn more about the power of words, he enrolls in Mr. Ward's class, known
for its open-mic poetry readings and boys vs. girls poetry slam. Everyone in
class has something important to say, and in sharing their poetry, they learn
that they all face challenges and have a story to tell-whether it's about health
problems, aging out of foster care, being bullied for religious beliefs, or
having to take on too much responsibility because of an addicted parent. As
Darrian and his classmates get to know one another through poetry, they
bond over the shared experiences and truth that emerge from their writing,
despite their private struggles and outward differences.

630 Diverse

134 9781459827523 Beyond Repair Contemporary
135 9781101994870 Beyond the Bright Sea (Paperback) 770
136 9780451528445 Bhagavad-Gita Swami Prabhavananada The Gospel of Hinduism and one of the great religious classics of the world. NP Diverse

137
9780064473477 Big Mouth and Ugly Girl Joyce Carol Oates Having been the only one to hear Matt Donaghy threaten to blow up the

school, Ursula Riggs, a loner and outsider at Rocky River High School, is left
on her own to figure out what needs to be done with the statement she has
heard.

720 Contemporary

138 9780451530813 Billy Budd and Other Tales Herman Melville Melville's symbolic short novel is presented together with The Pizza Tales
and a chapter from Moby Dick.

1430 Classic G11 U3 TE

139 9780803236363 Birch Coulie: The Epic Battle of the Dakota War John Christgau

140
9780142405444 Bird Angela Johnson Devastated by the loss of a second father, 13 year-old Bird follows her

stepfather from Cleveland to Alabama in hopes of convincing him to come
home, and along the way helps two boys cope with their difficulties.

710 Contemporary

141 9780142406922 Black & White Paul Volponi 710 Diverse

142
9780141321035 Black Beauty Anna Sewell A horse in nineteenth-century England recounts his experiences with both

good and bad masters.  Illustrated notes throughout the text explain the
historical background of the story.

900 Classic

143
9780062964137 Black Boy Richard Wright Autobiography of growing up in the South struggling against racism and

poverty. Enhanced edition features in-depth author biography and the title's
publishing history.

950 Diverse

144 9780062437600 Black Fortunes G11 U5 TE

145
9780802144737 Black Hawk Down Mark Bowden Already a classic of war reporting and now reissued as a Grove Press

paperback, Black Hawk Down is Mark Bowden's brilliant account of the
longest sustained firefight involving American troops since the Vietnam War.
On October 3, 1993, about a hundred elite

970 Contemporary

146 9780451234216 Black Like Me John Howard Griffin This white man's odyssey through the Deep South is a revelation of the
black man's world.

990 Diverse

147
9780553494839 Black Ships Before Troy: The Story of the Iliad Rosemary Sutcliff Sutcliff authored numerous retellings of canonical texts for younger readers.

Here she brings into vivid focus the mythic story of the Trojan War, with all of
its visually dramatic elements.

1240 Classic G6 U6 TE
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148
9780064408905 Blackwater Eve Bunting Brodie was ready for a summer along river the everything changes when a

prank goes too far. His lies make him a hero, but his guilt tears at him like
the river's current itself, which has become a terrible reminder of his part in
the tragedy.

570 Contemporary

149 9780451531902 Bleak House Charles Dickens The English equity court of the nineteenth century is satirized in Dickens's
tale about the suit of Jarndyce vs. Jarndyce.

1180 Classic

150 9781442495005 Blended Sharon M. Draper Eleven-year-old Isabella's blended family is more divided than ever in this
thoughtful story about divorce and racial identity.

610 Diverse

151 9781442495012 Blended (paperback)

152
9780446600255 Bless Me, Ultima Rudolfo Anaya A coming-of-age novel chronicling the story of an alienated New Mexico boy

who seeks answers to his questions about life in his relationship with Ultima,
a magical healer.

840 Classic

153 9780743493697 Bless The Beasts And Children Glendon Swarthout Six boys run away from a summer camp in Arizona seeking a way to prove
that they are not failures and misfits.

970 Classic

154
9780763656973 Blink & Caution Tim Wynne-Jones Two teenagers who are living on the streets and barely getting by become

involved in a complicated criminal plot, and make an unexpected connection
with each other.

650 Contemporary

155 9780735232136 Blood Water Paint Joy McCollough 740 Contemporary

156
9780141442068 Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat: Address to Parliament

on May 13th, 1940
Winston Churchill In this major volume, one of the foremost historians of modern Britain

selects thirty-three speeches ranging over fifty years, demonstrating how
Churchill honed his rhetoric until the day when, "he mobilized the English
language, and sent it into battle."

N/A Classic

157 9781481410137 Blubber Judy Blume Jill goes along with the rest of the fifth-grade class in tormenting a classmate
and then finds out what it's like when she, too, becomes a target.

660 Classic

158 9781250050649 Bomb: The Race to Build—and Steal—The World’s
Most Dangerous Weapon

Steve Sheinkin Relates the true story of the creation of the nuclear bomb including the
espionage involved.

920 Contemporary

159 9781250144232 Book Jumper Mechthild Glaser 770 Contemporary

160
9780307279187 Born to Run Christopher McDougall Part adventure story, part extreme sports, "Born to Run" is a riveting tale

about one journalist's quest to discover the secrets of the world's greatest
distance runners--a reclusive Indian tribe living deep in the Copper Canyon
of northern Mexico

N/A Contemporary

161 9781442459519 Boy in the Black Suit 760 G9 U4 TE

162
9780698113770 Boy of the Painted Cave Justin Denzel Set in the Cro-Magnon era, this story of Tao, who longs to be a cave artist,

features a boy whose talent is viewed as a curse, making it impossible to be
one of the Chosen Ones .

800 Classic

163 9780142413814 Boy: Tales of a Childhood Classic

164 9780060850524 Brave New World Aldous Huxley Huxley's classic prophetic novel describes the socialized horrors of a
futuristic utopia devoid of individual freedom.

870 Classic G10 U2 TE

165
9780805098761 Bravo! Poems About Amazing Hispancis! Margarita Engle Bold, graphic portraits and beautiful poems present famous and lesser-

known Latinos from varied backgrounds who have faced life's challenges in
creative ways

1150 Diverse

166 9781626728691 Brazen Penelope Bagieu 770 Contemporary

167

9780547076515 Bread and Roses, Too Katherine Paterson When her widowed mother and older sister join the strikers at the mill, young
Rosa is sent temporarily from her family's tenement apartment to a foster
family in Vermont for safekeeping. On the journey she discovers that an
orphan boy from her town has stowed away on the train and wants to pose
as her brother in Vermont.

810 Classic

168
9780152046828 Break with Charity Ann Rinaldi Susannah English, caught between the desire to be a part of the group and

her revulsion toward their wickedness, finds herself an unwilling party to
what would become the Salem witch trials.

730 Classic

169
9780307929600 Brian's Return Gary Paulsen After surviving alone in the wilderness, Brian is back in civilization and can't

find a way to make sense of ordinary daily life. The answer is to "go back in,"
for only in the wilderness can he discover his true path in life, and where he
belongs.

1030 Contemporary

170
9780547074023 Brian's Winter Gary Paulsen Instead of being rescued from a plane crash, as in the author's book

"Hatchet," this story portrays what would have happened to Brian had he
been forced to survive a winter in the wilderness with only his survival pack
and hatchet.

1140 Contemporary

171 9780064401845 Bridge to Terabithia Katherine Paterson Newbery Medal winner. A special friendship changes a boy and enables him
to cope with a tragedy.

810 Classic

172 9780425289761 Bronx Masquerade 760 G8 U5 TE

173

9780439925358 Bronxwood Coe Booth Tyrell's father is just out of jail, and Tyrell doesn't know how to deal with that.
It's bad enough that his brother Troy is in foster care and that his mother is
no help whatsoever. Now there's another thing up in his face, just when he's
trying to settle down. Tyrell's father has plans of his own, and doesn't seem
to care whether or not Tyrell wants to go along with them.

780 Diverse

174
9780147515827 Brown Girl Dreaming Jacqueline Woodson In this autobiography written as a novel in verse, the author tells the story of

her childhood in the 1960s and 1970s and how the many facets of her life
came together to make her into the unique person she is.

990 Diverse G6 U1 SE

175 9780440413288 Bud, Not Buddy Christopher Paul Curtis #NO MATCH 950

176 9780064405881 Bull Run Paul Fleischman A Newbery Award-winner's Civil War drama told in 16 voices. An ALA Best
and Notable Book.

810 Diverse

177
9780152062651 Buried Onions Gary Soto When nineteen-year-old Eddie drops out of college, he struggles to find a

place for himself as a Mexican American living in a violence-infested
neighborhood of Fresno, California.

850 Diverse G7 U2 SE

178
9780805086843 Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee: An Indian History of

the American West
Dee Brown Beginning with the Long Walk of the Navajos in 1860 and ending 30 years

later with the massacre at Wounded Knee in South Dakota, it tells how the
American Indians lost their land and lives to a dynamically expanding white
society.

1160 Classic

179
9780689822858 Calico Bush Rachel Field Left orphaned and alone shortly after her French family arrives in the New

World, young Marguerite Ledoux has promised to serve the Sargent family
for six long years. Life as Maggie the Burned-out Girl is hard, with the
danger of Indians, the bitter winter

1060 Classic

180 9789942198044 Caminantes del sol
181 9781631135378 Caminos Ada, Alma Flor #NO MATCH Spanish
182 9781442433571 Can't Get There From Here Contemporary

183 9780486266893 Candide Francois M. Voltaire A classic satiric novel by the noted 18th century French author and
philosopher.

1110 Classic G12 U3 TE

184 9780385742344 Canyons Gary Paulsen Two boys separated by time and different cultures form a mystical
connection.

930 Contemporary

185 9780451465658 Captains Courageous Rudyard Kipling After he is washed overboard and picked up by a fishing schooner, a
spoiled, wealthy boy must prove himself worthy.

1020 Classic

186 9780395329207 Castle David Macaulay Text and detailed drawings follow the planning and construction of a "typical"
castle and adjoining town in thirteenth-century Wales.

1180 Classic

187
9780545586177 Catching Fire Suzanne Collins Against all odds, Katniss Everdeen has won the Hunger Games with fellow

district tribute Peeta Mellark. They should be happy. But it was a victory won
by defiance of the Capitol and their harsh rules. Now rumors of rebellion are
spreading, and the Capitol

820 Contemporary

188
9780395316689 Cathedral David Macaulay Text and detailed drawings follow the planning and construction of a

magnificent Gothic cathedral in the imaginary French town of Chutreaux
during the thirteenth century.

1120 Classic

189
9780380803361 Celia, A Slave Melton A. Mclaurin Follows a landmark moment in American slavery as culled from court

records, correspondence, and newspaper accounts that recorded the trial
and execution of Celia, who killed her master in self-defense after five years
of physical and sexual abuse.

N/A Diverse

190 9781416905868 Chains Laurie Halse Anderson Thirteen-year-old Isabel decides to spy for the Rebel Army at the beginning
of the Revolutionary War after she is sold to a family who treats her cruelly.

780 Contemporary

191 9780142410318 Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Roald Dahl The adventures of Charlie and his friends in Mr. Willie Wonka's chocolate
factory.

810 Classic

192
9780439903547 Chasing Lincoln's Killer James L. Swanson This factual account tells of the events that followed President Lincoln's

assassination that brought his killer and accomplices to justice through a
review of letters, government reports, trial transcripts, and newspaper
articles.

980 Contemporary

193 9780060084608 Cheaper by the Dozen Gilbreth and Carey The story of the 12 lively Gilbreth children and their remarkable parents. 890 Classic

194
9780618593941 Chew On This Charles Wilson and Eric Schlosser The authors unwrap the fast-food industry to bring you a behind-the-scenes

look at a business that both feeds and feeds off the young. Find out what
really goes on at your favorite restaurants—and what lurks between those
sesame seed buns.

1110 Contemporary

195
9780486280578 Chicago Poems Carl Sandburg Written in the poet’s unique personal idiom, these early poems include

"Chicago," "Fog," "To a Contemporary Bunkshooter," "Who Am I?" and
"Under the Harvest Moon," as well as many others on themes of war,
immigrant life, death, love, loneliness and the beauty of nature.

NP Classic
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196
9780064403368 Child of the Owl Laurence Yep When her gambling father is laid up in the hospital, Casey leaves behind

their seedy California hotel and goes to live with her grandmother in San
Francisco's Chinatown where she learns to appreciate her Chinese heritage.

920 Diverse G8 U3 TE

197
9781250170972 Children of Blood and Bone Tomi Adeyemi Adeyemi conjures a stunning world of dark magic and danger in her West

African-inspired fantasy debut--the launch volume of her Legacy of Orisha
series--ideal for fans of Leigh Bardugo and Sabaa Tahir.baa Tahir.

670 Diverse

198 9780440210221 Children of the River Linda Crew The story of a teenage Cambodian girl who flees with her aunt's family from
the Khmer Rouge terror in the mid-1970s to a small Oregon town.

700 Diverse

199
9780385740074 Chinese Cinderella Adeline Mah Based on Mah's true life experiences, it's the fairy-tale come to life.  Mah lost

her father at a young age, and as the youngest of five siblings, she
experiences the worst from her step-mother.

960 Diverse

200
9780375868276 Chomp Carl Hiaasen Wahoo and his father take the animal wrangling job with a reality survivalist

television show in the Florida Everglades and find themselves rescuing
animals from the host, and the host from himself.

800 Contemporary

201

9781250768889 Cinder Marissa Meyer Cinder is the 2012 debut young adult science fiction novel of American
author Marissa Meyer, published by Macmillan Publishers through their
subsidiary Feiwel & Friends. It is the first book in The Lunar Chronicles and
is followed by Scarlet. The story is loosely based on the classic fairytale
Cinderella.

790 Fairy tale, Novel,
Romance novel, Young
adult fiction

G7 U3 TE

202 9780316556323 Circe 660 G9 U6 TE

203 9780395349229 City David Macaulay Text and black and white illustrations show how the Romans planned and
constructed their cities for the people who lived within them.

1100 Classic

204 9781481455923 City of Bones Cassandra Clare 710 Contemporary

205
9780375822742 City of Ember (The First Book of Ember) Jeanne DuPrau In the year 241, 12-year-old Lina trades jobs on Assignment Day to be a

messenger, to run to new places in her decaying but beloved city, perhaps
even to glimpse Unknown Regions.

680L Contemporary

206 9780312661052 Claudette Colvin Martha London 680 Contemporary

207

9780140275018 Cod: Biography of the Fish That Change the World Mark Kurlansky The relationship of cod fishery is traced to historical eras and events as
medieval Christianity and Christian observances; international conflicts
between England and Germany over Icelandic cod; slavery, the molasses
trade, and the dismantling of the British Empire; and, the evolution of a
sophisticated fishing industry in New England.

N/A Contemporary

208
9780385732604 Code Orange Caroline B. Cooney While conducting research for a school paper on smallpox, Mitty finds an

envelope containing 100-year-old smallpox scabs and fears that he has
infected himself and could infect all of New York City.

850 Contemporary G8 U2 TE

209
9780142405963 Code Talker Joseph Bruchac After being taught in a boarding school run by whites that Navajo is a

useless language, Ned Begay and other Navajo men are recruited by the
Marines to become Code Talkers, sending messages during World War II in
their native tongue.

910 Diverse G9 U2 SE

210 9780618919710 Cold Sassy Tree Olive Ann Burns A novel full of warm humor and honesty, is told by Willy Tweedy, a fourteen-
year-old boy living in a small, turn-of-the-century Georgia town.

930 Classic

211
9780440420521 Colibri Ann Cameron Kidnapped when she was very young by an unscrupulous man, who has

forced her to lie and beg to get money, a 12 year-old Mayan girl endures an
abusive life, always wishing she could return to the parents she can hardly
remember.

730 Contemporary

212

9780140286809 Collected Fictions Various Now, for the first time in English, all of Borges'  fictions are gathered into a
single volume -- from his 1935 debut with The Universal History of Iniquity,
through Ficciones and The Garden of Forking Paths, the enigmatic prose-
poems of The Maker, up to his final, and never-before-translated,
Shakespeare's Memory.

N/A Classic

213
9780446546928 Columbine Dave Cullen Ten years in the making and a masterpiece of reportage, "Columbine" is an

award-winning journalist's definitive account of one of the most shocking
massacres in American history.

760 Contemporary

214 9781988326061 Come Back for Me

215 9780440314882 Coming of Age in Mississippi Anne Moody A widely hailed social commentary, this contemporary classic is the
autobiography of a young black girl growing up in the Deep South.

870 Classic

216
9780486296029 Common Sense Thomas Paine In 1776 Paine insightfully argued that it would only be a short time before the

colonies would break with England. Within the first three months of its
publication, Common Sense sold 120,000 copies and became the
foundation for American political literature.

1330 Classic

217
9780451529589 Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, A Mark Twain The classic tale of Hank Morgan, a resident of 19th century Hartford

Connecticut who is inexplicably transported to the early medieval England of
King Arthur.

1080 Classic G12 U1 TE

218 9780147511553 Conversion 770 G11 U6 TE

219
9781416953487 Copper Sun Sharon M. Draper Two 15-year-old girls, one a slave and the other an indentured servant,

escape from their Carolina plantation and try to make their way to Fort
Moses, Florida, a Spanish colony that gives sanctuary to slaves. For mature
readers.

820 Diverse

220

9780061139376 Coraline Neil Gaiman In Coraline's family's new flat there's a locked door. On the other side is a
brick wall-until Coraline unlocks the door . . . and finds a passage to another
flat in another house just like her own. Only different. The food is better
there. Books have pictures that writhe and crawl and shimmer. And there's
another mother and father there who want Coraline to be their little girl. They
want to change her and keep her with them. . . . Forever.

740 Contemporary G8 U2 SE

221
9780142422861 Counting by 7s Holly Goldberg Sloan Twelve-year-old genius and outsider Willow Chance must figure out how to

connect with other people and find a surrogate family for herself after her
parents are killed in a car accident.

770 Diverse

222
9781416906384 Cracker! The Best Dog in Vietnam Cynthia Kadohata Cracker is a German shepherd trained to work as an army dog sniffing out

bombs and the enemy. He and his handler, Rick, are the best team in
Vietnam. When Rick is injured he tries to locate Cracker.

730 Diverse

223
9780679885504 Crash Jerry Spinelli Seventh-grader John "Crash" Coogan has always been comfortable with his

tough, aggressive behavior, until his relationship with an unusual Quaker
boy and his grandfather's stroke make him consider the meaning of
friendship and the importance of family.

560 Contemporary

224 9780393345438 Crazy Brave: A Memoir Joy Harjo

225
9780061766787 Crazy for the Storm Norman Ollestad A heart-stopping adventure that ends in tragedy and in triumphs, ["Crazy for

the Storm" is] a love story that fearlessly explores the bond between a father
and son and what it means to lead a life without limits.-

N/A Contemporary

226
9780553211757 Crime and Punishment Fyodor Dostoyevsky Raskolnikov, an impoverished student living in the gloomy slums of St.

Petersburg, must endure relentless physical and mental punishments as
retribution for his act of murder. Reissue.

990 Classic

227 9780060092740 Criss Cross Lynne Rae Perkins There is a great deal of humor in this gentle story about a group of childhood
friends facing the crossroads of life and how they wish to live it.

820 Contemporary

228
9780547608327 Croak Gina Damico Fed up with her wild behavior, sixteen-year-old Lex's parents ship her off to

upstate New York to live with her Uncle Mort for the summer, hoping that a
few months of dirty farm work will whip her back into shape.

770 Contemporary

229 9780698118119 Cut from the Same Cloth Robert San Souci This is a lively collection of folktales retold by the author, each of which
features a female central character.

1050 Classic

230 9780451531988 Cyrano de Bergerac: A Heroic Comedy in Five Acts Edmond Rostand Presents a contemporary translation in prose of Rostand's classic, romantic
drama portraying the swordsman and poet.

NP Classic

231 9780618863358 Dairy Queen Catherine Gilbert Murdock This is the summer that fifteen-year-old D. J. Schwenk, expert at cows and
football, learns an awful lot about love and life.

930 Contemporary

232 9780553277531 Dandelion Wine Ray Bradbury In the unusual world of Green Town, Illinois, a twelve-year-old discovers the
wonders of reality and the power of imagination during the summer of 1928.

880 Classic

233
9780061728259 Darius and Twig Walter Dean Myers This is the story of Darius & Twig. Two best friends. Twig is a runner. That's

how he's going to make it. Darius is a writer. He has to find out how to live
his own dream.

730 Diverse

234
9780312629083 Dark Water Rising Marian Hale Hale ("The Truth About Sparrows") presents a poignant coming-of-age story

set during the Galveston Storm of 1900. With the entire city under water, will
Seth and his family make it out alive?

970 Contemporary

235
9780451530042 David Copperfield Charles Dickens A young boy endures hardships as a child laborer in this partly

autobiographical classic reflecting social conditions in nineteenth-century
England.

1070 Classic

236
9781423104094 Day of Tears Julius Lester Emma cares for Mr. Butler's daughters and has been promised that she will

never be sold as a slave. When he breaks his promise and sells her on
auction day, Emma runs away, gets married and eventually gains her
freedom in Canada.

N/A Diverse

237

9780547406275 Day of the Pelican Katherine Paterson Meli Lleshi is positive that her drawing of her teacher with his pelican nose
started it all. The Lleshis are Albanians living in Kosovo, a country trying to
fight off Serbian oppressors, and suddenly they are homeless refugees. Old
and young alike, they find their courage tested by hunger, illness, the long,
arduous journey, and danger on every side. Then, unexpectedly, they are
brought to America by a church group and begin a new life in a small
Vermont town. The events of 9/11 bring more challenges for this Muslim
family--but this country is their home now and there can be no turning back.
A compassionate, powerful novel by a master storyteller.

770 Diverse
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238
9780152064082 Dead Is the New Black Marlene Perez Daisy comes from a crime-solving family of female psychics.  She is the only

"normal" in the family but she doesn't let this stop her from investigating the
mysterious deaths of high school girls around Nightshade.

640 Contemporary

239
9781481472142 Dealing in Dreams Liliam Rivera Sixteen year old Nalah leads the fiercest all-girl crew in Mega City, but when

she sets her sights on giving this life up for a prestigious home in Mega
Towers, she must decide if she's willing to do the unspeakable to get what
she wants

N/A Diverse

240
9780062060976 Dear Bully: 70 Authors Tell Their Stories Megan Kelley Hall and Carrie Jones Top authors for teens share their stories about bullying--as silent observers

on the sidelines of high school, as victims, and as perpetrators--in a
collection at turns moving and self-effacing, but always deeply personal.

850 Contemporary

241

9780316420235 Dear Evan Hansen (Hardcover) Val Emmich, Steven Levenson, Benj
Pasek, Justin Paul

When a letter that was never meant to be seen by anyone draws high school
senior Evan Hansen into a family's grief over the loss of their son, he is
given the chance of a lifetime: to belong. He just has to stick to a lie he
never meant to tell, that the notoriously troubled Connor Murphy was his
secret best friend. Suddenly, Evan isn't invisible anymore--even to the girl of
his dreams. And Connor Murphy's parents, with their beautiful home on the
other side of town, have taken him in like he was their own, desperate to
know more about their enigmatic son from his closest friend. As Evan gets
pulled deeper into their swirl of anger, regret, and confusion, he knows that
what he's doing can't be right, but if he's helping people, how wrong can it
be? No longer tangled in his once-incapacitating anxiety, this new Evan has
a purpose. And a website. He's confident. He's a viral phenomenon. Every
day is amazing. Until everything is in danger of unraveling and he comes
face to face with his greatest obstacle: himself. A simple lie leads to
complicated truths in this big-hearted coming-of-age story of grief,
authenticity and the struggle to belong in an age of instant connectivity and
profound isolation.

590 Fiction

242
9781101939529 Dear Martin Nic Stone A powerful, wrenching, and compulsively readable story that lays bare the

history, and the present, of racism in America' John Green, bestselling
author of Turtles All the Way Down 'Absolutely incredible, honest, gut-
wrenching! A must-read!'

720 Novel, Fiction, Epistolary
novel

243

9780393322996 Death and the King's Horseman: A Play Wole Soyinka Based on events that took place in  Nigeria, in 1946,  This play concerns the
intertwined lives of Elesin Oba, the king's chief horseman; his son, Olunde;
and Simon Pilkings, the colonial district officer. The king has died and
Elesin, his chief horseman, is expected by law and custom to commit suicide
and accompany his ruler to heaven.

NP Classic

244 9780140481341 Death of a Salesman Arthur Miller The tragedy of a typical American--a salesman who at the age of sixty-three
is faced with what he cannot face; defeat and disillusionment.

NP Classic

245
9780316734899 Define "Normal" Julie Anne Peters When Antonia agrees to meet with Jasmine as a peer counselor, she never

dreams that this girl with the black lipstick and pierced eyebrow will become
a good friend and will help her deal with the serious problems she faces at
home.

410 Contemporary

246 9780061726835 Delirium Lauren Oliver 920 Contemporary

247 9780140447606 Democracy in America Alexis de Tocqueville A brilliant new translation of de Tocqueville's masterpiece also includes an
account of Tocqueville's travels in Michigan among the Iroquois.

1310 Diverse

248 9780064438452 Dex 660
249 9780062233004 Diary of a Spider 510

250 9781442428799 Dicey's Song Cynthia Voigt After moving in with her grandmother, Dicey Tillerman begins to realize that
her younger brothers and sister will still need a lot of attention from her.

710 Classic

251
9781501143489 Different Seasons Stephen King A "hypnotic" (The New York Times Book Review) collection of four novellas

from Stephen King bound together by the changing of seasons, each taking
on the theme of a journey with strikingly different tones and characters.

890 Classic

252
9780385741682 Discovering Wes Moore: My Story Wes Moore A younger reader's adaptation of the best-selling book, which contrasts

events from his life with those of a fatherless friend to explore the issues that
separate the outcomes of success and failure.

840 Diverse

253
9780062387240 Divergent Veronic Roth In a future Chicago, Beatrice Prior must choose among five predetermined

factions to define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more
difficult when she discovers that she is an anomaly who does not fit into any
one group.

700 Contemporary

254
9780439922333 Does My Head Look Big in This? Randa Abdel-Fattah Sixteen-year-old Amal makes the decision to start wearing the hijab full-time

and everyone has a reaction, from her parents and friends to strangers on
the street. But she stands by her decision to embrace her Muslim faith and
all that it is.

770 Diverse G10 U2 SE

255
9781416963998 Doll Bones Holly Black Twelve-year-old Zach and his friends, Poppy and Alice, have always used

their action figures and dolls to act out imaginary adventures. However, now
they must complete a real quest as they travel to Ohio to a cemetery to bury
a doll containing a mysterious

840 Contemporary

256

9788468025384 Don Quijote De la Mancha Miguel de Cervantes Reading Don Quixote has never been easier. Cervantes's extraordinary and
immortal novel is presented to young readers (ages 12 and up) with a
linguistic simplicity that ensures comprehension and enjoyment. The text
has been adapted and the chapters have been selected to focus on the
interest of this age group without disrupting the basic plot. The notes explain
terms and historical references with a humorous tone, which adds to the
pleasure of the reading.

1630 Spanish

257

9789589002278 Don Quijote de La Mancha  (Adaptada) Miguel de Cervantes Reading Don Quixote has never been easier. Cervantes's extraordinary and
immortal novel is presented to young readers (ages 12 and up) with a
linguistic simplicity that ensures comprehension and enjoyment. The text
has been adapted and the chapters have been selected to focus on the
interest of this age group without disrupting the basic plot. The notes explain
terms and historical references with a humorous tone, which adds to the
pleasure of the reading.

1630 Spanish

258 9780451531810 Don Quixote Miguel de Cervantes A sixteenth-century Spanish gentleman and his faithful friend set out to right
the wrongs in the world.

1410 Diverse

259 9781442443150 Don't You Dare Read This Mrs. Dunphrey Margaret Peterson Haddix Tish's journal is private and personal-and you won't be able to put it down. 890 Contemporary

260
9780061214790 Dope Sick Walter Dean Myers During a drug deal with an undercover cop in New York, 17-year-old Lil J

flees into an apartment building where he meets a seemingly magical man
who uses a TV to review past events in Lil J's life during which Lil J could
have made better choices.

720 Diverse

261
9780142403273 Double Helix Nancy Werlin Eighteen-year-old Eli discovers a shocking secret about himself and his

family while working for a famous scientist whose specialty is genetic
engineering.

690 Contemporary

262
9780689873799 Double Identity Margaret Peterson Haddix When Bethany's parents suddenly drop out of sight with no explanation,

leaving her with an aunt she never knew existed, Bethany uncovers
shocking secrets that make her question everything she thought she knew
about herself and her family.

810 Contemporary

263
9780425289884 Down and Across Arvin Ahmadi With college applications looming, Scott's parents pressure him to get

serious and settle on a career path like engineering or medicine. Desperate
for help, he sneaks off to Washington, DC, to seek guidance from a famous
professor who specializes in grit, the psychology of success.

690 Diverse

264
9780486282084 Dr. Faustus Christopher Marlowe One of the most durable myths in Western culture, the story of Faust tells of

a learned German doctor who sells his soul to the devil in exchange for
knowledge and power.

NP Classic

265 9780812504484 Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Robert Louis Stevenson A humane scientist attempts to explore the most loathsome forces of evil
behind floors of his London laboratory.

910 Classic G8 U2 SE

266
9780451530660 Dracula Bram Stroker Having discovered the couple identity of the wealthy Transylvanian

nobleman, Count Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid the world o the
evil vampire.

870 Classic

267 9781368013352 Dragon Pearl Yoon Lee 780 Diverse

268
9780152051266 Dragons Blood, Volume 1 Jane Yolen Jakkin, a bond boy who works as a Keeper in a dragon nursery on the

planet Austar IV, secretly trains a fighting pit dragon of his own in hopes of
winning his freedom.

870 Contemporary

269
9780064400855 Dragonwings Laurence Yep Eight year old Moon Shadow Lee journeys across the Pacific to join his

father at the family-owned laundry in San Francisco. The boy recounts their
problems with prejudice, as well as the kindness of uncles and cousins.

870 Diverse G6 U3 SE

270 9780545326995 Drama Raina Telgemeir 320

271 9780345381439 Dreaming in Cuban Christina Garcia This novel revolves around Cuba and three generations of del Pino women
who are seeking spiritual homes for their passionate, often troubled souls.

940 Diverse

272
9780142401750 Dreamland Sarah Dessen Caitlin O'Koren has always had to follow in the footsteps of her perfect older

sister, Cassandra. When Cassandra runs away from home, Caitlin finds
herself trying to fill the gap Cass' absence creates.

920 Contemporary

273 9781573223782 Drinking Coffee Elsewhere ZZ Packer Already an award-winning writer, Packer now shares her long awaited debut
collection of stories which has been greeted with acclaim

N/A Diverse
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274

9780062289933 Drop of Night, A Stefan Bachmann Seventeen-year-old Anouk has been chosen to participate in an exclusive
program, which includes an all-expense-paid trip to France and a chance to
explore the hidden underground Palais du Papillon, or the Palace of the
Butterfly. Along with four other bright and talented teenagers, Anouk will be
one of the first people to set foot in the palace in more than 200 years. But
the expedition is not all it seems--their supposed benefactors are attempting
to kill them. The story alternates between Anouk's flight through the palace
and the struggles of Aurelie, who escaped the French Revolution by fleeing
into the Palais du Papillon in 1789.

N/A Contemporary

275

9781573226066 Drown Junot Diaz This stunning collection of stories offers an unsentimental glimpse of life
among the immigrants from the Dominican Republic--and other front-line
reports on the ambivalent promise of the American dream--by an eloquent
and original writer who describes more than physical dislocation in
conveying the price that is paid for leaving culture and homeland behind

830 Diverse

276 9780545722865 Drums, Girls, and Dangerous Pie Jordan Sonnenblick Steven has a totally normal life (well, almost). 940 Contemporary
277 9781481481977 Dry Neal & Jarrod Shusterman 790 Contemporary

278 9780553213805 Dubliners James Joyce Fifteen short stories evoke the character, atmosphere, and people of the
Irish city of Dublin at the turn of the century.

900 Classic

279
9780618439096 Dunk David Lubar While hoping to work as the clown in an amusement park dunk tank on the

New Jersey shore the summer before his junior year in high school, Chad
faces his best friend's serious illness, hassles with police, and the girl that
got away.

520 Contemporary

280
9780141301693 Eagle Song Joseph Bruchac Danny Bigtree's family has moved to Brooklyn, New York, and he just can't

seem to fit in at school. He's homesick for the Mohawk reservation, and the
kids in his class tease him about being an Indian--the thing that makes
Danny most proud. Can he find the courage to stand up for himself?

680 Contemporary

281
9780486278087 Early Poems W.B. Yeats Rich selection of 134 poems published between 1889 and 1914. Included

are such favorites as "Lake Isle of Innisfree," "When You Are Old," "Down by
the Salley Gardens," "The Stolen Child," "Fergus and the Druid," "The Song
of Wandering Aengus," and many more.

NP Classic

282 9780060008468 Earthy Dragon Awakes 510

283
9780143038412 Eat, Pray, Love Elizabeth Gilbert A celebrated writer pens an irresistible, candid, and eloquent account of her

pursuit of worldly pleasure, spiritual devotion, and what she really wanted
out of life.

1080 Contemporary

284 9780062511409 El alquimista Paulo Coelho The magical story of Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd boy who travels far
in search of a worldly treasure. With a new introduction by the author.

910 Spanish

285 9781419712173 El Deafo Cece Bell Diverse

286
9788423693429 El desierto de hielo Maite Carranza The prophecy has been fulfilled and the witches of Omar are waiting for

Anaid to destroy the violent witches of Odish. Anaid, however, is only 15
years-old-old and has no idea the mortal danger she is in.

Spanish

287 9789583043864 El Dr. Jekyll Y Mr. Hyde Fiona MacDonald This is a great way to introduce Stevenson's classic to reluctant readers. Spanish

288
9788467871425 El Hijo Del Pintor Marinella Terzi This short novels re-creates the childhood of author Michael Ende, his

famous painter father, and his mother. It shows what life was like when little
Micha was born and how everything changed when the Nazis came to
power.

Spanish

289 9788420674179 El senor de las moscas William Golding Story of the return to the wild of a group of British schoolboys marooned on
an island. (Lord of the Flies)

770 Spanish

290 9786070131110 El Senor Del Cero Maria Isabel Molina Spanish

291

9788468315799 El signo prohibido Rodrigo Munoz Avia When Jorge's friend Aleksandra disappears, he decides he will no longer
use words that contain the letter A until she is found. He decides to try and
figure out why she went missing and it seems like her Russian roots are
going to play an important part. He begins to find clues that point to her not
leaving of her own volition.

Spanish

292
9780440238027 Eleven Patricia Reilly Giff After 11-year-old Sam discovers that he was once missing, he enlists the

help of an unlikely friend to find answers. Sam is determined to figure out
where he belongs, but fears that it may lead to losing the family he already
has.

600 Contemporary

293
9780439023450 Elijah of Buxton Christopher Paul Curtis Elijah is a first-generation freeborn child. He embarks on a dangerous

journey to America and discovers firsthand the horrors of the life his parents
led.

980 Diverse

294 9780062862433 Elon Musk and the Quest for a Fantastic Future Young
Reader's Edition

Ashlee Vance 1200 Contemporary

295
9780312367466 Elsewhere Gabrielle Zevin After 15-year-old Liz Hall is hit by a taxi and killed, she finds herself in a

place that is both like and unlike Earth, where she must adjust to her new
status and figure out how to "live."

720 Contemporary

296 9780142404188 Emako Blue Brenda Woods Just as the lives of five high school students become intertwined, tragedy
tears them apart.

600 Contemporary

297
9780451530820 Emma Jane Austen Follows  the adventures of the self-assured and accomplished Emma, a

twenty-one-year old girl of privilege who believes she is immune to romance
and has several chaotic and often humorous experiences.

1070 Classic

298
9780544022188 Enchanted (The Woodcutter Sisters) Alethea Kontis It isn’t easy being the rather overlooked and unhappy youngest sibling to

sisters named for the other six days of the week. Sunday’s only comfort is
writing stories, although what she writes has a terrible tendency to come
true.

770 Contemporary

299
9781481435239 Enchanted Air Margarita Engle Enchanted Air recounts the life of author Margarita Engle from how her

parents met through her fourteenth year. It is the life of a girl torn between
two worlds. One home is the beautifully colorful island of Cuba, where her
mother is from, and the other

1120 Diverse G9 U1 SE

300
9781250773012 Ender's Game Orson Scott Card Ender is a young boy with a special gift.  He is a member of the select group

of children bred to be military geniuses.  The children known as "buggers"
have to save the Earth from alien attack.

780 G7 U3 SE

301 9781481468718 EngiNerds Jarrett Lerner 700 Contemporary

302
9780385743280 Enrique's Journey: The True Story of a Boy

Determined to Reunite with His Mother
Sonia Nazario Adapted for young people, this is the true story of Enrique, a teenager from

Honduras, who sets out on a journey, braving hardship and peril to find his
mother who had no choice but to leave him when he was a child and go to
the United States in search of

770 Diverse G8 U3 SE

303 9780140343557 Escape to Freedom: A Play About Young Frederick
Douglass

Ossie Davis A play based on the life of one of America's greatest orators. Winner of the
Coretta Scott King Award.

N/A Diverse

304 9781551524764 Escape to Gold Mountain: A Graphic History of the
Chinese in North America

G11 U5 SE

305 9780439120425 Esperanza Rising Pam Munoz Ryan #NO MATCH 750

306
9780451527004 Euripides: Ten Plays Paul Roche The Greek playwright Euripides chose to write about topics that are still

relevant today-women's role in society, war, religion, and the human
condition.  Plays include: Alcestis Hippolytus Ion Electra Iphigenia Among
the Taurians Medea The Bacchae The Trojan Women The Cyclops

NP Classic

307
9781419727610 Every Falling Star Surgija Lee The first memoir to portray contemporary North Korea to a young audience,

this is the intense account of a North Korean boy named Sungju who is
forced at age 12 to live on the streets and fend for himself.

880 Diverse

308 9781419733772 Every Shiny Thing Cordelia Jensen 860 Contemporary
309 9780316129275 Everybody Sees the Ants A.S. King 710 Contemporary

310

9780735212206 Exit West Moshim Hamid In a country teetering on the brink of civil war, two young people meet --
sensual, fiercely independent Nadia and gentle, restrained Saeed. They
embark on a furtive love affair, and are soon cloistered in a premature
intimacy by the unrest roiling their city. When it explodes, turning familiar
streets into a patchwork of checkpoints and bomb blasts, they begin to hear
whispers about doors -- doors that can whisk people far away, if perilously
and for a price. As the violence escalates, Nadia and Saeed decide that they
no longer have a choice. Leaving their homeland and their old lives behind,
they find a door and step through . . .

1660 Diverse

311
9780618711659 Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close Jonathan Safran Foer Nine-year-old Oskar Schell has embarked on an urgent, secret mission that

will take him through the five boroughs of New York. His goal is to find the
lock that matches a mysterious key that belonged to his father, who died in
the World Trade Center on the morning of September 11.

800 Contemporary

312
9780143124740 Eyes on the Prize Juan Williams From the Montgomery bus boycott to the Little Rock Nine to the Selma-

Montgomery march, thousands of ordinary people who participated in the
American civil rights movement; their stories are told in Eyes on the Prize.

1140 Diverse

313 9780545676014 Faceless Alyssa Sheinmel 790 Contemporary

314
9780792272977 Facing the Lion Joseph Lemasolai This is the moving story of a nomadic, Kenyan boy who never forgets his

roots.  He enters a boarding school growing up, goes to College in the US,
and now lives in Virginia, though he has never forgotten his Maasai roots.

720 Diverse

315 9781451673319 Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury A frightening vision of the future, firemen don't put out fires--they start them
in order to burn books.

890 Classic

316 9780545055765 Fallen Angels Walter Dean Myers #NO MATCH 650

317
9780767903578 Falling Leaves Adeline Yen Mah Adeline Yen Mah's memoirs paint a portrait of 20th-century China, her

education in England, and life in America trying always to find love from her
Chinese family.

960 Diverse
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318 9780763676766 Fallout Todd Strasser 740 Contemporary

319 9780451531827 Far From the Madding Crowd Thomas Hardy The drab existence of country people made vivid with the love of two
youngsters.

1110 Classic

320
9781476764528 Farewell to Arms, A Ernest Hemingway Hemingway recreates the fear, the comradeship, the courage of his young

American volunteer, and the men and women he meets in Italy during the
war to end all wars.

730 Classic

321 9781328742117 Farewell to Manzanar Jeanne Wakatsuki #NO MATCH 1040

322
9780140326130 Fast Sam, Cool Clyde, and Stuff Walter Dean Myers Francis, alias Stuff, learns the true meaning of friendship the year he moves

to 116th Street and joins forces with Cool Clyde, Fast Sam, Gloria, BB,
Angel, and Maria.

860 Diverse

323
9780763680190 Fat Angie Eunice Charlton-Trujillo Fat Angie's sister was captured in Iraq, she's the resident laughingstock at

school, and her therapist tells her to count instead of eat--so she doubts that
a daring new girl in her life can really change anything.

660 Diverse

324
9780486400730 Fathers and Sons Ivan Turgenev Quite controversial at the time of its publication, Fathers and Sons concerns

the inevitable conflict between generations and between the values of
traditionalists and intellectuals.

980 Classic

325 9780142415504 Feathers Jacqueline Woodson Frannie's growing friendship with a new student in her class makes her start
to see some things in a new light.

710 Diverse

326

9780763662622 Feed M.T. Anderson Titus never questions his world, in which parents select their babies'
attributes in the conceptionarium, corporations dominate the information
stream, and kids learn to employ the feed more efficiently in School.
Everything changes when he and his pals travel to the moon for spring
break.

770 Contemporary G8 U1 SE

327
9780689848919 Fever 1793 Laurie Halse Anderson In 1793 Philadelphia, 14-year-old Matilda Cook, separated from her sick

mother, learns about perseverance and self-reliance when she is forced to
cope with the horrors of a yellow fever epidemic.

580 Contemporary

328
9780823439607 Finding Langston Lesa Cline-Ransome It's 1946. Langston's mother has just died, and now they're leaving the rest

of his family and friends. He misses everything-- Grandma's Sunday
suppers, the red dirt roads, and the magnolia trees his mother loved. But
Langston's new home has one fantastic

760 Diverse

329 9780399555480 Finding Miracles 770
330 9780060007287 Fine, Fine School 500

331
9780545730488 Fire and Flood Victoria Scott Tella's brother Cody is sick and getting worse, so when she finds

instructions on how to become a contender in the dangerous Brimstone
Bleed race where she can win a cure for him, she jumps at the chance--but
there is no guarantee that she will win, or even survive

680 Contemporary

332
9780142411995 Fire from the Rock Sharon M. Draper In 1957, Sylvia's life is disrupted by the impending integration of Little Rock's

Central High when she is selected to be one of the first black students to
attend the previously all white school.

760 Contemporary

333 9780142426425 Fish in a Tree Lynda Mullaly Hunt Ally's greatest fear is that everyone will find out she is as dumb as they think
she is because she still doesn't know how to read.

550 Contemporary

334
9781534437333 Five Feet Apart Rachel Lippincott In this moving story ideal for fans of John Green's "The Fault in Our Stars, "

two teens fall in love with just one minor complication--they can't get within
five feet of each other without risking their lives.

780 Contemporary G10 U3 SE

335

9780142419434 Five Flavors of Dumb Antony John Piper is determined to show her classmates that just because she's hearing
impaired doesn't mean she's invisible. With growing self-confidence, a
budding romance, and a new understanding of her parent's decision to buy
a cochlear implant for her deaf baby sister, she discovers her own inner rock
star and what it truly means to be a flavor of Dumb.

890 Diverse

336 9781442497016 Five Kingdoms Brandon Mull 570 Contemporary

337
9780140435313 Flatland Edwin Abbott A work that continues to pose provocative questions about perception and

reality, Flatland is a brilliant parody of Victorian society where all existence is
limited to length and breadth - its inhabitants unable even to imagine a third
dimension.

1280 Classic

338 9780375825446 Flipped Wendelin Van Draanen In alternating chapters, two teenagers describe their feelings about
themselves, each other, and their families.

720 Contemporary

339
9781559362221 Flower Drum Song David Henry Hwang This new Flower Drum Song , with its references to the new and the old, has

become a kind of history of being Asian in America. It is absolutely authentic
to how Chinese America has grown up

N/A Diverse

340 9780156030083 Flowers for Algernon Daniel Keyes A medical experiment changes a 30-year-old mentally handicapped man
into a genius. ALA Best Book.

840 Classic

341
9780375841859 Flush Carl Hiaasen With their father jailed for sinking a river boat, Noah and his younger sister,

Abbey, must gather evidence that the owner of this floating casino is
emptying his bilge tanks into the protected waters around their Florida Keys
home.

770 Contemporary

342
9780142417256 Flygirl Sherri L. Smith Ida Mae, an 18-year-old light-skinned African American, passes herself off

as a white woman in order to be allowed to fly as a member of the Women's
Airforce Service Pilots during World War II.

680 Contemporary

343
9781101934623 Flying Lessons & Other Stories Ellen Oh (editor) A short story anthology celebrating the uniqueness and universality in all of

people. Written by Kwame Alexander, Soman Chainani, Jacqueline
Woodson, and other well know authors of books for children and young
adults.

800 Diverse

344
9780143116387 Food Rules: An Eater's Manual Michael Pollan From the bestselling author of "The Omnivore's Dilemma" and "In Defense

of Food" comes this collection of simple, sensible, and easy to use rules--the
perfect guide for anyone who would like to become more mindful of the food
he or she eats.

N/A Contemporary

345 9780807033807 For All of Us, One Today G11 U2 SE
346 9780062385697 Forever, or a Long, Long Time Caela Carter 570 Contemporary

347
9781416961451 Forge Laurie Halse Anderson Separated from his friend Isabel after their daring escape from slavery, 15-

year-old Curzon serves as a free man in the Continental Army at Valley
Forge until he and Isabel are thrown together again, as slaves once more.
Sequel to Chains.

820 Contemporary

348
9780689818516 Forged by Fire Sharon M. Draper When Gerald was little, he was fascinated by fire. It was a fire, ignited while

his substance-addicted mother was out of the apartment, that brought him
into the loving home of his favorite aunt.

780 Contemporary

349 9781250144010 Forget Me Not Ellie Terry 670 Contemporary

350
9780440229179 Forgotten Fire Adam Bagdasarian Vahan watches in horror as his family is killed in Turkey during World War I.

His father's words, "This is how steel is made. Steel is made strong by fire."
take on a new meaning after what he experiences.

1050 Diverse

351
9780553212808 Four Great Plays Henrik Ibsen Four plays by the nineteenth-century Norwegian dramatist deal with the

breakup of a marriage, Puritan moral standards, the force of public opinion,
and personal illusions.  Plays include: A Doll’s House Ghosts An Enemy of
the People The Wild Duck

NP Classic

352
9781481436311 Framed James Pointi, Get to know the only kid on the FBI Director's speed dial and several

international criminals' most wanted lists all because of his Theory of All
Small Things in this hilarious start to a brand-new middle grade mystery
series.

680 Contemporary

353 9780451532244 Frankenstein Mary Shelley An English gentleman, involved in Jacobite intrigues, journeys to the
Trossachs to meet a famous Scottish outlaw.

1170 Classic G12 U4 SE

354 9781563122668 Frankenstein- Retold Mary Shelley (retold by Wim N/A 670 Graphic Novel
355 9780316769495 Franny and Zooey J.D. Salinger Two interrelated stories about members of the Glass family. 990 Classic

356
9780439286060 Freak the Mighty Rodman Philbrick An emotionally charged novel about two boys, a slow learner too large for

his age, and a tiny, crippled genius, who forge a unique friendship when they
pair up to create one formidable human force.

930 Contemporary

357
9780060731335 Freakonomics: A Rogue Economist Explores the

Hidden Side of Everything
Levitt and Dubner Uses analytical tools from economics to address a range of questions that

might seem to be far removed from the discipline of the "dismal science"
such as how to determine if teachers are aiding in students' cheating on
standardized tests.

N/A Contemporary

358 9781324003601 Free Lunch 540

359
9780823421954 Freedom Walkers: The Story of the Montgomery Bus

Boycott
Russell Freedman This novel takes a deeper look at some of the major leaders in the famous

Montgomery Bus Boycott such as Rosa Parks and Dr. Martin Luther King,
some of the key events that took place, and some of the thousands of
unrecognized heroes that made the bus boycott possible.

1110 Diverse G7 U6 TE

360 9780698118706 Freedom's Children Ellen Levine Thirty African-Americans who were children during the 1950s and 1960s tell
their true stories of what it was like for them to fight segregation in the South

760 Contemporary

361
9780425286555 Fried Green Tomatoes Fannie Flagg Cleo Threadgood, 86, shares a lifetime of memories of Whistle Stop,

Alabama where the social scene centered on its one cafe with Evelyn
Couch, a younger woman who is looking for meaning in her life.

940 Classic

362

9781771470643 Friend or Foe Etta Kaner Rats, mosquitoes, bats, cockroaches, leeches, vultures -- it's easy to fear
and despise them. But are they all bad? You probably know that rats destroy
food supplies and can cause house fires when they gnaw on electrical wires,
but did you know their supersensitive noses can help detect tuberculosis or
even land mines?

850 Contemporary
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363 9780805210200 From the Kingdom of Memory: Reminiscences Elie Wiesel Wiesel weaves together memories of his life before the Holocaust and his
great struggle to find meaning afterwards.

N/A Contemporary

364
9780689853548 From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler E. L. Konigsburg A sister and brother run away from home to New York's Metropolitan

Museum of Art. Digest edition. Newbery Medal winner. An ALA Notable
Book. An SLJ Best of the Best Book. Willian Allen White Award winner.

700 Classic

365
9780689873256 Full Tilt Neal Schusterman From the author of "Downsiders" comes the story of two boys thrust into the

world of a bizarre phantom carnival--and their souls are the price of
admission.

700 Contemporary

366 9781419729683 Fuzzy 700 G8 U1 SE

367 9780147509949 Gabe and Izzy: Standing Up for America's Bullied Gabrielle Ford Ford's motivational story of overcoming bullying and disability will appeal to
dog lovers as well as kids coping with bullying.

740 Diverse G7 U6 SE

368
9780547904146 Gathering Blue Lois Lowry Lame and suddenly orphaned, Kira is mysteriously removed from her

squalid village to live in the palatial Council Edifice, where she is expected to
use her gifts as a weaver to do the bidding of the all-powerful Guardians.

680 Contemporary

369 9781250115270 Genius Leopold Gant Three teen geniuses from around the world must win a Game with the
highest of stakes in this action-packed novel.

680 Contemporary

370
9781250158680 Genius: the Con Leopoldo Gout Three teen geniuses from around the world with diverse backgrounds

compete in a head-to-head competition with the highest stakes possible.
Working together they must  stop a vicious warlord, protect their families,
and save the world.

670 Contemporary

371
9781250045836 Genius: the Revolution (Hardcover) Leopoldo Gout Three teen geniuses from around the world with diverse backgrounds

compete in a head-to-head competition with the highest stakes possible.
Working together they must  stop a vicious warlord, protect their families,
and save the world.

760

372
9780698118928 Getting Near to Baby Audrey Couloumbis A 2000 Newbery Honor Book. Although thirteen-year-old Willa Jo and her

Aunt Patty seem to be constantly at odds, staying with her and Uncle Hob
helps Willa Jo and her younger sister come to terms with the death of their
family's baby.

740 Contemporary

373
9781481450164 Ghost Jason Reynolds Ghost wants to be the fastest sprinter on his elite middle-school track team,

but his past is slowing him down in this electrifying novel--a National Book
Award Finalist for Young People's Literature and first in a brand-new series

730 Graphic Novel G7 U5 SE

374 9780316262262 Ghost Boys Jewell Rhodes Rhodes 360 Diverse

375
9780061664717 Ghosts of War: The True Story of a 19-Year-Old GI Ryan Smithson In a harrowing memoir about combat, friendship, fear, and a soldier's

commitment to his country, Smithson brings readers inside a world that few
understand, as he describes his experience as a 19-year-old Army engineer
in Iraq.

750 Contemporary

376 9780152051242 Gifts Ursula K. Le Guin A darkly compelling fantasy about a world in which each person has a
magical, dangerous "gift."

830 Contemporary

377

9780425289907 Girl Gone Viral Arvin Ahmadi For seventeen-year-old Opal Hopper, code is magic. She builds entire
worlds from scratch: Mars craters, shimmering lakes, any virtual experience
her heart desires. But she can't code her dad back into her life. When he
disappeared after her tenth birthday, leaving only a cryptic note, Opal tried
desperately to find him. And when he never turned up, she enrolled at a
boarding school for technical prodigies and tried to forget.

? Diverse G10 U4 TE

378
9780142401323 Girl in a Cage Jane Yolen As English armies invade Scotland in 1306, 11-year-old Princess Marjorie,

daughter of the newly crowned Scottish king, Robert the Bruce, is captured
by England's King Edward Longshanks and held in a cage on public display.

690 Contemporary

379
9780140296280 Girl in Hyacinth Blue Susan Vreeland This luminous story of an alleged 36th Vermeer painting begins in the

present day and traces the ownership back to World War II, Amsterdam, and
to the work's inspiration.

950 Contemporary

380
9780316260633 Girl in the Blue Coat Monica Hesse Hanneke, a procurer of black-market goods in 1943 Nazi-occupied

Amsterdam, is compelled to help a desperate neighbor track down a missing
Jewish teen who had been hiding from the Nazis.

720 Contemporary

381 9781594485152 Girl in Translation Jean Kwok Eleven-year-old Ah Kim moves from Honk Kong to Brooklyn struggling to
survive at school and to help her mother in a clothing factory.

840 Diverse

382
9780545356626 Girl Named Disaster, A Nancy Farmer This Newbery Honor title is a spellbinding novel readers will be cheering for

Nhamo from beginning to end. Nhamo runs away from the cruel man she is
to marry, only to find herself alone on the river in a stolen boat.

730 Contemporary

383 9781880000540 Giving Thanks: A Native American Good Morning
Message

Chief Jake Swamp with illustrations by
Erwin Printup Jr.

520

384
9780743247542 Glass Castle Jeanette Walls The author recalls her life growing up in a dysfunctional family with an

alcoholic father and distant mother and describes how she and her siblings
had to fend for themselves until they finally found the resources and will to
leave home.

1010 Contemporary

385
9780141306445 Going Home Nicholasa Mohr Nothing about being a girl in a strict Hispanic household seems fair to 12-

year-old Felita--until she learns that she'll be spending the summer in Puerto
Rico with her uncle Jorge.

680 Diverse

386
9780062215895 Gone Crazy in Alabama Rita Williams- Garcia As Delphine hears about her family history, she uncovers the surprising truth

that's been keeping her grandmother and her aunts apart. But when tragedy
strikes, Delphine discovers that the bonds of family run deeper than she
ever knew possible.

740 Diverse G6 U6 TE

387

9781338528756 Good Dog Dan Gemeinhart From the acclaimed author of "The Honest Truth." Brodie was a good dog.
And good dogs go to heaven. Except Brodie can't move on. He can't forget
the boy he left behind the boy who's still in danger. So Brodie breaks the
rules of heaven and returns to Earth as a spirit, determined to find his boy
and to save him.

530 Contemporary

388 9780064401746 Good Night, Mr. Tom Michelle Magorian Torn away from his deprived family by war, Willie Beech arrives in a strange
new world and soon has to start living differently with 'Mister Tom'.

760 Classic

389 9780307980861 Goodbye Stranger Rebecca Stead 560 Contemporary
390 9780679823766 Goodbye, Vietnam Gloria Whelan #NO MATCH 810
391 9781484723654 Gracefully Grayson Ami Polonsky 720 Contemporary

392

9780547258300 Graceling Kristin Cashore Katsa has been able to kill a man with her bare hands since she was
eight—she’s a Graceling, one of the rare people in her land born with an
extreme skill. As niece of the king, she should be able to live a life of
privilege, but Graced as she is with killing, she is forced to work as the king’s
thug.

870 Contemporary

393 9780451531186 Great Expectations Charles Dickens #NO MATCH 1090
394 9780486411057 Great Short Poems Various #NO MATCH NP Classic

395
9780486408941 Great Speeches Various Representative speeches spanning the career of one of FDR. High points

include the First Inaugural Address; State of the Union Address; and his
Fourth Inaugural Address.

N/A Classic

396

9780486447612 Great Speeches by African Americans Various This anthology comprises speeches by influential figures in the history of
African-American culture and politics. Contents include the famous "Ain't I a
Woman?" speech by Sojourner Truth, Frederick Douglass' immortal "What,
to the Slave, Is the Fourth of July?" Martin Luther King, Jr.,'s "I Have a
Dream," and many others.

NP Diverse

397 9781250179043 Greetings from Witness Protection! Jake Burt 750 Contemporary

398 9780679723110 Grendel John Gardner The Beowulf story retold from the monster's point of view reveals the darker
side of human nature and values.

860 Classic G12 U1 SE

399 9781501111112 Grit Gillian French 780 Contemporary

400
9780380724192 Growing Up Chicana/o Anthology An anthology of autobiographical essays and stories about growing up in

America. These stories celebrate the tremendous diversity of Chicana/o life
through the universal themes of boundaries, family, education and rites of
passage.

N/A Diverse

401
9780385740968 Growing Up Muslim: Understanding the Beliefs and

Practices of Islam
Sumbul Ali-Karamali Author Sumbul Ali-Karamali offers her personal account of growing up

Muslim in Southern California and her thoughts about diet, dress, prayer,
holidays, and everything in between.

1050 Diverse

402
9780440407126 Guts Gary Paulsen In this nonfiction companion to the Brian books, Gary Paulsen tells the real

stories behind the Brian books, the stories of the adventures that inspired
him to write Brian Robeson's story.

1230 Contemporary

403
9780547076317 Gym Candy Carl Deuker Mick Johnson is determined not to make the same mistakes his father, a

failed football hero, made. But after being tackled just short of the end zone
in a big game, Mick begins using “gym candy,” or steroids and starts down a
road that even he knows is the wrong one to travel.

710 Contemporary

404
9780689825231 Habibi Naomi Shihab Nye Fourteen-year-old Liyana, her younger brother, and her parents move from

St. Louis to a new home between Jerusalem and the Palestinian village
where her father was born. They face many changes and must deal with the
tensions between Jews and Palestinians.

850 Diverse

405
9780307387097 Half the Sky Kristof and WuDunn Two Pulitzer Prize winners issue a call to arms against our era's most

pervasive human rights violation: the oppression of women in the developing
world.

N/A Contemporary

406 9780743477123 Hamlet William Shakespeare The story of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. NP Classic
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407
9780399252525 Harbor Me Jacqueline Woodson In her first middle-grade novel since National Book Award winner "Brown

Girl Dreaming, " Woodson, the 2018-2019 National Ambassador for Young
People's Literature, celebrates the healing that can occur when a group of
students share their stories.

630 Diverse

408 9780525515142 Harbor Me (Paperback) 630

409 9780062668264 Harriet Tubman Conductor on the Underground
Railroad

Ann Petry Biography of the woman who led over 300 black people from slavery to
freedom in the North. ALA Notable Book.

1000 Diverse

410
9780152058807 Harris and Me Gary Paulsen The 11-year-old narrator gets sent to his second cousin's homestead.  He

hasn't seen anything like this country life, nor anything like his second
cousin Harris, known as Prankster Extraordinaire.

980 Contemporary

411 9781416936473 Hatchet Gary Paulsen #NO MATCH 1020

412 9780061730795 Heart and Soul Kadir Nelson This book explores the contributions of African Americans to the formation of
America, through the voice of an older African American woman.

1050 Diverse

413
9780142407578 Heat Mike Lupica Pitching prodigy Michael Arroyo is on the run from social services after being

banned from playing Little League baseball because rival coaches doubt he
is only 12 years old, and he has no parents to offer them proof.

940 Contemporary

414
9780689822902 Heaven Angela Johnson Fourteen-year-old Marley's seemingly perfect life in the small town of

Heaven is disrupted when she discovers that her father and mother are not
her real parents.

790 Contemporary

415
9780486264691 Hedda Gabler Henrik Ibsen This dark psychological drama was first produced in Norway in 1890 and

depicts the evil machinations of a ruthless, nihilistic heroine: the infamous
Hedda Gabler.

NP Classic

416

9780486428871 Henry V William Shakespeare This drama focuses on the young warrior king — from Henry's decision to
continue the military exploits of his royal ancestors and press England's
claim to the French throne, to his nervous watch before the Battle of
Agincourt and his role in one of the greatest military triumphs in English
history.

NP Classic

417
9780698118546 Hero Ain't Nothin' but a Sandwich, A Alice Childress The life of a thirteen-year-old Harlem black boy on his way to becoming a

confirmed heroin addict is seen from his viewpoint and from that of several
people around him.

N/A Classic

418 9780545902489 Hey, Kiddo Jarrett J. Krosoczka 510 Contemporary

419
9780062662378 Hidden Figures (Young Reader’s Edition) Margot Lee Shetterly Explores the previously uncelebrated but pivotal contributions of NASA's

African-American women mathematicians to America's space program,
describing how Jim Crow laws segregated them from their white
counterparts despite their groundbreaking successes.

1120 Diverse

420

9780062363602 Hidden Figures: The Untold True Story of Four
African-American Women who Helped Launch Our
Nation Into Space (Adult Version)

Margot Lee Shetterly Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of the Black
Women Who Helped Win the Space Race is a 2016 nonfiction book written
by Margot Lee Shetterly. Shetterly started working on the book in 2010. The
book takes place from the 1930s through the 1960s when some viewed
women as inferior to men.

1120 Diverse

421
9781250143976 Hideout Watt Key In this riveting middle-grade adventure, the son of a Mississippi policeman

finds a boy living on his own in the wilderness and becomes entangled in
small lies that only get bigger as the danger increases for both boys and
hidden truths become harder to conceal.

630 Contemporary

422 9780385386173 Hilo Book 1: The Boy Who Crashed to Earth Judd Winick 460 Contemporary

423
9780679721031 Hiroshima John Hersey The classic tale of the day the first atom bomb was dropped offers a

haunting evocation of the memories of survivors and an appeal to the
conscience of humanity.

1190 Classic

424 9781616958732 History Is All You Left Me 820 G11 U6 TE

425
9780152056193 Hitch Jeanette Ingold Despite the Great Depression, 17-year-old Moss Trawnley thinks he has it

made. This changes when he is fired in order to give the job to a man with a
family who is related to the boss.

830 Contemporary

426
9780312641573 Hole in My Life Jack Gantos With gritty details of drug use and prison violence, the author relates how, as

a young adult, he became a drug user and smuggler, was arrested, did time
in prison, and eventually got out and went to college, all the while hoping to
become a writer.

840 Contemporary

427 9780440414803 Holes Louis Sachar #NO MATCH 660

428
9780312535636 Home of The Brave Katherine Applegate Humorous and touching, this novel in free verse tells the story of a

Sudanese boy who immigrates to America after his family is torn apart by
war.

NP Diverse G6 U3 TE

429
9780064408196 Homeless Bird Gloria Whelan When 13-year-old Koly enters into an ill-fated arranged marriage, she must

either suffer a destiny dictated by India's tradition or find the courage to
oppose it.

800 Diverse

430
9780763635602 Hoop Kings Charles R. Smith Jr. With pumping, energetic, rap-inspired wordplay, Smith profiles the distinctive

playing styles of the 12 best male pro basketball players in this collection of
poems, now available in a digest size.

N/A Diverse

431
9780307976116 Hoops Walter Dean Myers Seventeen-year-old Lonnie Jackson hopes that basketball will be his ticket

out of Harlem until the savage underworld of sports and big money forces
him to make a choice.

740 Diverse

432
9780375829161 Hoot Carl Hiaasen Roy, who is new to his small Florida community, becomes involved in

another boy's attempt to save a colony of burrowing owls from a proposed
construction site.

760 Contemporary

433
9781452156484 House Arrest K.A. Holt Young Timothy is sentenced to house arrest after impulsively stealing a

wallet, and he is forced to keep a journal into which he pours all his
thoughts, fears, and frustrations.

610 Contemporary

434
9780062470157 How Dare the Sun Rise Sandra Uwiringiyimana In this powerful memoir, Uwiringyimana, a girl from the Democratic Republic

of the Congo, tells the incredible true story of how she survived a massacre,
immigrated to America, and overcame her trauma through art and activism.

760 Diverse

435
9780143115410 How Does It Feel to Be a Problem? Being Young and

Arab in America
Moustafa Bayoumi Bayoumi presents the story of how young Arab and Muslim Americans are

forging lives for themselves in a country that often mistakes them for the
enemy.

1010 Diverse

436
9780553376050 How I Live Now Meg Rosoff To get away from her pregnant stepmother in New York City, 15-year-old

Daisy goes to England to stay with her aunt and cousins, with whom she
instantly bonds, but soon war breaks out and rips apart the family while
devastating the land.

1620 Contemporary

437 9781565129757 How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents 950 G11 U5 SE

438 9781681192161 How They Choked: Failures, Flops, and Flaws of the
Awfully Famous

Georgia Bragg 1010 Contemporary

439
9780440418702 How Tia Lola Came to (Visit) Stay Julia Alvarez Ten-year-old Miguel learns to love his colorful aunt, Tia Lola, when she

comes to Vermont from the Dominican Republic to stay with his mother after
his parents' divorce.

800 Diverse

440
9780486451596 How to Eat a Poem Various Seventy lighthearted poems, selected for both popularity and literary quality.

Features an incredible array of poets, from Lewis Carroll and Ernest
Lawrence Thayer to Shel Silverstein, Ogden Nash and Gary Soto.

NP Contemporary

441
9780486298955 How We Think John Dewey One of America's most prominent pedagogues discusses training students

to think well. This educational classic covers inductive and deductive logic,
concrete and abstract thinking, and many other aspects of thought training.

N/A Classic

442
9780439023528 Hunger Games Suzanne Collins In a future North America, where the rulers of Panem maintain control

through an annual televised survival competition pitting young people
against one another, 16-year-old Katniss's skills are put to the test when she
takes her sister's place.

810 Contemporary G7 U2 SE

443 9780553272932 Hunger of Memory Richard Rodriguez Autobiography of a Mexican American who pays a painful price for social
assimilation and academic success.

N/A Diverse

444
9780060000189 Hurricane Terry Trueman Based on the devastation caused in Honduras by Hurricane Mitch in 1998,

this powerful story is about a young boy's fear and courage in the face of a
force of nature too huge to even imagine.

730 Diverse

445 9780142415511 Hush Jacqueline Woodson Evie struggles to determine her own place in the world when her family is
forced to move to a new city and change their identities.

640 Diverse G8 U5 SE

446
9780152051600 I Am David Anne Holm David's entire twelve-year life has been spent in a grisly prison camp in

Eastern Europe. He knows nothing of the outside world. But when he is
given the chance to escape, he seizes it.

910 Classic

447
9780316322423 I Am Malala (Paperback) Malala Yousafsai, Raised in a family that values education, Malala Yousafzai, along with her

father, stood up when the Taliban invaded the Swat Valley of Pakistan
where she lived. Bravely campaigning for the right of everyone to have an
education she barely survived after

1000 Diverse G6 U2 SE

448 9780316327916 I Am Malala: The Girl Who Stood Up For Education 830

449

9781524700515 I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter Erika Sanchez Perfect Mexican daughters do not go away to college. And they do not move
out of their parents' house after high school graduation. Perfect Mexican
daughters never abandon their family. But Julia is not your perfect Mexican
daughter. That was Olga's role. Then a tragic accident on the busiest street
in Chicago leaves Olga dead and Julia left behind to reassemble the
shattered pieces of her family. And no one seems to acknowledge that Julia
is broken, too. Instead, her mother seems to channel her grief into pointing
out every possible way Julia has failed.

730 Diverse

450 9780425291009 I Am Still Alive 690 G7 U4 SE
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451 9780375840395 I Am the Cheese Robert Cormier Adam bicycles through New England to meet his father and journeys into the
far reaches of his mind to unlock a devastating past he cannot accept.

750 Classic

452 9780689808692 I Am the Darker Brother Arnold Adoff In this revised edition, the classic work is updated with new poems by
contemporary poets, including Maya Angelou, Rita Dove, and others.

N/A Diverse

453 9781592406388 I Beat the Odds Michael Oher; Dan Yeager 1130 Diverse

454

9780142417041 I Hadn't Meant to Tell You This Jacqueline Woodson Twelve-year-old Marie is a leader among the popular black girls in
Chauncey, Ohio, a prosperous black suburb. She isn't looking for a friend
when Lena Bright, a white girl, appears in school. Yet they are drawn to
each other because both have lost their mothers. And they know how to
keep a secret. For Lena has a secret that is terrifying, and she's desperate
to protect herself and her younger sister from their father. Marie must decide
whether she can help Lena by keeping her secret... or by telling it.

670 Diverse

455 9780345514400 I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Maya Angelou Poet Maya Angelou recounts a youth filled with disappointment, frustration,
tragedy, and finally hard-won independence.

1330 Diverse G9 U2 TE

456
9781416994022 I Lived on Butterfly Hill Marjorie Agosin When her beloved country, Chile, is taken over by a militaristic government,

Celeste is sent to America for her safety and her parents must go into hiding
before they "disappear.

770 Diverse

457

9780805210156 I Never Saw Another Butterfly Celeste Raspanti Fifteen thousand children under the age of fifteen passed through the
Terezin Concentration Camp. Fewer than 100 survived. In these poems and
pictures drawn by the young inmates, we see the daily misery of these
uprooted children, as well as their hopes and fears, their courage and
optimism

NP Classic

458
9781467744584 I Remember Beirut Zeina Aibirached Abirached was born in Lebanon in 1981. She grew up in Beirut as fighting

between Christians and Muslims divided the city streets. Follow her past
cars riddled with bullet holes, into taxi cabs that travel where buses refuse to
go, and on outings to collect shrapnel from the sidewalk.

460 Graphic Novel

459 9780525575115 I Was Their American Dream 490
460 9780316241335 I Will Always Write Back Caitlin Alifirenka 790 Diverse

461
9780553512496 I Woke Up Dead At the Mall Judy Sheehan Sixteen-year-old Sarah wakes up dead at the Mall of America only to find

she was murdered, and she must work with a group of dead teenagers to
finish up the unresolved business of their former lives while preventing her
murderer from killing again.

490 Contemporary

462
9780142425763 I'll Give You The Sun Jandy Nelson I'll Give You the Sun is a young adult novel by author Jandy Nelson.

Published in September 2014, it is Nelson's second novel. Nelson won
several awards for this novel, including the 2015 Printz Award for Excellence
in Young Adult Literature.

740

463 9780312380052 I, Juan de Pareja Elizabeth Borton de Trevino #NO MATCH 1030

464 9780553294385 I, Robot Issac Asimov Asimov's classic collection of science fiction stories originally published in
the 1940s.

820 Classic G8 U1 SE

465 9780545417310 If I Ever Get Out of Here Eric Gansworth 870

466
9780142415436 If I Stay Gayle Forman While in a coma following an automobile accident that killed her parents and

younger brother, 17-year-old Mia, a gifted cellist, weighs whether to live with
her grief or join her family in death.

830 Contemporary

467
9780385734493 If the Witness Lied Caroline Cooney Torn apart by tragedies and the publicity they brought, Smithy, Jack, and

Madison, 14 to 16, tap into their parent's courage to pull together and protect
their brother, nearly three, from further media exploitation and a much more
sinister threat.

670 Contemporary

468
9780553499148 Illuminae Kaufman and Kristoff The planet Kerenza is attacked, and Kady and Ezra find themselves on a

space fleet fleeing the enemy, while their ship's artificial intelligence system
and a deadly plague may be the end of them all

780 Classic

469 9781547604692 Imprisoned (paperback)

470 9780802722775 Imprisoned: The Betrayal of Japanese Americans
during World War II

Sandler Martin W. 1240 Diverse

471 9780679745587 In Cold Blood Truman Capote Re-creation of the brutal slaying of the Clutter family of Holcolm, Kansas. 1040 Classic G9 U3 SE

472 9780152387426 In the Beginning Hamilton and Moser Twenty-five creation myths from such diverse cultures as China, Tahiti,
Micronesia, and Australia.

640 Diverse

473
9780440226864 In the Middle of the Night Robert Cormier Sixteen-year-old Denny lives in the shadow of a deadly accident with which

his father was connected when he was Denny's age, a disaster for which
some of the survivors still blame his father.

790 Contemporary

474 9781250144119 In the Shadow of Liberty 1110

475
9781565129764 In the Time of the Butterflies Julia Alvarez Inspired by the true story of the three Mirabal sisters who, in 1960, were

murdered for their part in an underground plot to overthrow the Dominican
Republic government.

910 Diverse G10 U1 TE

476 9780452286863 In the Time of the Butterflies (Spanish) Julia Alvarez Fiction about the true story of the three martyred Miraposa sisters, their
surviving sister, and events during the Dominican Revolution of 1938-1946.

910 Diverse

477 9780316154284 Incantation Alice Hoffman 730 Diverse

478
9780142418529 Incarceron Catherine Fisher To free herself from an upcoming arranged marriage, Claudia, the daughter

of the Warden of Incarceron, a futuristic prison with a mind of its own,
decides to help a young prisoner escape.

600 Contemporary

479
9780451531469 Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl Harriet Jacobs Harriet Jacobs, born a slave to mulatto parents in 1813 North Carolina,

recounts her life stories from her sale to an abusive master to her final
emancipation.

740 Diverse

480 9781633754973 Infinity Jus Accardo An Infinity Division Novel (Book 1) N/A Contemporary

481
9780345466273 Inherit the Wind Jerome Lawrence Dramatizes the famous Scopes "Monkey Trail" where William Jennings

Bryan and Clarence Darrow clashed over a teacher's right to teach
evolution.

850 Classic

482
9780809058402 Innumeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy and Its

Consequences
John Allen Paulos John Allen Paulos argues that our inability to deal rationally with very large

numbers and the probabilities associated with them results in misinformed
governmental policies, confused personal decisions, and an increased
susceptibility to pseudoscience of all kinds.

N/A Classic

483
9780061962790 Inside Out and Back Again Thanhha Lai For all the ten years of her life, Ha has only known Saigon: the thrills of its

markets, the joy of its traditions, the warmth of her friends close by, and the
beauty of her very own papaya tree.

800 Diverse G8 U3 SE

484
9780062024053 Insurgent Veronica Roth As war surges in the dystopian society around her, sixteen-year-old

Divergent Tris Prior must continue trying to save those she loves, and
herself, while grappling with haunting questions of grief and forgiveness,
identity and loyalty, politics and love.

710 Contemporary

485
9780385486804 Into the Wild Jon Krakauer The story of Chris McCandless, a young man who embarked on a solo

journey into the wilds of Alaska and whose body was discovered four
months later, explores the allure of the wilderness.

1270 Contemporary G10 U6 SE

486
9780385494786 Into Thin Air Jon Krakauer A gripping account of a 1996 expedition to climb Mt. Everest that went

tragically wrong. Includes a map, b&w photos, and excerpts of writings of
past Everest climbers. Some mature content.

1320 Contemporary

487
9781481430722 Invisible Fault Lines Kristen-Paige Madonia Callie struggles to come to terms with the disappearance of her father, but

eventually chooses to believe that he has traveled back to the San
Francisco earthquake of 1906.

970 Contemporary

488

9780375708275 Isaac's Storm Erik Larson Now in paperback comes this bestselling narrative of the extreme hurricane
that struck Galveston, Texas, in 1900, leaving at least 8,000 dead in its
wake. An unforgettable story of the conflict between human hubris and the
last great uncontrollable force, "Isaac's Storm" offers a cautionary tale for the
millennium.

1020 Contemporary

489 9781328740960 It Ain't So Awful, Falafel 730
490 9780316515474 Ivy Aberdeen's Letter to the World Ashley Herring Blake 740 Contemporary

491 9781416903390 Izzy Willy-Nilly Cynthia Voigt Izzy is pretty, popular, and has everything going for her until her drunken
date crashes the car, and Izzy loses a leg.

790 Classic

492

9780486415826 Jabberwocky Lewis Carroll Carroll’s most appealing verses including “The Walrus and the Carpenter,”
“The Mock Turtle’s Song,” and “Father William,” as well as such lesser-
known gems as “My Fancy,” “A Sea Dirge,” “Brother and Sister,”  “What
Tottles Meant,” “Poeta Fit, non Nascitur,” “The Little Man That Had a Little
Gun,” and many others.

460 Classic

493 9780064403689 Jacob Have I Loved Katherine Paterson Newbery Medal winner. Jealousy and bitterness darken the life of a girl who
grows up in the shadow of her twin sister.

880 Classic

494 9780451530912 Jane Eyre Charloette Bronte #NO MATCH 570

495
9780141307022 Jazmin's Notebook Nikki Grimes Jazmin, a 14-year-old girl lives in Harlem in the 1960s. She fills her journal

with laughs, anger, hope. Captured within the pages of her tough, exuberant
life are the beauty, chaos, confusion, clarity and excitement of life's endless
possibilities.

910 Diverse
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496

9781534409446 Jazz Owls Margarita Engle Thousands of young Navy sailors are pouring into Los Angeles on their way
to the front lines of World War II. They are teenagers, scared, longing to feel
alive before they have to face the horrors of battle. Hot jazz music spiced
with cool salsa rhythms calls them to dance with the local Mexican American
girls, who jitterbug all night before working all day in the canneries. Proud to
do their part for the war effort, these Jazz Owl girls are happy to dance with
the sailors--until the blazing summer night when racial violence leads to
murder.

1300 Diverse

497 9781416933960 Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William McKinley, and Me,
Elizabeth

E.L. Konigsberg Elizabeth is new in town and pretty lonely, until she meets Jennifer who says
she is a witch.

680 Classic

498 9780152054250 Jesse Gary Soto Two brothers struggle to make a place for themselves despite their limited
options.

900 Diverse

499
9780142412336 Jim Thorpe, Original All-American Joseph Bruchac Focusing on Jim Thorpe's years at Pennsylvania's Carlisle Indian School,

this title brings his early athletic career to life, while also dispelling some
myths about him and movingly depicting the Native American experience at
the turn of the 20th century.

950 Diverse

500
9781250061683 Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key Jack Gantos To the constant disappointment of his mother and his teachers, Joey has

trouble paying attention or controlling his mood swings when his prescription
medications wear off and he starts getting worked up and acting wired.

890 Contemporary

501 9780812504712 Journey to the Center of the Earth Jules Verne A group of explorers makes an expedition into a crater that leads to the
center of the earth and to horrifying discoveries. A Tor Classic.

620 Classic

502

9780142501849 Journey to the River Sea Eva Ibbotson Maia, an orphan, is sent from England to live with unfamiliar cousins on a
rubber plantation in South America. The brave, curious girl and her fierce but
kind governess arrive in their new home, each with secret hopes of
adventure. Memorable characters and plot twists drive this exciting story set
in turn-of-the-last century Brazil.

860 Diverse

503 9780553211917 Jude the Obscure 1060

504 9780064400589 Julie of the Wolves Jean Craighead George The story of a girl caught between two cultures. She learns to communicate
with a small pack of wolves and thus gets food when she is starving.

860 Classic G6 U4 SE

505
9781641011341 Julie y los lobos Jean Craighead George While running away from home and an unwanted marriage, a thirteen-year-

old Eskimo girl becomes lost on the North Slope of Alaska and is befriended
by a wolf pack.

860 Spanish

506 9780743482745 Julius Ceasar William Shakespeare #NO MATCH NP
507 9780812984965 Just Mercy Bryan Stevenson 1130 Diverse

508 9780451531438 Kidnapped Robert Louis Stevenson The adventures of a boy, heir to an estate, who is kidnapped by his
scheming uncle. A Bantam Classic.

990 Classic

509
9780152050313 Kidnapping of Christina Lattimore Joan Lowery Nixon Grabbed and drugged, Christina is kidnapped and held for ransom. When

her family pays, she thinks her ordeal is over. But then she realizes that her
family thinks she planned the kidnapping! How will Christina prove her
innocence?

710 Classic

510 9780593158104 Killer Angels Michael Shaara This novel reveals more about the Battle of Gettysburg than any piece of
learned nonfiction on the same subject.

610 Classic

511 9780807083697 Kindred 580 G11 U4 TE

512

9781419728556 Kindred: Graphic Novel Octavia Butler More than 35 years after its release, Kindred continues to draw in new
readers with its deep exploration of the violence and loss of humanity
caused by slavery in the United States, and its complex and lasting impact
on the present day. Adapted by celebrated academics and comics artists
Damian Duffy and John Jennings, this graphic novel powerfully renders
Butler's mysterious and moving story, which spans racial and gender divides
in the antebellum South through the 20th century.

? Graphic Novel

513
9780689856402 Kira-Kira Cynthia Kadohata Chronicles the close friendship between two Japanese-American sisters

growing up in rural Georgia during the late 1950s and early 1960s, and the
despair when one sister becomes terminally ill.

740 Diverse G7 U6 SE

514 9780152051273 Kissing Tennessee Kathi Appelt Individual students prepare for their eighth-grade dance, shifting
imperceptibly through a broad spectrum of teen issues.

820 Contemporary

515 9780671726522 Kon-Tiki Thor Heyerdahl A true adventure story of six men crossing the Pacific on a raft. 1310 Diverse G7 U4 TE
516 9781338642209 Kristy's Great Idea 640

517
9780312373542 La Linea Ann Jaramillo When fifteen-year-old Miguel's time finally comes to leave his poor Mexican

village, cross the border illegally, and join his parents in California, his
younger sister's determination to join him soon imperils them bot

650 Diverse

518
9780143035794 La vida secreta de las abejas Sue Monk Kidd South Carolina 1964, Lily's life has been shaped around a blurred memory

of the afternoon her mother died. When her "stand-in mother" insults three of
the town's fiercest racists, they escape to Tiburon, a town that holds the
secret to her mother's past.

840 Spanish

519
9781101873724 Lab Girl Hope Jahren Geobiologist Hope Jahren has spent her life studying trees, flowers, seeds,

and soil. Lab Girl is her revelatory treatise on plant life—but it is also a
celebration of the lifelong curiosity, humility, and passion that drive every
scientist.

1240 Contemporary G10 U6 SE

520
9781492623168 Labyrinth Lost Cordova Zoraida The only way to get her family back is to travel to a land in between, as dark

as Limbo and as strange as Wonderland. Alex is a bruja, the most powerful
witch in a generation...and she hates magic.

630 Diverse

521
9788466706193 Las cartas de Alain Enrique Perez Diaz A Cuban boy narrates the story of his best friend, Alain, who sets out to sea

with his parents on a dangerous voyage in search of a better life. This book
about the strong bonds that stem from childhood friendships describes the
plight of many Cuban children like Alain.

810 Spanish

522 9781565126053 Last Child in the Woods G11 U3 TE
523 9780062306722 Last Day on Mars Kevin Emerson Contemporary

524

9781250080103 Laughing at My Nightmare Shane Burrcaw With acerbic wit and a hilarious voice, Shane Burcaw's Laughing at My
Nightmare describes the challenges he faces as a twenty-one-year-old with
spinal muscular atrophy. From awkward handshakes to having a girlfriend
and everything in between, Shane handles his situation with humor and a
"you-only-live-once" perspective on life. While he does talk about everyday
issues that are relatable to teens, he also offers an eye-opening perspective
on what it is like to have a life threatening disease.

1110 Diverse G10 U3 TE

525
9780451531490 Le Morte D' Arthur: King Arthur and the Legend of the

Round Table
Thomas Malory From the incredible wizardry of Merlin to the undeniable passion of Sir

Launcelot, Malory's tales of Arthur and his knights have been in print since
first published in the 1400s.

1200 Classic

526
9780385730914 Left for Dead Pete Nelson This book recalls the sinking of the USS Indianapolis at the end of World

War II, the U.S. Navy cover-up and unfair court martial of the ship's captain,
and how a young boy helped the survivors set the record straight 55 years
later.

1260 Contemporary

527
9780142422076 Legend Marie Lu North America has split into two warring nations. Fifteen-year-olds Day, a

famous criminal, and June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover
that they have a common enemy.

H710L Diverse

528
9780374443306 Leon's Story Leon Walter Tillago The son of a North Carolina sharecropper recalls the hard times faced by his

family and other African Americans in the first half of the 20th century and
the changes that the Civil Rights Movement helped bring about.

970 Diverse

529 9781416500261 Les Miserables Victor Hugo After nineteen years in prison, Jean Valjean has difficulty adjusting to the
outside world, which scorns and shuns him.

990 Classic

530
9780689859571 Let Me Play The Story of Title IX: The Law That

Changed the Future of Girls in America
Karen Blumenthal This book looks at Title IX, the 1972 legislation which mandated that schools

receiving federal funds could not discriminate on the basis of gender. This
work focuses on the effects of Title IX in schools, politics, sports and culture
as a whole.

1140 Contemporary

531
9781101997543 Let the Circle Be Unbroken Mildred D. Taylor Amid the Depression, the Logan family struggles to protect their Mississippi

farm and begins to feel the pressures of racial unrest when a friend is
unjustly convicted of a crime by a white jury.

850 Diverse

532
9781416936374 Letters from a Slave Girl Mary E. Lyons A fictionalized version of the life of Harriet Jacobs, told in the form of letters

that she might have written during her slavery in North Carolina and as she
prepared for escape to the North in 1842.

880 Diverse

533 9780312535612 Letters from Rifka Karen Hesse The story of twelve-year-old Rifka's journey from a Jewish community in the
Ukraine to Ellis Island.

660 Diverse

534 9781250108111 Level Up 360 G7 U5 TE
535 9781416971740 Leviathan 790
536 9780375850875 Liar and Spy Rebecca Stead 670 Contemporary

537
9780152061548 Life As We Knew It Susan Beth Pfeffer Miranda's life was ordinary.  School, getting her driver's license, fights with

mom.  Even when accounts of a possible meteor colliding with the moon
didn't frighten her.  But then the meteor hit, and was causing all sorts of
natural disasters, and life wasn't so ordinary anymore.

770 Contemporary G6 U5 TE

538

9781476737997 Life in Motion Misty Copeland As the only African American soloist dancing with the prestigious American
Ballet Theatre, Misty Copeland has made history: when she first placed her
hands on the barre at an after-school community center, no one expected
the undersized, anxious thirteen-year-old to become a ground-breaking
ballerina.

890 Contemporary

539
9781481479790 Life in Motion (Young Readers Ed) Misty Copeland Determination meets dance in this middle grade adaptation of the New York

Times bestselling memoir by the first African-American principal dancer in
American Ballet Theatre history, Misty Copeland.

890 Contemporary
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540
9780156027328 Life of Pi Yann Martel 16 year-old Pi Patel's father is a zookeeper.  When the family decides to

move from India to Canada, the family packs up and finds transportation
with a freighter.  Disaster strikes and Pi is left on a 26-foot lifeboat and wild
animals for company.

830 Diverse G10 U6 SE

541

9780452275331 Life on the Color Line Gregory Howard Williams When the author and his brother were forced to leave Virginia and return to
his father's family in Muncie, Indiana, they discovered that their father was a
black man who has "passed" in white society. Life on the Color Line tells
Williams' story. revealing how his courage and perseverance helped him
overcome years of poverty, racism, and intolerance.

920 Diverse

542 9780451531209 Life on the Mississippi Mark Twain Autobiographical tale of the river traffic of the 19th century. 1090 Classic
543 9781524713959 LIFEL1K3 (Lifelike) Jay Kristoff 710 Contemporary

544 9780440414537 Lily's Crossing Patricia Reilly Giff A Newbery Honor winning bestseller. This story provides a vivid portrait of
the home front during World War II.

720 Classic

545
9781481461139 Lion Island Margarita Engle A biographical novel about Antonio Chuffat, a Chinese-African-Cuban

messenger boy in 1870s Cuba who became a translator and documented
the freedom struggle of indentured Chinese laborers in his country.

1110 Diverse G8 U4 TE

546

9780425291764 Lion: A Long Way Home Saroo  Brierley When Saroo Brierley used Google Earth to find his long-lost home town half
a world away, he made global headlines. Saroo had become lost on a train
in India at the age of five. Not knowing the name of his family or where he
was from, he survived for weeks on the streets of Kolkata before being taken
into an orphanage and adopted by a couple in Australia.

N/A Diverse

547
9780060581763 Listening for Lions Gloria Whelan Left an orphan after the influenza epidemic in British East Africa in 1918, 13

year-old Rachel is tricked into assuming a deceased neighbor's identity to
travel to England, where her only dream is to return to Africa and rebuild her
parents' mission hospital.

900 Contemporary

548 9780451532084 Little Women Louisa May Alcott Chronicles the joys and sorrows of the four March sisters as they grow into
young ladies in the nineteenth century.

N/A Classic

549
9781416960607 Living Dead Girl Elizabeth Scott Kyla was kidnapped by a deranged child predator at the age of ten. She

hasn't tried to escape because she knows what he will do to her family. Now
that she is getting too old to fulfill his needs, will she help him kidnap another
young girl?

870 Contemporary

550
9780358206392 Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy Gary D. Schmidt In 1911, Turner Buckminster hates his new home of Phippsburg, Maine, but

things improve when he meets Lizzie Bright Griffin, an African American girl
from a poor, nearby island community founded by former slaves.

1000 Contemporary

551 9780061214806 Lockdown Walter Dean Myers Teenage Reese, serving time at a juvenile detention facility, gets a lesson in
making it through hard times from an unlikely friend with a harrowing past.

730 Diverse

552
9780142415528 Locomotion Jacqueline Woodson Through poetry, Lonnie expresses the heartbreak of losing his parents in a

fire and being separated from his sister when they go to different foster
homes. His teacher shows him ways to put his jumbled feelings on paper
and regain determination to reunite someday with his sister.

680 Diverse

553 9780316548182 Long Walk to Freedom Nelson Mandela #NO MATCH 1120

554
9781481438261 Long Way Down Jason Reynolds A fiercely stunning novel that takes place in 60 potent seconds--the time it

takes a kid to decide whether or not he's going to murder the guy who shot
and killed his brother.

720 Diverse G12 U2 SE

555 9780939165537 Looking Like the Enemy Mary Matsuda Gruenewald Diverse

556
9780451531278 Lord Jim Joseph Conrad The story of a young, idealistic Englishman who is disgraced by a single act

of cowardice while serving as an officer on the Patna, a merchant-ship
sailing from an eastern port.

1110 Classic

557 9780399501487 Lord of the Flies William Golding The classic study of human nature which depicts the degeneration of a
group of schoolboys marooned on a desert island.

770 Classic G10 U1 SE

558

9788469600795 Los mellizos y el misterio del tesoro escondido Concha Lopez Narvaez & Maria
Salmeron Lopez

Twins Lucia and Pablo lead a normal life until their older brother Enrique
invites them to spend the weekend at a country house with an interesting
past. There they discover they have a unique ability to solve the exciting
mystery about treasure hidden in that very house. This book contains a
bonus section with reading comprehension activities.

Spanish

559

9780062113726 Lost Horizon James Hilton While attempting to escape a civil war, four people are kidnapped and
transported to the Tibetan mountains. Their plane crashes and they are
found by a mysterious Chinese man who leads them to a  land of mystery
and  beauty where life is lived in tranquil wonder, beyond the grasp of a
doomed world.

1060 Diverse

560

9780545928113 Lost in the Pacific 1942 Tod Olson "World War II, October 21, 1942. A B-17 bomber drones high over the
Pacific Ocean, sending a desperate SOS into the air. The crew is carrying
America's greatest living war hero on a secret mission deep into the battle
zone. But the plane is lost, burning through its final gallons of fuel.
9780763664510

880L Contemporary

561 9780812970272 Loud and Clear Anna Quindlen A collection of Quindlen's latest columns from Newsweek and the New York
Times.

N/A Contemporary

562 9781481432559 Love & Gelato Jenna Evans Welch 640 Contemporary

563

9781616959999 Love, Hate, and Other Filters Samira Ahmed Seventeen-year-old Maya Aziz is torn between worlds. There's the proper
one her parents expect for their good Indian daughter: a good school, an
arranged marriage. And then there is the world of her dreams: going to film
school, living in New York City, pursuing the boy she's liked for ages. But
unbeknownst to Maya, there is a danger looming beyond her control. When
a terrorist attack occurs in another Midwestern city, the prime suspect
happens to share her last name. In an instant, Maya's community,
consumed by fear and hatred, becomes unrecognizable, and her life
changes forever.

660 Diverse G9 U2 SE

564
9780152054786 Love, Ruby Lavender Deborah Wiles When her quirky grandmother goes to Hawaii for the summer, nine-year-old

Ruby learns to survive on her own in Mississippi by writing letters,
befriending chickens as well as the new girl in town, and finally coping with
her grandfather's death.

630 Contemporary

565
9780375856440 Love, Stargirl Jerry Spinelli Still moping months after being dumped by her Arizona boyfriend, Leo, 15-

year-old Stargirl, a home-schooled free spirit, writes the world's longest letter
to Leo, describing her new life in Pennsylvania.

610 Contemporary

566
9780399546457 Lucky Broken Girl Ruth Behar In 1960s New York, fifth-grader Ruthie, a Cuban-Jewish immigrant, is forced

to depend on books, art, her family, and friends from her multicultural
neighborhood after an accident puts her in a body cast.

670 Diverse

567
9780316011273 Luna Julie Anne Peters Fifteen-year-old Regan's life, changes when her brothers starts the process

of "transitioning" by first telling his family and friends that he is a girl who
was born in a boy's body.

500 Diverse

568 9780380732470 Lupita Manana Patricia Beatty #NO MATCH 760

569
9780140373899 Lyddie Katherine Paterson From the author of the Newbery Medal-winning Jacob Have I Loved and

Bridge to Terabithia comes this superb story of grit, determination, and
personal growth.

860 Classic

570 9780140448146 Lysistrata and Other Plays Aristophanes 3 plays looking at the social and political climate of Athens. The Acharnians,
The Clouds, Lysistrata

NP Classic

571 9780030573125 Macbeth Shakespeare, William A timeless tragedy about the nature of ambition, conscience, and the human
heart.

NP

572 9780743477109 Macbeth William Shakespeare #NO MATCH NP

573 9780451418500 Madame Bovary Gustave Flaubert An ordinary woman's unfulfilled dreams of romantic love lead her to
desperate acts.  Translation by Lowell Bair.

1030 Classic

574 9781338359657 Madman of Piney Woods Christopher Paul Curtis Bestselling Newbery Medalist Christopher Paul Curtis delivers a powerful
companion to his multiple award-winning ELIJAH OF BUXTON.

870 Diverse

575
9780553214512 Main Street Sinclair Lewis The first of Sinclair Lewis' great successes, Main Street shattered the

sentimental American myth of happy small-town life with its satire of narrow-
minded provincialism.

1010 Classic

576 9780805080704 Make Lemonade Virginia Euwer Wolff In order to earn money for college, fourteen-year-old LaVaughn babysits for
a teenage mother's children.

890 Contemporary

577 9781338309850 Malcolm X 1050

578

9789561527362 Mamire, el ultimo nino Victor Carvajal Mamire is the last grandchild, the last student, and the last shepherd left in
his small rural village in the mountains of Chile. Entire families have left the
village lured by the fascination of the cities. Shortly before he is about to
leave with his parents, the kid makes up a plan to change the fate of his
loved village

Spanish

579 9780810970731 Manga Shakespeare: Macbeth NP G10 U4 SE
580 9780316809061 Maniac Magee Jerry Spinelli #NO MATCH 820

581
9780545056908 Marcelo in the Real World Francisco X. Stork Marcelo, a 17-year-old boy on the high-functioning end of the autistic

spectrum, faces new challenges, including romance and injustice, when he
goes to work for his father in the mailroom of a corporate law firm. Mature
themes.

700 Diverse
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582

9781328882127 March Forward, Girl Melba Pattillo Beals Long before she was one of the Little Rock Nine, Melba Pattillo Beals was a
warrior. Frustrated by the laws that kept African-Americans separate but
very much unequal to whites, she had questions. Why couldn’t she drink
from a "whites only" fountain? Why couldn’t she feel safe beyond home—or
even within the walls of church?  Adults all told her: Hold your tongue. Be
patient. Know your place. But Beals had the heart of a fighter—and the
knowledge that her true place was a free one.

950 Diverse G8 U4 SE

583 9780142414460 March Toward the Thunder 850 G8 U4 SE

584
9781603093002 March, Book One John Lewis March spans John Lewis' youth in rural Alabama, his life-changing meeting

with Martin Luther King, Jr., the birth of the Nashville Student Movement,
and their battle to tear down segregation through nonviolent action.

760 Graphic Novel G9 U5 SE

585
9780312638306 Marked (Spanish) P.C. Cast Sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird enters the House of Night, a school where

she will train to become an adult vampire and finds she is no average
fledgling.

780 Spanish

586
9780060817091 Marley & Me John Grogan In this funny and poignant memoir about a wildly neurotic Labrador retriever

named Marley, an unsuspecting young couple come to understand what
really matters. Marley had no brakes on his loyalty, exuberance, or passion.

990 Contemporary

587 9781626725003 Mary’s Monster: Love, Madness, and How Mary
Shelley Created Frankenstein

1070 G12 U4 TE

588 9780547250311 Mas Alla de Mi (Reaching Out Spanish version) Francisco Jimenez Francisco Jimenez describes the challenges he faces when continuing his
education.

910 Spanish

589
9780307475206 Master Harold…and the Boys Athol Fugard This play about a young white boy and two African servants is at once a

compelling drama of South African apartheid and a universal coming-of-age
story

NP Classic

590
9780142419779 Matched Ally Condie Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the right choices for her.

When Xander's face appears on-screen at her Matching ceremony, Cassia
knows he is her ideal mate--until she sees Ky Markham's face flash for an
instant before the screen fades.

680 Contemporary

591
9780471315704 Math Trek: Adventures in the Math Zone Ivars Peterson and Nancy Henderson This is not your typical math puzzle book. Instead of calculator puzzles or

multiplication tricks, it is filled with sections on knots and unknots, maps,
roller coasters, secret binary codes, billiards, chaos theory, and more.

1060 Contemporary

592
9780679748403 Maus Art Speigelman The winner of the 1992 Pulitzer Prize, this set includes volumes one and two

of "the most affecting and successful narrative ever done about the
Holocaust

NP Contemporary

593 9780394747231 Maus I: A Survivor's Tale:  My Father Bleeds History Art Speigelman In a comic book format, the artist tells the tragic story of his family, the
Holocaust, and its devastating effects.

NP Graphic Novel

594 9780679729778 Maus II: A Survivor's Tale: And Here My Troubles
Began

Art Speigelman Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, Spiegelman balances flashbacks of his father's
harrowing Holocaust experiences with scenes of the present.

NP Graphic Novel

595
9780804108638 Mean Spirit Linda Hogan Set in Oklahoma during the oil boom of the early 1920s, this brooding and

profoundly moving first novel focuses on two doomed Osage Indian families,
the Blankets and the Grayclouds. +

N/A Diverse

596 9780451526809 Merchant of Venice William Shakespeare The text of the play is supported by criticism, historical and textual notes,
and discussions of specific presentations.

1380 Classic

597
9780156001267 Metamorphoses Ovid Beginning with the world's creation, the poet utilizes unparalleled wit to

describe the history of the world, incorporating the most commonly known
Greek and Roman myths and legends of his time in a style both dramatic
and mischievous.

NP Classic

598 9781400052998 Metamorphosis (Graphic Novel) Kuper, Peter and Kafka, Franz ? Graphic Novel G10 U5 SE

599 9780440239383 Mexican Whiteboy Matt de la Pena Danny's father is Mexican and his mother is white. He spends his summer
trying to figure out who he is with his family and on the baseball field.

680 Diverse

600 9780345806437 Mi mundo adorado Sonia Sotomayor Spanish
601 9780525436027 Mi pais inventado Isabel Allende Spanish

602 9780679882039 Mick Harte Was Here Barbara Park 13 year-old Phoebe recalls her younger brother Mick and his death in a
bicycle accident.

730 Contemporary

603
9780440422143 Mighty Miss Malone Christopher Paul Curtis Deza is praised by the teachers at her school in Gary, Indiana. However, the

Great Depression has taken its toll, and when her father leaves to find work,
Deza and her family end up in a Hooverville outside Flint, Michigan.

750 Diverse

604 9781484788509 Miles Morales: Spider Man 710 G7 U2 TE

605 9780440420057 Milkweed Jerry Spinelli Set in Nazi-occupied Warsaw, this is the story of heartbreak, hope, and
survival as seen through the eyes of a young orphan boy.

510 Diverse

606 9781481440400 MiNRS Kevin Sylvester 620 Contemporary

607
9780142415535 Miracle's Boys Jacqueline Woodson Lafayette, age 12, tells his story and that of his two brothers, one a

responsible 22-year-old, the other recently released from a correctional
institute, and their struggles to survive in New York City after their father and
mother have both died.

660 Diverse

608 9780500287545 Mirror of the World: A New History of Art (Sale Only) Julian Bell A splendidly illustrated history of world art-spanning from the cave paintings
of Lascaux through contemporary artists.

1380 Contemporary

609 9781594746031 Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children 890 G8 U2 SE

610 9780439613835 Missing May Cynthia Rylant Summer and her Uncle Ob grieve together over the death of Aunt May in
this exceptionally moving Newbery Medal-winning story. An SLJ Best Book.

980 Contemporary

611 9780451532282 Moby Dick Herman Melville Ishmael, a sailor, recounts the ill-fated voyage of a whaling ship led by the
fanatical Captain Ahab in search of the white whale that had crippled him.

1200 Classic

612 9780142417751 Mockingbird Kathryn Erskine 630 Contemporary

613 9780545663267 Mockingjay Suzanne Collins Katniss's survival in her second Hunger Games has angered The Capitol
and all those she loves are in danger.

800 Contemporary

614

9780062422682 Monday's Not Coming Tiffany D. Jackson Monday Charles is missing, and only Claudia seems to notice. Claudia and
Monday have always been inseparable--more sisters than friends. So when
Monday doesn't turn up for the first day of school, Claudia's worried. As
Claudia digs deeper into her friend's disappearance, she discovers that no
one seems to remember the last time they saw Monday. How can a teenage
girl just vanish without anyone noticing that she's gone?

? Diverse

615
9780064407311 Monster Walter Dean Myers While on trial as an accomplice to a murder, 16-year-old Steve Harmon

records his experiences in prison and in the courtroom in the form of a film
script, as he tries to come to terms with the course his life has taken.

670 Diverse G7 U1 TE

616 9780375858291 Moon Over Manifest Clare Vanderpool 800 Contemporary

617
9780393314441 Mother Love: Poems Rita Dove Calling upon the ancient Greek myth of Demeter and Persephone, Mother

Love examines the love between mother and daughter, two tumblers locked
in an eternal somersault: each mother a daughter, each daughter a potential
mother.

NP Diverse

618 9780142426142 Moxie and the Art of Rule Breaking (14-Day Mystery
Series #1)

Erin Dionne 760 Contemporary

619 9780316058438 Mr. Popper's Penguins Richard and Florence Atwater Mr. Popper likes penguins so much that he remakes his household to
accommodate them. Newbery Honor Book.

910 Classic

620 9780062338181 Ms. Bixby's Last Day John David Anderson 800 Contemporary

621 9780451526816 Much Ado About Nothing William Shakespeare Features information on Shakespeare's life and world, a history of notable
productions of this famous comedy, and new dramatic criticism.

1470 Classic

622
9780062073501 Murder on the Orient Express Agatha Christie On a three-day journey through the snowbound Balkan hills, Hercule Poirot

must weed through an array of international suspects to find the passenger
who murdered a gangster on the Orient Express.

640 Classic

623 9780590427920 My Brother Sam is Dead James Lincoln Collier and Christopher
Collier

Sam Meeker is 16 when he runs away in 1775 to fight the British. Newbery
Honor Book.

770 Classic

624 9780399187353 My Life As an Ice Cream Sandwich 830 G7 U1 SE

625
9780440414711 My Life in Dog Years Gary Paulsen The author presents young readers with amusing tales about the interesting

and diverse collection of dogs he has possessed throughout the years,
complete with pen-and-ink illustrations throughout.

1150 Contemporary

626
9780141312422 My Side of the Mountain Jean Craighead George A young boy relates his adventures during the year he spends living alone in

the Catskill Mountains including his struggle for survival, his dependence on
nature, his animal friends, and his realization that he needs human
companionship.

810 Classic G7 U4 TE

627

9781616958176 My Sister Rosa Justine Larbalestier Seventeen-year-old Aussie Che Taylor loves his younger sister, Rosa. But
he's also certain that she's a psychopath--clinically, threateningly,
dangerously. Recently Rosa has been making trouble, hurting things. Che is
the only one who knows; he's the only one his sister trusts. Rosa is smart,
talented, pretty, and very good at hiding what she is and the manipulation
she's capable of.

490 Diverse

628

9780439339056 My Thirteenth Winter Samantha Abeel In painstaking detail, Abeel recounts her life, from kindergarten through
college, with a learning disability that compromises her ability to learn skills
based on sequential processing--especially math, spelling, and grammar.
She writes frankly about her mental and emotional struggles to cope; while
she looked like a "normal" child, she was unable to tell time, count change,
or remember her locker combination.

1050 Diverse
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629
9780446574754 Mythology: Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes Edith Hamilton A collection of Greek and Roman myths arranged in sections on the gods

and early heroes, love and adventure stories, the Trojan war, and a brief
section on Norse mythology.

1040 Classic

630
9780140436785 Narrative of Sojourner Truth Sojourner Truth A symbol of the strength of African American women and a champion of the

rights of all women, Sojourner Truth was an illiterate former slave in New
York State who transformed herself into a vastly powerful orator.

1310 Diverse

631 9780451529947 Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass Frederick Douglass #NO MATCH 1040

632
9781421591308 Naruto: Itachi's Story Takashi Yano Naruto’s allies and enemies take center stage in these fast-paced

adventures, with each volume focusing on a particular clan mate, ally,
team…or villain. Vol 1: Daylight; Vol 2: Sunrise

760 Diverse

633 9780792270584 Navajo Long Walk: The Tragic Story of a Proud
People’s Forced March From Their Homeland

Joseph Bruchac with illustrations by
Shonto Begay

1030

634 9780152053642 Neighborhood Odes Soto and Diaz The Hispanic neighborhood in these 21 poems is brought sharply into focus
by the care with which the authors record images of everyday life.

NP Diverse

635

9780698117846 Nerdlandia Gary Soto What happens when two teenagers decide to change their images (with the
help of their bumbling friends) to win each others' heart? It's a totally
modern, totally hip tale of teenage romance. Soto's urban dialogue sets the
scene in a Los Angeles neighborhood. Kids everywhere will see themselves
in these funny, wonderful characters and they'll love bringing them to life.

NP Diverse

636 9781400078776 Never Let Me Go 970 G10 U4 SE

637 9780618884056 New Boy Julian Houston A sixteen-year-old African American boy discovers the world—and
himself—when he integrates an all-white boarding school in the 1950s.

990 Diverse

638

9780062691194 New Kid Jerry Craft Seventh grader Jordan Banks loves nothing more than drawing cartoons
about his life. But instead of sending him to the art school of his dreams, his
parents enroll him in a prestigious private school known for its academics,
where Jordan is one of the few kids of color in his entire grade. As he makes
the daily trip from his Washington Heights apartment to the upscale
Riverdale Academy Day School, Jordan soon finds himself torn between two
worlds--and not really fitting into either one.

? Graphic Novel G6 U2 SE

639
9780374500016 Night Elie Wiesel A scholarly, pious teenager is wracked with guilt at having survived the

horror of the Holocaust and the genocidal campaign that consumed his
family.

570 Classic G9 U1 SE

640 9780805077643 Night to Remember, A Walter Lord Scores of Titanic passengers are interviewed, fashioning a gripping you-are-
there account of the ship's sinking

950 Classic

641
9780316769501 Nine Stories J.D. Salinger DeDaumier-Smith's Blue Period, "Teddy," and "A Perfect Day for

Bananafish" are among the nine works in a collection of Salinger's
perceptive and realistic short stories.

N/A Classic

642 9781442485075 Nine, Ten: a 9/11 Story 730

643
9780316043083 Ninth Ward Jewell Rhodes Rhodes In New Orleans' Ninth Ward, 12-year-old Lanesha, who can see spirits, and

her adopted grandmother have no choice but to stay and weather the storm
as Hurricane Katrina bears down upon them.

470 Diverse G6 U5 SE

644 9781586638474 No Fear Shakespeare: Julius Caesar
645 9781524768379 No Fixed Address 620

646
9781484798447 No More Dead Dogs Gordon Korman Truthful Wallace gives a thumbs-down to a book much to the chagrin of his

English teacher, who sentences him to help with a stage version of the book
but is unaware that Wallace's plot-improvement suggestions will wind up
changing the entire production.

610 Contemporary

647 9781939053060 No Name Tim Tingle A Choctaw Native teen hides from his abusive father in a spot he hopes his
father won't find.

530 Diverse

648 9780425099698 No Promises in the Wind Irene Hunt A 15-year-old must make his way in the American Depression of the 1930s. 930 Classic
649 9781481432764 No Summit out of Sight Jordan Romero 850 Contemporary
650 9780393356182 Norse Mythology 830 G12 U1 SE

651 9780440227472 North By Night Katherine Ayres A compelling fictional depiction of the Underground Railroad in Ohio in 1851,
as told through letters by a 16 year-old girl.

750 Classic

652
9781335659996 North of Happy Adi Alsaid In the wake of his brother's untimely death, a teen chef runs away from his

parents' home and the privileged, sheltered life he knows in Mexico City, to
discover his true path.

830 Diverse

653 9780486414126 Northanger Abbey 1120

654 9780312925888 Not Without My Daughter Betty Mahmoody with William Hoffer The true story of the courage and fortitude of one woman who managed to
escape from Iran with her daughter.

N/A Classic

655 9780545174152 Nothing But the Truth Avi A ninth-grader's suspension for singing the National Anthem during
homeroom becomes a national news story.

NP Contemporary

656
9781250024602 Notorious Benedict Arnold Steve Sheinkin This biography of Benedict Arnold focuses first on the fearless acts that

made General Arnold one of the country's greatest heroes, then examines
the events and motivations that led to his betrayal of America.

990

657 9780152058630 Novio Boy Gary Soto Rudy anxiously prepares for and then goes out on a first date with an
attractive girl who is older than he is.

NP Diverse

658 9780064461207 Now is Your Time 1030

659
9780486277851 O Pioneers! Willa Cather Cather's classic story of Alexandra Bergson, a courageous Swedish woman

who must assume responsibility for the farm and family after her father's
death in 19th-century Nebraska. A Hallmark Hall of Fame television movie
starring Jessica Lange and David Str

930 Classic

660 9780140374384 Oddballs William Sleator A collection of stories based on experiences from the author's youth and
peopled with an unusual assortment of family and friends.

1010 Contemporary

661 9780140177398 Of Mice and Men John Steinbeck The Ribald men yearn for land of their own. 630 Classic

662
9780618934935 Off Season Catherine Gilbert Murdock D.J. Schwenk is playing for the Red Bend High School football team - as the

first female linebacker in northern Wisconsin.  But then the season goes
horribly wrong and once again D.J. is forced to step up and be there for her
family.

1100 Contemporary

663
9780064403825 Old Yeller Fred Gibson While the father is away on a cattle drive, a dog visits the family uninvited.

Old Yeller eventually proves his worth, saving the family on several
occasions.

910 Classic G6 U4 TE

664
9780060535452 Olive's Ocean Kevin Henkes On a summer visit to her grandmother's cottage by the ocean, Martha gains

perspective on the death of a classmate, on her relationship with her
grandmother, on her feelings for an older boy, and on her plans to be a
writer.

680 Contemporary

665 9780451529718 Oliver Twist Charles Dickens A poor orphan's adventures in the criminal underworld of mid-nineteenth
century London are portrayed in Dickens' second major novel.

1060 Classic

666 9780547722405 On My Honor Marion Dane Bauer Joel is torn between keeping his word of honor and looking like a coward in
front of his best friend. Newbery Honor Book. ALA Best Book.

750 Classic

667 9780307473998 On the Beach Nevil Shute They are the last generation, the innocent victims of an accidental war, living
out their last days, making do with what they have, hoping for a miracle.

780 Classic

668
9780060760908 One Crazy Summer Rita Williams- Garcia In 1968, after travelling to California to spend a month with the mother they

barely know, Delphine and her sisters arrive to a cold welcome. Their
mother is resentful of their visit and wants them to attend a Black Panther
summer camp.

750 Diverse

669
9780451163967 One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest Ken Kesey The unforgettable story of a mental ward and its inhabitants, especially the

tyrannical Big Nurse Ratched and Randle Patrick McMurphy, the brawling,
fun-loving new inmate who resolves to oppose her.

1040 Classic

670 9780142426524 One for the Murphys Lynda Mullaly Hunt 520L Contemporary
671 9780060883287 One Hundred Years of Solitude 1410 G11 U6 SE
672 9788437604947 One Hundred Years of Solitude (Spanish) Gabriel Garcia Marquez A rich and lusty story of the rise and fall of the Buendia family. 1410 Classic

673
9781619635548 One Last Word Nikki Grimes From the New York Times bestselling and Coretta Scott King award-winning

author Nikki Grimes comes an emotional, special new collection of poetry
inspired by the Harlem Renaissance -- paired with full-color, original art from
today's most exciting African-American illustrators.

N/A Diverse

674

9780545798655 Openly Straight Bill Konigsberg Rafe is a normal teenager from Boulder, Colorado. He plays soccer. He's
won skiing prizes. He likes to write. And, oh yeah, he's gay. He's been out
since 8th grade, and he isn't teased, and he goes to other high schools and
talks about tolerance and stuff. And while that's important, all Rafe really
wants is to just be a regular guy. Not that GAY guy. To have it be a part of
who he is, but not the headline, every single time.

680 Diverse

675 9781451645859 Ordinary Grace G9 U3 TE

676

9780143128854 Originals: How Non-Conformists Move the World Bronwen Dickey Using surprising studies and stories spanning business, politics, sports, and
entertainment, Grant explores how to recognize a good idea, speak up
without getting silenced, build a coalition of allies, choose the right time to
act, and manage fear and doubt; how parents and teachers can nurture
originality in children; and how leaders can fight groupthink to build cultures
that welcome dissent

Diverse

677
9780064408561 Our Only May Amelia Jennifer L. Holm As the only girl in a Finnish American family of seven brothers, May Amelia

Jackson resents being expected to act like a lady while growing up in
Washington state in 1899.

900 Classic
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678 9780063003996 Our Town #NO MATCH #NO MATCH

679
9780395968888 Out of Darkness: The Story of Louis Braille Russell Freedman A biography of the 19th century Frenchman who developed Braille. The

book spans Braille's life from childhood through his days at the Royal
Institute for Blind Youth and into his final years, when the alphabet he
invented was finally gaining acceptance.

1000 Contemporary

680
9781416971719 Out of My Mind Sharon M. Draper Melody is the smartest kid in her whole school, but no one knows because

she has almost no way of communicating. Melody has cerebral palsy. All
most see is a special needs kid--never suspecting that trapped inside is
more than they ever imagined.

700 Diverse G6 U2 TE

681
9780590371254 Out of the Dust Karen Hesse In a series of poems, 15-year-old Billie Jo relates the hardships of living on

her family's wheat farm in Oklahoma during the dust bowl years of the
Depression.

NP Classic G6 U2 TE

682 9780763680947 Out of Wonder: Poems Celebrating Poets Kwame Alexander A Newbery medalist and a Caldecott honoree offer lyrical homages to twenty
poets whose work has sparked a sense of wonder.

N/A Diverse

683
9780385741958 Outcasts United: The Story Of A Refugee Soccer

Team That Changed a Town (Young Reader's Edition)
Warren St. John Shares the inspirational story of a youth soccer team comprised of refugees

from around the world who, under the guidance of a formidable female
coach, helped to transform their Georgia community.

980 Diverse

684
9780152046965 Pacific Crossing Gary Soto Fourteen-year-old Mexican American Lincoln Mendoza spends a summer

with a host family in Japan, encountering new experiences and making new
friends.

750 Diverse

685
9780451531643 Paradise Lost & Paradise Regained John Milton Presents the complete texts of the seventeenth-century English poet's two

great epic poems about creation, fall, and redemption of humankind and the
moral and spiritual dilemmas of God's judgment.

1460 Classic

686
9780064471862 Parrot in the Oven Victor Martinez Manny relates his coming of age experiences as a member of a poor

Mexican American family in which the alcoholic father only adds to
everyone' struggle.

1000 Contemporary

687 9781626720879 Pashmina Nidhi Chani 240 Diverse

688
9781481450195 Patina Jason Reynolds A newbie to the track team, Patina must learn to rely on her teammates as

she tries to outrun her personal demons in this second Track novel, the
follow-up to the National Book Award finalist "Ghost.

710 Graphic Novel

689 9780525554912 Patron Saints of Nothing  (Hardcover) 840
690 9780062377029 Pax 760 G6 U4 SE

691
9780142415122 Peace, Locomotion Jacqueline Woodson In this sequel to Locomotion, Lonnie, 12, has become adjusted to his foster

family. In order to share his memories with his younger sister someday, who
lives with another foster family, Lonnie records the events of their lives in
letters he writes.

860 Diverse

692 9780152062682 Peak Roland Smith The emotional, tension-filled story of a fourteen-year-old boy's attempt to be
the youngest person to reach the top of Mount Everest.

760 Contemporary G7 U4 SE

693 9781595140838 Peeps Scott Westerfield Cal Thompson is a carrier of a parasite that causes vampirism and must
hunt down all of the girlfriends he has unknowingly infected.

780 Contemporary

694 9788497130912 Pepita Jimenez Juan Varela Don Luis returns to his hometown before beginning a new life as a priest.
But there he will meet a beautiful woman and his plans will change.

Spanish

695 9781451696196 Perks of Being a Wallflower Stephen Chbosky Through a series of personal letters, Charlie tells about his family and
coming-of-age experiences.

720 Contemporary

696 9780375714573 Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood Marjane Satrapi 380 Diverse G9 U5 TE

697 9780152054373 Petty Crimes Gary Soto Mexican American children on the brink of adolescence are testing the
waters, trying to find their place in a world ruled by gangs.

800 Diverse

698 9780553212549 Picture of Dorian Gray and Other Writings Osar Wilde Presents a selection of fiction, drama, and prose by the controversial late
nineteenth century literary figure.

920 Classic

699

9781484734117 Picture Us in the Light Kelly Loy Gilbert Danny Cheng has always known his parents have secrets. But when he
discovers a taped-up box in his father's closet filled with old letters and a file
on a powerful Silicon Valley family, he realizes there's much more to his
family's past than he ever imagined. As Danny digs deeper, he uncovers a
secret that disturbs the foundations of his family history and the carefully
constructed facade his parents have maintained begins to crumble. With
everything he loves in danger of being stripped away, Danny must face the
ghosts of the past in order to build a future that belongs to him.

890 Diverse

700
9780440415787 Pictures of Hollis Woods Patricia Reilly Giff A troublesome twelve-year-old orphan, staying with an elderly artist who

needs her, remembers the only other time she was happy in a foster home,
with a family that truly seemed to care about her.

650 Contemporary

701
9780440420552 Pieces of Georgia Jen Bryant In journal entries to her mother, a gifted artist who died suddenly, 13-year-

old Georgia McCoy reveals how her life changes after she receives an
anonymous gift membership to a nearby art museum.

N/A Contemporary

702 9781681191072 Piecing Me Together Renee Watson A timely and powerful story about a teen girl striving for success in a world
that too often seems like it's trying to break her.

680 Diverse

703

9780143118077 PL A PARADISE BUILT IN HELL (PB) Rebecca Solnit The most startling thing about disasters, according to award-winning author
Rebecca Solnit, is not merely that so many people rise to the occasion, but
that they do so with joy. That joy reveals an ordinarily unmet yearning for
community, purposefulness, and meaningful work that disaster often
provides. A Paradise Built in Hell is an investigation of the moments of
altruism, resourcefulness, and generosity that arise amid disaster's grief and
disruption and considers their implications for everyday life. It points to a
new vision of what society could become-one that is less authoritarian and
fearful, more collaborative and local.

Psychology/History G11 U3 SE

704

9781101971062 PL HOMEGOING (PB) Yaa Gyasi Ghana, eighteenth century: two half sisters are born into different villages,
each unaware of the other. One will marry an Englishman and lead a life of
comfort in the palatial rooms of the Cape Coast Castle. The other will be
captured in a raid on her village, imprisoned in the very same castle, and
sold into slavery.

910 Historical/Literary Fiction G11 U4 SE

705
9780525552444 PL MIDDLE PASSAGE (HC) Tom Feelings Alex Haley’s Roots awakened many Americans to the cruelty of slavery. The

Middle Passage focuses attention on the torturous journey which brought
slaves from Africa to the Americas, allowing readers to bear witness to the
sufferings of an entire people.

Teen & Young Adult
Nonfiction

G11 U2 TE

706 9781476797717 PL WALKING WITH THE WIND (PB) John Lewis Biography/Autobiography G7 U6 TE

707

9781619630123 Planet Middle School Nikki Grimes For 12 years, tomboy Joylin Johnson's life has been just fine. But suddenly
the world seems to turn upside down. Her best girl friend is flirting with her
best guy friend, her clothes seem all wrong, and even basketball isn't the
same. But most head-spinning of all, there is this one guy, Santiago, who
appears from . . . where?

680 Diverse G7 U1 SE

708
9788466740142 Poemamundi Juan Carlos & Martin Ramos This thought-provoking collection of poems explores peace and solidarity

from different points of view. From far-away lands to fictional countries to the
reality of the world that surrounds us, this book masterfully maps the human
experience.

Spanish

709
9780142406120 Point Blank Anthony Horowitz Fourteen-year-old Alex continues his work as a spy for the British MI6,

investigating an exclusive school for boys in the French Alps. Alex Rider
Adventures.

670 Contemporary

710
9780312384531 Poison Ivy Amy Goldman Koss Details of a government class's mock trial are presented through the

narratives of eight different students, as three popular girls are put on trial for
chronic bullying.

840 Contemporary

711
9780061742613 Pop Gordon Korman Marcus strikes up a friendship with Charlie Popovich, a former pro football

player. As the two grow closer, Marcus learns that Charlie has early onset
Alzheimer's disease as a result of suffering head injuries during his career.

740 Contemporary

712 9780451530158 Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, A James Joyce Portrays a young Irish Catholics family's experiences, political views, and
poetic inspirations.

1060 Classic

713
9780142404737 Portraits of African-American Heroes Tonya Bolden and Ansel Pitcairin Twenty portraits, in pictures and words, of outstanding African Americans

ranging from historical to contemporary figures and representing diverse
fields of endeavor. An ideal book for African American History Month.

1140 Diverse

714
9780142401453 Postcards from No-Man's Land Aidan Chambers Alternating between two stories--contemporarily, Jacob visits Amsterdam at

the request of his grandmother--and historically, she relates her experience
of British soldiers' attempts to liberate Holland from German occupation.
Printz Award, 2003.

900 Contemporary

715
9780062338211 Posted John David Anderson In middle school, words arena t just words. They can be weapons. They can

be gifts. The right words can win you friends or make you enemies. They
can come back to haunt you. Sometimes they can change things forever.

750 Contemporary

716 9781940137995 Posthumous 610

717

9780425190371 Practical Magic Alice Hoffman From the bestselling author of "Blue Diary" comes a novel that reveals what
happens when magic competes with real love. At the heart of this work are
Gillian and Sally Owens, whose conjuring spinster aunts raised them not
with square meals and curfews but with magic spells and respect for the
powers of nature.

N/A Contemporary
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718

9780544104907 Preacher's Boy Katherine Paterson It's 1899 in a small town in Vermont, and the turn of the century is coming
fast. According to certain members of the church where Robbie's father is
the preacher, the end of the century might even mean the end of the world.
But Robbie has more pressing worries. He's sure his father loves his simple-
minded brother, Elliot, better than him, and he can no longer endure the
tiresome restrictions of Christianity. He decides to leave the fold and decides
to live life to the fullest. His high-spirited and often hot-headed behavior does
nothing to improve his father's opinion of him, nor does it improve the
congregation's flagging opinion of his father. Not until the consequences of
his actions hurt others does Robbie put a stop to the chain of events he has
set off and begin to realize his father might love him after all.

860 Contemporary

719
9780030957666 Pride and Prejudice Austen, Jane A gentle but witty satire of courtship and marriage, tells the story of Elizabeth

Bennet, one of five daughters of a country gentleman and his matchmaking
wife.

1030 G12 U4 TE

720 9780451530783 Pride and Prejudice Jane Austen #NO MATCH 1030

721 9781250062932 Primates:Fearless Science of Jane Goodall,Dian
Fossey,Birute Galdikas

G6 U4 SE

722 9780061543630 Princess in Pink Meg Cabot In her heart of hearts, Mia has but one wish--an evening spent with Michael
in a tux and a corsage on her wrist. In other words, the prom.

950 Contemporary

723 9780061479946 Princess in the Spotlight Meg Cabot No one ever said being a princess was easy. Just when Mia thought she
had the whole princess thing under control, things get out of hand, fast.

850 Contemporary

724
9780061543654 Princess in Training Meg Cabot High school sophomore Princess Mia records in her diary her struggles with

geometry, the expectations of being a college student's girlfriend, running for
president of the student council, and a potential ecological disaster in her
native land, Genovia.

840 Contemporary

725
9780545459013 Prisoner B-3087 Alan Gratz Based on the life of Jack Gruener, relates his story of survival from the Nazi

occupation of Krakow when he was eleven, through a succession of
concentration camps, to the final liberation of Dachau.

760 Diverse

726
9780545880169 Projekt 1065 Alan Gratz It is 1943, and thirteen-year-old Michael O'Shaunessey, son of the Irish

ambassador to Nazi Germany in Berlin, is also a spy for the British Secret
Service, so he has joined the Hitler Youth, and pretending that he agrees
with their violence and book-burn

780 Diverse

727
9780142405703 Prom Laurie Halse Anderson Eighteen-year-old Ash wants nothing to do with senior prom. But when

disaster strikes and her desperate friend Nat needs her help to get it back on
track, Ash's involvement transforms her life.

690 Contemporary

728
9780439425926 Promises to Keep Sharon Robinson Sharon Robinson shares memories of her famous father in this warm loving

biography of the man who broke the color barrier in baseball. Jackie
Robinson was an outstanding athlete, a devoted family man and a dedicated
civil rights activist.

1030 Diverse

729
9780152061036 Puppies, Dogs, and Blue Northers Gary Paulsen An experienced Iditarod racer, Gary Paulsen celebrates his lead dog and

longtime companion, Cookie, in this intimate essay. Paulsen takes readers
inside the kennel as Cookie’s last litter of pups grow and learn to pull sleds
across the snowy frontier.

1190 Contemporary

730 9780395321218 Pyramid David Macaulay This text explores the architectural process behind making the pyramids. 1110 Classic

731
9781481417808 Randoms David Liss Zeke Reynolds comes from a long line of proud science fiction geeks. He

knows his games, comics, movies, and TV shows like Captain Kirk knows
the starship Enterprise . So it's a dream come true when he learns the
science fiction he loves so much is based

840 Contemporary G7 U3 TE

732 9780140344455 Rascal Sterling North A tale of a boy and his racoon. Newbery Honor Book. 1140 Classic

733
9780142414316 Rat Life Tedd Arnold After developing an unusual friendship with a young Vietnam War veteran in

1972, 14-year-old Todd discovers his writing talent and solves a murder
mystery.

550 Contemporary

734

9781442457386 Rats Saw God Rob Thomas In order to pass English class and graduate, 18-year-old Steve York has to
write a 100-page essay about his life. What sounds like a run-of-the-mill
writing assignment, however, becomes an excuse for Steve to reflect on the
last four years (from Texas freshman to California senior), and figure out
where it all went wrong.

900 Contemporary

735 9780763696917 Raymie Nightingale Kate DiCamillo 550 Contemporary

736 9780547250304 Reaching Out Francisco Jimenez Francisco Jiménez describes the challenges he faced in his efforts to
continue his education.

910 Diverse G8 U5 TE

737
9780307887443 Ready Player One Ernest Cline At once wildly original and stuffed with irresistible nostalgia, Ready Player

One is a spectacularly genre-busting, ambitious, and charming debut-part
quest novel, part love story, and part virtual space opera set in a universe
where spell-slinging mages

990 Contemporary

738 9781481417839 Rebels David Liss When Zeke returns to space to go on a secret mission for the director of the
Confederation of United Planets, chaos ensues.

820 Contemporary

739
9780142405734 Red Kayak Priscilla Cummings First hailed as a hero for his dramatic water rescue of a little boy, 13-year-

old Brady soon makes a discovery that puts him at the heart of a tragedy.
Alone with his dark secret, Brady is forced to choose between his friends
and the right thing.

800 Contemporary

740 9780062310644 Red Queen Victoria Aveyard 740 Contemporary
741 9780064462082 Red Scarf Girl Ji-li Jiang #NO MATCH 780

742 9781554698936 Redline Alex Van Tol To numb the guilt she bears after the death of her best friend, Jenessa turns
to speed--in the form of street racing.

480 Contemporary

743 9780441005482 Redwall Brian Jacques Redwall Chronicles #1. 800 Contemporary
744 9781551432465 Refuge Cove Lesley Choyce Orca Soundings series. For mature readers. 550

745
9780545880831 Refugee Alan Gratz A tour de force from the acclaimed author of "Prisoner B-3087, " this timely

and powerful novel tells the story of three different children seeking refuge.
Although they are separated by continents and decades, shocking
connections tie their stories to get

800 Contemporary G8 U3 TE

746 9781250180636 Renegades Marissa Meyer 860 Contemporary

747 9780062796257 Resist! 35 Profiles of Ordinary People Who Rose Up
Against Tyranny and Injustice

Veronica Chambers Contemporary

748
9781338148473 Resistance Jennifer A. Nielsen The "New York Times"-bestselling author of the Ascendence Trilogy tells the

extraordinary story of a Jewish girl's courageous efforts to resist the Nazis
during the occupation of Poland.

820 Diverse

749 9781338053807 Restart Gordon Korman 730 Contemporary

750
9780375851230 Return to Sender Julia Alvarez After Tyler's father is injured, his family is forced to hire migrant Mexican

workers to help save their farm from foreclosure. Tyler becomes friends with
Mari, a classmate and the daughter of the workers. Winner of the Pura
Belpre Author Award.

890 Diverse

751
9780802130983 Rhinoceros and Other Plays Eugene Ionesco A rhinoceros suddenly appears in a small town, tramping through its

peaceful streets. Soon there are two, then three, until the “movement” is
universal: a transformation of average citizens into beasts, as they learn to
move with the times. Finally, only one man remains.

NP Classic

752
9780698116061 Ribbons Laurence Yep Ballet means everything to Robin Lee. But when her parents, who have

brought Robin's grandmother from Hong Kong to America to live with them,
can no longer afford her lessons, she is determined not to give up her
dream.

710 Diverse

753 9781476786926 Richard III

754 9780439087964 Riding Freedom Pam Munoz Ryan and Brian Selznick The fictionalized adventures of Charlotte Parkhurst, a real heroine of the
Wild West who lived her life as a boy.

720 Diverse

755
9780142417782 Rikers High Paul Volponi After he is arrested on a minor offense, a New York City teenager attends

high school in the jail facility on Rikers Island as he waits for his case to go
to court. Mature content.

790 Contemporary

756 9780147515681 Rising Above Zuckerman, Gregory 1010 Diverse

757 9781400047994 Risking Everything: 110 Poems of Love and
Revelation (Hardback)

N/A This luminous anthology brings together great poets from around the world
whose work transcends culture and time.

NP

758
9780064471114 Rite of Passage Richard Wright When fifteen-year-old Johnny Gibbs is told that he is really a foster child, he

runs off into the streets of Harlem and meets up with a gang that wants him
to participate in a mugging. Incudes criticism of Wright's fiction.

600 Contemporary

759 9780451472854 Rob Roy Sir Walter Scott An English gentleman, involved in Jacobite intrigues, journeys to the
Trossachs to meet a famous Scottish outlaw.

1560 Classic

760 9780451530776 Robinson Crusoe Daniel Defoe Robinson Crusoe is left on a deserted island after a storm at sea.  He makes
do with the few things he has, a knife, tobacco, and a pipe.

1070 Classic G12 U3 SE

761 9781596431089 Robot Dreams Isaac Asimov This moving, charming graphic novel about a dog and a robot shows us in
poignant detail how powerful and fragile relationships are.

N/A Classic

762
9780385333214 Rocket Boys Homer Hickam With the grace of a natural storyteller, Hickam looks back after a

distinguished NASA career to tell his own true story of growing up in a dying
coal town and of how, against the odds, he made his dreams of launching
rockets come true.

900 Classic

763 9780140384512 Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry Mildred D. Taylor A Southern black family is determined to maintain their pride and
independence against hard times and racial inequities.

920 Diverse
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764 9780743477116 Romeo and Juliet Hinds, Gareth One of the greatest tragic love stories of all time.  This is the story of love
that can never be realized and the tragedy that ensues.

? Graphic Novel

765 9780763668075 Romeo and Juliet/Graphic Classics Gareth Hinds 730 Contemporary

766 9780689842092 Romiette and Julio Sharon M. Draper A contemporary retelling of the Romeo and Juliet story with a happy, upbeat
ending.

610 Diverse G9 U4 SE

767
9780141301204 Rosa Parks Rosa Parks In this straightforward, compelling autobiography, Rosa Parks talks candidly

about the Civil Rights Movement and her active role in it. Her dedication is
inspiring, her story is unforgettable.

970 Diverse

768
9781423184690 Rose Under Fire Elizabeth E. Wein When young American pilot Rose Justice is captured by Nazis and sent to

Ravensbruck, the notorious women's concentration camp, she finds hope in
the impossible through the loyalty, bravery, and friendship of her fellow
prisoners.

950 Contemporary

769 9780802126214 Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead NP G12 U2 TE

770
9780142404256 Rules of the Road Joan Bauer Hired by Madeline Gladstone, the president of a shoe company, to help her

prevent a corporate takeover, 16-year-old Jenna Boller embarks on an eye-
opening adventure that teaches both of them the rules of the road-and the
rules of life.

850 Contemporary

771 9780876146460 Sacagawea Lise Erdrich with illustrations by Julie 840

772
9781467789035 Sachiko: A Nagasaki Bomb Survivor's Story Caren Stelson This striking piece of narrative nonfiction tells the true story of six-year-old

Sachiko Yasui's miraculous survival of the Nagasaki atomic bomb on August
9, 1945 and the heartbreaking and lifelong aftermath.

850 Diverse

773 9780698118027 Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes Eleanor Coerr Courage and spirit made Sadako a heroine to children in Japan. 690 Diverse

774 9780375755194 Sailing Alone Around the Room: New and Selescted
Poems

Billy Collins New poems from Collins and a generous gathering from his earlier
collections

NP Contemporary

775 9781368023627 Sal & Gabi Break the Universe

776
9780142423622 Salt to the Sea Ruta Sepetys World War II is drawing to a close in East Prussia and thousands of

refugees are on a desperate trek toward freedom, many with something to
hide. Among them are Joana, Emilia, and Florian, whose paths converge en
route to the ship that promises salvation,

560 Contemporary

777 9780763664510 Same Sun Here Silas House & Neela Vaswani #NO MATCH 890 Diverse
778 9780062399526 Sarah, Plain and Tall 650
779 9780545846615 Save Me a Seat 780
780 9780142414330 Savvy Ingrid Law 1070 Contemporary

781
9780375834875 Scat Carl Hiaasen When Mrs. Starch does not return from a field trip with her biology class,

Nick and Marta set out to solve the mystery. While investigating, they learn
of an illegal operation in a Florida swamp and help reunite a panther cub
with its mother.

810 Contemporary

782 9780064470667 Scorpions Walter Dean Myers Newbery Honor Book about two friends who face the challenge of avoiding
involvement with a gang.

610 Diverse

783 9781442472433 Scythe Neil Schusterman 830 Contemporary

784
9780064472074 Seedfolks Paul Fleischman One by one, a number of people of varying ages and backgrounds transform

a trash-filled inner-city lot into a productive and beautiful garden, and in
doing so, the gardeners are themselves transformed.

710 Diverse G7 U4 SE

785 9780786813575 Sees Behind Trees Michael Dorris A Native American boy with a special gift to "see" beyond his poor eyesight
journeys with an old warrior to a land of mystery and beauty.

780 Contemporary

786
9780451531018 Sense and Sensibility Jane Austen In nineteenth-century England, two sisters are drawn into unhappy

romances despite the cool judgement of one and the emotional intensity of
the other.

1180 Classic

787 9780307977885 Shabanu, Daughter of the Wind Suzanne Fisher Staples Coming-of-age story of two young girls in the Pakistani desert. 970 Diverse

788
9781338032475 Shadowshaper Daniel Jose Older After the murals on the walls of her Brooklyn neighborhood start to change

in front of her, Sierra Santiago learns that her Puerto Rican family are
shadow shapers, and finds herself battling an evil anthropologist to save
them.

690 Diverse G10 U5 TE

789 9780544239470 Shane Jack Schaefer An enduring tale about a boy's love for the man who taught him the
meanings of courage and self-respect.

870 Classic

790 9780062085504 Shatter Me Tahera Mafi 650 Contemporary

791
9780689835827 Shiloh Phyllis Reynolds Naylor When he finds a lost beagle in the hills behind his West Virginia home, Marty

tries to hide it from his family and the dog's real owner, a mean-spirited man
known to shoot deer out of season and to mistreat his dogs.

890 Contemporary

792
9780316056199 Ship Breaker Paolo Bacigalupi Grounded oil tankers are being broken down for parts by crews of young

people. Nailer works the light crew, scavenging for copper wiring to make
quota--and hopefully live to see another day.

690 Contemporary

793 9788466715720 Si la palmera superia Gerardo Diego #NO MATCH Spanish

794
9780553208849 Siddhartha Hermann Hesse Blends elements of psychoanalysis and Asian religions to probe an Indian

aristocrat's efforts to renounce sensual and material pleasures and discover
ultimate spiritual truths.

1010 Diverse

795
9789587760026 Siete habitaciones a oscuras Gabriela Aguileta Seven Mexican writers have pooled their talents to create this amazing

collection of frightening stories. Each one is like opening the door to a huge,
foreboding house...you never know what you will find on the other side.

Spanish

796

9781781082997 Signal to Noise Silvia Moreno-Garcia In 1988 Mexico City, fifteen-year-old Meche has two equally unhip friends--
Sebastian and Daniela--and a whole lot of vinyl records to keep her
company. When she discovers how to cast spells using music, her future
looks brighter for the trio. The three friends will piece together their broken
families, change their status as non-entities, and maybe even find love

? Diverse

797 9780547406329 Sing Down the Moon Scott O'Dell Newbery Honor Book. Describes the capture of a Navajo village by Spanish
slave traders.

820 Classic

798

9781501126079 Sing, Unburied, Sing Jesmyn Ward Living with his grandparents on a Gulf Coast farm, Jojo is thirteen years old
and trying to understand what it means to be a man. He doesn't lack in
fathers to study, chief among them his Black grandfather, Pop. But there are
other men who complicate his understanding: his absent White father,
Michael, who is being released from prison; his absent White grandfather,
Big Joseph, who won't acknowledge his existence; and the memories of his
dead uncle, Given, who died as a teenager.

840 Diverse

799
9780140375985 Singularity William Sleator Sixteen-year-old twins Harry and Barry stumble across a gateway to another

universe, where a distortion in time and space causes a dramatic change in
their competitive relationship.

740 Classic G8 U1 TE

800 9780345277602 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl, Sir Orfeo J.R.R. Tolkien The scholar-fantasist offers faithful translations of the three classics of
Medieval English verse, SIR GAWAIN, PEARL, and SIR ORFEO. Reissue.

890 Classic

801

9780553213744 Sister Carrie* Theodore Dreiser Written as an astute, nonmoralizing account of a woman and her limited
options in late-19th-century America.  Digging deeply into the psychological
underpinnings of his characters, Dresiser gives us people who are often
strangers to themselves, drifting numbly until fate pushes them on a path
they can later neither defend nor even remember choosing.

980 Classic

802
9780316299411 Six Impossible Things Fiona Wood In this charming story of one guy's efforts to get it together when his life is

falling apart, award-winning author Fiona Wood introduces an irresistible
voice and a delightfully awkward character who is impossible to forget.

710 Contemporary

803
9780440240921 Sky of Stone Homer H. Hickman Hickam (author of October Sky) completes his trilogy of memoirs taking

readers back to the summer of ' 61 and the West Virginia town of Coalwood,
where Sonny finds a new understanding of himself and his father, after his
father is accused of negligence.

N/A Contemporary

804
9780440180296 Slaughterhouse Five Kurt Vonnegut Jr. Billy Pilgrim becomes unstuck in time after he is abducted by aliens from the

planet Tralfamadore. We follow Pilgrim simultaneously through all phases of
his life, concentrating on his experience as an American prisoner of war who
witnesses the firebombing of Dresden.

850 Classic

805 9780545132060 Smile Raina Telgemeir 410 Contemporary

806 9780440961345 Snow Bound Harry Mazer Two emotionally immature, pampered teenagers are forced to come to grips
with raw survival.

690 Classic

807

9781534429536 Soaring Earth Margarita Engle Margarita Engle's childhood straddled two worlds: the lush, welcoming
island of Cuba and the lonely, dream-soaked reality of Los Angeles. But the
revolution has transformed Cuba into a mystery of impossibility, no longer
reachable in real life. Margarita longs to travel the world, yet before she can
become independent, she'll have to start high school.

? Diverse

808 9780786851720 Sold Patricia McCormick 820 Diverse

809
9780440228387 Soldier's Heart Gary Paulsen Based on the real-life experiences of Charley Goddard, the novel is an

account of Charley's experiences from the time he enlists in the Union army
at age fifteen to a couple of years after the Civil War when he is twenty-one
and his life is in shambles.

1000 Classic

810 9780310761884 Solo 640 G9 U4 SE

811
9780425102947 Someone Is Hiding on Alcatraz Island Eve Bunting Hiding out in the abandoned prison on Alcatraz Island, Danny hopes he is

safe from the gang that is stalking him. But no one has ever escaped from
Alcatraz alive. Will death be the only way out for Danny?

630 Classic
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812
9780316481700 Someone Like Me (memoir) Julissa Arce A remarkable true story from social justice advocate and national bestselling

author Julissa Arce about her journey to belong in America while growing up
undocumented in Texas.

813
9780807575321 Someone Was Watching David Patneaude When his baby sister disappears from the river near their summer home,

eighth grader Chris fights the assumption that she has drowned and
uncovers evidence that something entirely different has happened to her.

N/A Contemporary

814
9781501167713 Something Wicked This Way Comes Ray Bradbury Something Wicked This Way Comes is a 1962 dark fantasy novel by Ray

Bradbury. It is about two 13-year-old best friends, Jim Nightshade and
William Halloway, and their nightmarish experience with a traveling carnival
that comes to their Midwestern home, Green Town, Illinois, on October 23rd

820

815
9780545055772 Somewhere in the Darkness Walter Dean Myers Jimmy hasn't seen his father in nine years. One day he comes back--on the

run from the law. Together, they travel across the country where Jimmy's
dad will find the man who can exonerate him.

640 Diverse

816
9781484798454 Son of the Mob Gordon Korman Vince Luca is just like any other high school guy. His best friend, Alex, is

trying to score vicariously through him; his brother is a giant pain; and his
father keeps bugging him to get motivated. There is just one thing that really
sets him apart from o

690 Contemporary

817
9780865475106 Son of the Morning Star: Custer and the Little Bighorn Evan Connell On June 25, 1876, Gen. Custer and  200 cavalrymen blundered into a

coulee along the banks of Montana's Little Bighorn River. They never came
out. Connell details the heroism, foolishness, and savagery of this crucial
chapter in the history of the West.

1170 Diverse

818 9781524770235 Song for a Whale Lynne Kelly 800 Contemporary
819 9781524737115 Song for a Whale (Paperback) 780

820 9780486414102 Song of Myself Walt Whitman Originally published in 1855 as part of Leaves of Grass, "Song of Myself"
was revised and expanded by Whitman through several editions.

NP Diverse

821 9780142500750 Song of the Trees Mildred D. Taylor Cassie Logan, heroine of Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, returns in a
heartwarming story of love and survival.

710 Diverse G8 U4 TE

822 9780822597124 Songs From the Loom: A Navajo Girl Learns to Weave Monty Roessel 850

823

9780486433585 Songs of Kabir Various The 15th-century poet Kabir created timeless works of enlightenment that
combine the philosophies of Sufism, Hinduism, and the Kabbala. Expressed
in imagery drawn from common life and the universal experience, Kabir's
poems possess a simplicity and cover a wide emotional range. Features 100
songs translated by Rabindranath Tagore.

NP Diverse

824 9780156027649 Sophocles, The Oedipus Cycle Sophocles Contains: Oedipus Rex, Oedipus at Colonus, and Antigone NP Classic G9 U5 TE

825
9780822210597 Sorry Wrong Number Lucille Fletcher A mystery thriller, the tale of a neurotic invalid, whose only contact with the

outside world is her phone. Over this, one night, because of a crossed wire,
she hears plans for a murder, which turns out to be her own.

N/A Classic

826
9780140565010 Soul Looks Back in Wonder Tom Feelings and Maya Angelou Artwork and poems by such writers as Maya Angelou, Langston Hughes,

and Askia Toure portray the creativity, strength, and beauty of their African
American heritage.

NP Diverse

827 9780060935481 Sounder William H. Armstrong A family of southern black sharecroppers shows incredible marrow as they
are cast in a lowly role by white society.

900 Diverse

828
9780312674397 Speak Laurie Halse Anderson High school freshman Melinda barely speaks. She is a social outcast for

making the 911 call that ended a wild party, one at which she was raped--
something she has been unable to tell anyone.

690 Contemporary

829
9780451530585 Spoon River Anthology Edgar Lee Masters The dead arise from their sleep in the cemetery of a small town to tell their

individual stories about an entire community caught in a web of scandal, sin,
and vice in the early twentieth century.

NP Classic

830

9780316453691 Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You Jason Reynolds & Ibram X. Kendi The construct of race has always been used to gain and keep power, to
create dynamics that separate and silence. This remarkable reimagining of
Dr. Ibram X. Kendi's National Book Award-winning Stamped from the
Beginning reveals the history of racist ideas in America, and inspires hope
for an antiracist future. It takes you on a race journey from then to now,
shows you why we feel how we feel, and why the poison of racism lingers. It
also proves that while racist ideas have always been easy to fabricate and
distribute, they can also be discredited.       Through a gripping, fast-paced,
and energizing narrative written by beloved award-winner Jason Reynolds,
this book shines a light on the many insidious forms of racist ideas--and on
ways readers can identify and stamp out racist thoughts in their daily lives.

1000 Young Adult Non Fiction multiple

831
9780142404270 Stand Tall Joan Bauer Tree, a 6'3" 12-year-old, copes with his parents' recent divorce and his

failure as an athlete by helping his grandfather, a Vietnam vet and recent
amputee, and Sophie, a new girl at school.

590 Contemporary

832
9780375822339 Stargirl Jerry Spinelli Although Stargirl is shunned by many at school for her unique presence, Leo

Borlock, a fellow classmate, finds her inspiring and soon finds himself head-
over-heels in love.

590 Contemporary

833
9780143113034 Stealing Buddha's Dinner Bich Minh Nguyen In this viscerally powerful memoir, Nguyen pens a nostalgic, candid account

of growing up as a Vietnamese girl in the Midwest in the 1980s, and using
popular American food--from Pringles potato chips to Toll House cookies--as
a way to fit in and become a real American.

N/A Diverse

834
9780440417071 Stealing Freedom Elisa Carbone Ann Maria Weems was a slave living in Maryland in the 1800s.  Carbone

tells her story through various channels of communication - newspaper
clippings, letters, wills, and records.

870 Contemporary

835
9781442494985 Stella by Starlight Sharon M. Draper When the Ku Klux Klan's unwelcome reappearance rattles Stella's

segregated southern town, bravery battles prejudice in this Depression-era
tour de force from Sharon Draper, the New York Times bestselling author of
Out of My Mind.

740 Diverse

836 9781250115263 Sticks and Stones Abby Cooper 750 Contemporary
837 9781419737206 Stonewall Riots

838

9780451530530 Stories by O. Henry O. Henry A marvelous collection of O. Henry's best works. Includes: The Gift of the
Magi The Social Triangle Schools and Schools Shearing the Wolf
Conscience in Art The Enchanted Kiss The Lonesome Road The Rose of
Dixie Two Renegades The Skylight Room The Cop and the Anthem
Memoirs of a Yellow Dog The Green Door The Furnished Room The
Pimienta Pancakes The Passing of Black Eagle Makes the Whole World Kin
The Whirligig of Life The Voice of the City The Trimmed Lamp The Badge of
Policeman O'Roon The Tale of a Tainted Tenner Compliments of the
Season

N/A Classic

839 9780142406113 Stormbreaker Anthony Horowitz and John Blackford After the death of the uncle who had been his guardian, Alex is coerced to
continue his uncle's dangerous work for Britain's intelligence agency.

670 Contemporary

840 9781538729571 Stormy Weather Carl Hiaasen Hiassen's sixth novel takes a group of eclectic characters, and cleverly
maneuvers them through a landscape of plotted crimes with minor fiction.

N/A Contemporary

841
9780152052225 Story Time Edward Bloor Eighth-grader Katie and her brilliant Uncle George, a sixth grader, find

themselves mysteriously redistricted and assigned to Whittaker Magnet
School, run by a strange family obsessed with its own achievements.

730 Contemporary

842 9780689839894 Stowaway Karen Hesse A boy bribes his way onboard the "Endeavor" with Captain James Cook and
learns that adventure can be deadly serious business.

830 Contemporary

843
9780064407328 Street Love Walter Dean Myers This story, told in free verse, is set against a background of street gangs and

poverty in Harlem in which 16-year-old African American Damian takes a
bold step to ensure that he and his new love will not be separated.

N/A Diverse

844
9781402256301 Stupid Fast Geoff Herbach Just before his sixteenth birthday, Felton Reinstein has a sudden growth

spurt that turns him from a small, jumpy, picked-on boy with the nickname of
"Squirrel Nut" to a powerful athlete, leading to new friends, his first love, and
the courage to confront his family's past and current problems.

670 Contemporary

845 9780142406519 Summer of My German Soldier Bette Greene Patty, a twelve-year-old Jewish girl, befriends an escaped German P.O.W.,
unmindful of the consequences.

800 Classic

846
9781620140109 Summer of the Mariposas Guadalupe McCall In this young adult retelling of The Odyssey, Odilia and her four sisters

journey to Mexico to return a dead man to his family and encounter magical
creatures along the way.

840 Diverse

847
9780440415800 Summer of the Monkeys Wilson Rawls Fourteen-year-old Jay tries to recover a group of wily monkeys escaped

from a circus train in the hopes the reward will buy him the gun and pony he
has so long wanted.

810 Diverse

848 9781481450225 Sunny Jason Reynolds Sunny tries to shine as a member of an elite middle-school track team
despite his troubled past.

700 Graphic Novel

849
9780439916257 Sunrise Over Fallujah Walter Dean Myers Robin Perry, a young man from Harlem in New York City, is deployed to Iraq

just before the start of the war in 2003. His experiences there and the friends
he meets have a profound impact on his life.

780 Diverse

850
9780439903455 Swindle Gordon Korman When Griffin Bing discovers a rare Babe Ruth card at a condemned

property, he thinks his family's money problems are solved. After a shop
owner cheats him out of the card's true value, Griffin and classmates pull off
a heist and get the card back.

710 Contemporary

851 9780152025335 Sword of the Righful King Jane Yolen A reinvention of the tale of King Arthur. 1010 Contemporary

852
9780385755146 Taking Flight: From War Orphan to Star Ballerina Michaela De Prince The youngest principal dancer with the Dance Theatre of Harlem traces her

extraordinary rise from being a reviled orphan in war-torn Sierra Leone to
becoming one of America's most accomplished ballerinas, tracing her
adoption, rigorous training, and high-

940 Diverse
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853
9780152046941 Taking Sides Gary Soto This touchingly realistic story explores the divided loyalties of a Hispanic

basketball player who has recently moved from a poor neighborhood to a
more affluent one.

750 Diverse

854
9780743477574 Taming of the Shrew William Shakespeare A revised edition of the comedy covers the playwright's life and theater, an

introduction to the play, sources, critical commentaries, and stage and film
productions.

1340 Classic

855
9780152057800 Tangerine Edward Bloor Paul Fisher sees the world from behind glasses so thick he looks like a bug-

eyed alien. But he’s not so blind that he can’t see there are some very
unusual things about his family’s new home in Tangerine County, Florida.

680 Contemporary

856 9780156881807 Tartuffe Jean Moliere A religios hypocrite almost succeeds in his plot to jail a naïve friend and his
family and thereby cheat them out of their home.

NP Classic

857
9781250097187 Tasting the Sky: A Palestinian Childhood Ibtisam Barakat In this groundbreaking memoir set in Ramallah during the aftermath of the

1967 Six-Day War, Ibtisam Barakat captures what it is like to be a child
whose world is shattered by war.

870 Diverse

858
9780689806988 Tears of a Tiger Sharon M. Draper The death of high school basketball star Rob Washington in an automobile

accident affects the lives of his close friend Andy, who was driving the car,
and many others in the school.

700 Diverse

859
9781442421288 Tell Us We're Home Marina Budhos Three immigrant girls from different parts of the world meet and become

close friends in a small New Jersey town where their mothers have found
domestic work, but their relationships are tested when one girl's mother is
accused of stealing a precious heirloom.

780 Diverse

860 9781423155133 Tesla's Attic Neal Schusterman & Eric Elfman With a plot combining science and the supernatural, four kids are caught up
in a dangerous plan concocted by the eccentric inventor, Nikola Tesla.

970 Contemporary

861
9780451530271 Tess of the D'Urbervilles Thomas Hardy Tess Durbeyfield attempts to restore her family's fortunes by claiming their

connection with the aristocratic d'Urbervilles. But Alec d'Urberville is a rich
wastrel who seduces her and makes her life miserable.

1160 Classic

862 9780385375672 Tex S.E. Hinton Against his will, Tex gets acquainted with hate. It forces him to grow up fast
and pushes him right to the point of murder.

710 Classic

863 9780374303235 The 57 Bus 930 G9 U3 TE
864 9780142425831 The 5th Wave(Book 1) Rick Yancey, 690 Contemporary
865 9780316013697 The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-time Indian Sherman Alexie 600

866
9780143039570 The Adventures of Augie March Saul Bellow The story of a poor Chicago boy growing up during the Great Depression. A

"born recruit," Augie makes himself available for hire by plungers, schemers,
risk takers, and operators, compiling a record of choices that is—to say the
least— eccentric.

1040 Classic

867
9780451530943 The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain Huckleberry Finn had a tough life with his drunk father until an adventure

with Tom Sawyer changed everything. But when Huck's dad returns and
kidnaps him, he must escape down the Mississippi river with runaway slave,
Jim.

990 Classic

868 9780812982947 The Age of Miracles Karen Thompson Walker 810 Contemporary

869 9780062315007 The Alchemist Paulo Coelho The magical story of Santiago, an Andalasian shepherd boy who travels far
in search of a worldly treasure.  With a new introduction by the author.

910 Classic

870 9780679723158 The American Political Tradition: And the Men Who
Made It

Richard Hofstadter A revised edition of the classic study of American politics from the Founding
Fathers to FDR.

N/A Classic

871
9780062737335 The American Reader: Words That Moved a Nation N/A 200 poems, speeches, songs, essays, letters, and documents that capture

American culture and history in prose and verse.  Includes "Address to
Students at Moscow State University" by Ronald Reagan, "Letter from
Birmingham Jail" by Martin Luther King, Jr. and many more.

N/A Classic

872 9780316067959 The Angel Experiment James Patterson 750 Contemporary

873
9780451528841 The Anti-Federalist Papers and the Constitutional

Convention Debates
Ralph Ketcham The Anti-Federalist Papers.." contains an excellent introduction by Ralph

Ketcham, the complete Anti-Federalist papers and Constitutional Convention
Debates.

N/A Classic

874
9780486285122 The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man James Weldon Johnson A young man is surprised to discover his black heritage. After a trip to

Europe, he decides to return to America to study the life of his people, but
what he sees in the South makes him question his decision.

1100 Diverse

875 9780553263572 The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman Ernest J. Gaines #NO MATCH 710

876 9780380002450 The Awakening Kate Chopin One woman's emotional journey from a stifled  marriage to a spirited
freedom.

960 Classic

877 9780064407663 The Bad Beginning 1010
878 9781484732519 The Belles Dhonielle Clayton 650 Contemporary
879 9781510737488 The Benefits of Being an Octopus 770
880 9781419718786 The Best We Could Do 600 G9 U1 TE

881 9781439102084 The Big Thirst: The Secret Life and Turbulent Future of
Water

Charles Fishman 1240 Contemporary

882 9780786814541 The Birchbark House Louise Erdrich
883 9780679813439 The Black Stallion Walter Farley The exciting adventures of the popular boy jockey and his beloved horse. 680 Classic

884 9780393330472 The Blind Side Michael Lewis In football, as in life, the value we place on people changes with the rules of
the games they play.

980 Diverse

885

9780307278449 The Bluest Eye Toni Morrison Set in Lorain, Ohio, in 1941, Pecola Breedlove's family has been given a
cosmetic cross to bear. She's spat upon, ridiculed, and ultimately raped and
impregnated by her own father. No wonder she yearns to be the very
opposite of what she is-- a white child, with the blondest hair and the bluest
eye.

920 Diverse

886
9780804114981 The Bonesetter's Daughter Amy Tan Ruth Young struggles to understand her mother LuLing who has been

diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease and in the process learns about her
mother's past in a remote village in China and about herself.

800 Diverse

887 9781556591600 The Book of Questions Pablo Neruda The 74 poems in this collection consist entirely of questions. NP Classic

888 9780375842207 The Book Thief Marcus Zusak An incredible young adult novel about how a young girl’s love of books helps
a community survive World War II and the Holocaust.

730 Contemporary G8 U6 SE

889
9780385751537 The Boy in the Striped Pajamas John Boyne Bored and lonely after his family moves from Berlin to a place called "Out-

With" in 1942, Bruno, the son of a Nazi officer, befriends a boy in striped
pajamas who lives behind a wire fence.

1000 Contemporary

890
9788498382549 The Boy in the Striped Pajamas (Spanish) John Boyne Bored and lonely after his family moves from Berlin to a place called "Out-

With" in 1942, Bruno, the son of a Nazi officer, befriends a boy in striped
pajamas who lives behind a wire fence.

880 Spanish

891
9780061730337 The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind William Kamkwamba and Bryan

Mealer
Growing up amid famine and poverty in rural Malawi, wind was one of the
few abundant resources available. Inventive 14-year-old William
Kamkwamba saw its energy as a way to power his dreams.

960 Diverse

892
9780147510426 The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind (Young Readers

Edition)
William Kamkwamba and Bryan
Mealer

When a terrible drought struck William Kamkwamba' s tiny village in Malawi,
his family lost all of the season's crops, leaving them with nothing to eat and
nothing to sell. This exciting memoir shows how, even in a desperate
situation, one boy's brilliant

860 Diverse

893 9780147516855 The Boys in  the Boat 1000

894
9780143125471 The Boys in the Boat Daniel James Brown For readers of Laura Hillenbrand's "Seabiscuit" and "Unbroken" comes the

dramatic story of the American rowing team that stunned the world at Hitler's
1936 Berlin Olympics. Brown draws on the team's own journals, photos, and
memories of a once-in-a-lifetime shared dream.

1260 Contemporary

895 9780374300227 The Boys Who Challenged Hitler Phillip Hoose 970 Contemporary
896 9781554987658 The Breadwinner 710 G6 U3 SE

897 9781524738112 The Bridge Home Padma Venkatraman Four determined homeless children make a life for themselves in India, in
the stirring middle-grade debut by they author of "A Time to Dance".

680 Diverse

898 9781524738136 The Bridge Home (Paperback) 680

899 9780451530608 The Brothers Karamazov Fyodor Dostoyevsky The violent lives of three sons are exposed when their father is murdered
and each one attempts to come to terms with his own guilt.

1010 Classic

900
9780486473178 The Building of Manhattan Donald Mackay Meticulously accurate line drawings and fascinating text trace Manhattan's

growth from a tiny Dutch outpost to the commercial, financial, and cultural
heart of the world.

N/A Classic

901
9780030544576 The Call of the Wild Jack London This gripping story follows the adventures of the loyal dog Buck, who is

stolen from his comfortable family home and forced into the harsh life of an
Alaskan sled dog.

1170 Classic G8 U5 TE

902 9780451531346 The Call of the Wild Jack London #NO MATCH 1120
903 9780671727697 The Canterbury Tales Geoffrey Chaucer #NO MATCH NP

904

9780152058272 The Car Gary Paulsen Neglected by his parents, fourteen-year-old Terry Anders is used to taking
care of things on his own. He even manages to assemble a car kit by
himself. When the car is finished, Terry sets off from Cleveland to Portland
in search of an uncle he barely remembers. Along the way, he is joined by a
wise Vietnam vet who turns his journey into an adventure in learning.

830 Contemporary

905 9780142402504 The Cat Ate My Gymsuit Paula Danziger Marcy organizes a student protest on behalf of her suspended English
teacher.

610 Classic
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906 9780316769488 The Catcher in the Rye J.D. Salinger In an effort to escape the hypocrisies of life at his boarding school, sixteen-
year old Holden Caulfield seeks refuge in New York City.

790 Classic

907
9780440416630 The Cay Theodore Taylor Phillip lives with his parents on the Dutch island of Curaçao, but when the

war moves too close for comfort, his mother decides to travel to the safety of
Virginia. When their boat is torpedoed, however, Phillip is blinded and finds
himself adrift on a life raft with an old black man and a cat.

860 Classic

908 9780375829871 The Chocolate War Robert Cormier #NO MATCH 820

909 9780395881453 The Chosen Potok, Chaim A tale of two boys, their fathers, their friendship, and the chaotic times in
which they live.

900

910
9780826317971 The Circuit: Stories From the Life of a Migrant Child Francisco Jimenez A collection of 12 short stories presented from the perspective of a young

boy, in which the author narrates his childhood experiences growing up in a
family of Mexican migrant farm workers.

880 Diverse

911 9780374412296 The Clay Marble Minfong Ho #NO MATCH 860

912
9780316701297 The Clique Lisi Harrison Being the new kid at school is hard, but when you're going to an exclusive

private school it can be almost unbearable. Claire must learn what's in,
who's out, and most importantly who she really wants to be.

790 Contemporary

913
9780064472043 The Color of my Words Lynn Joseph In a debut novel by an established poet, Ana Rosa--a blossoming young

writer growing up in a poor seaside village in the Dominican Republic--must
struggle to find her own voice and the means for it to be heard in a country
where words are feared.

840 Contemporary

914 9781594481925 The Color of Water: A Black Man's Tribute to His
White Mother

James McBride Deals with issues of race and identity and what family really means. 1240 Diverse

915

9780143135692 The Color Purple Alice Walker A powerful cultural touchstone of modern American literature, The Color
Purple depicts the lives of African American women in early twentieth-
century rural Georgia. Separated as girls, sisters Celie and Nettie sustain
their loyalty to and hope in each other across time, distance and silence.
Through a series of letters spanning twenty years, first from Celie to God,
then the sisters to each other despite the unknown, the novel draws readers
into its rich and memorable portrayals of Celie, Nettie, Shug Avery and Sofia
and their experience. The Color Purple broke the silence around domestic
and sexual abuse, narrating the lives of women through their pain and
struggle, companionship and growth, resilience and bravery. Deeply
compassionate and beautifully imagined, Alice Walker's epic carries readers
on a spirit-affirming journey towards redemption and love.

670 Novel, Epistolary novel,
Domestic Fiction

916 9780064470391 The Contender Robert Lipsyte #NO MATCH 690
917 9780451529701 The Count of Monte Cristo Alexandre Dumas Alexandre Dumas’s epic novel of justice, retribution, and self-discovery. 930 Classic
918 9780140481389 The Crucible Arthur Miller #NO MATCH NP

919
9780143105497 The Curious Case of Benjamin Button and Other Jazz

Age Stories
F. Scott Fitzgerald Spanning the early 20th-century American landscape, this original collection

captures, with Fitzgerald's signature blend of enchantment and
disillusionment, America during the Jazz Age

1010 Classic

920 9781400032716 The Curious Incident of the Dog In the Night-time 1090 G10 U2 TE

921
9780689829833 The Dark Is Rising Susan Cooper Will Stanton discovers on his 11th birthday that he is no mere boy. He is the

Sign-Seeker, last of the immortal Old Ones, destined to battle the powers of
evil that trouble the land.

920 Classic

922
9780060529987 The Dark Pond Joseph Bruchac After he feels a mysterious pull drawing him toward a dark, shadowy pond in

the woods, Armie looks to old Native American tales for guidance about the
dangerous monster lurking in the water.

820 Contemporary

923 9780547258553 The Dead and the Gone Susan Beth Pfeffer A look at an apocalyptic event from a small-town perspective. 680 Contemporary

924
9780486411248 The Declaration of Independence and Other Great

Documents of American History 1775-1865
Various Compelling and influential documents: Monroe Doctrine, U.S. Constitution,

Emancipation Proclamation, Gettysburg Address, Lincoln’s Second
Inaugural Address, and more.

N/A Classic

925
9780375725609 The Devil in the White City Erik Larson Author Erik Larson tells the stories of two men: Daniel H. Burnham, the

architect responsible for the construction of the 1893 Chicago World's Fair,
and H.H. Holmes, a serial killer masquerading as a charming doctor. For
mature readers.

1170 Classic

926 9780140345353 The Devil's Arithmetic Jane Yolen Time travel about a young Jewish girl, Hanna, who goes back to Communist
Poland, where she is taken to a death camp.

730 Classic

927 9780525565888 The Diary of Anne Frank Anne Frank 1020

928 9780786838196 The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks Emily Lockhart Because she's a girl, Frankie knows she will never be accepted into the all-
boy secret club at her private school. But online, nobody knows she's a girl.

890 Contemporary

929
9781451661781 The Distance Between Us (Young Reader's Edition) Reyna Grande As her parents make the dangerous trek across the Mexican border to "El

Otro Lado" (The Other Side) in pursuit of the American dream, Reyna and
her siblings are forced into the already overburdened household of their
stern grandmother. When their mother a

780 Contemporary

930
9780439269988 The Dreamer Pam Munoz Ryan and Peter Sis A fictionalized biography of the Nobel Prize-winning Chilean poet Pablo

Neruda, who grew up a painfully shy child, ridiculed by his overbearing
father, but who became one of the most widely-read poets in the world.

650 Diverse

931
9780060757380 The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon

Marigolds
Paul Zindel Two daughters search for stable values in a home ruled by a frustrated and

embittered mother. Pulitzer Prize for Drama winner. Introduction by the
author.

NP Classic

932 9781416990512 The Egypt Game Zilpha Keatley Snyder Newbery Honor Book. While playing games in abandoned buildings, some
children discover a murder.

1010 Diverse

933
9780670035120 The Emperor's Silent Army Jane O'Connor Describes the archaeological discovery of thousands of life-sized terracotta

warrior statues in northern China in 1974, and discusses the emperor who
had them created and placed near his tomb.

1040 Contemporary

934 9781101997253 The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora Pablo Cartaya Save the restaurant. Save the town. Get the girl. Make Abuela proud. Can
thirteen-year-old Arturo Zamora do it all or is he in for a big epic fail?

750 Contemporary

935
9780140441000 The Epic Of Gilgamesh N.K. Sandars One of the best and most important pieces of epic poetry from human

history, this epic poem tells of the various adventures of that hero-king,
including his quest for immortality, and an account of a great flood similar in
many details to the Old Testament's story of Noah.

1090 Classic

936
9780385741408 The Eye of Minds James Dashner Michael is a gamer on VirtNet, a virtual world that offers a totally integrated

mind-body experience. When another gamer finds a way to hold others
hostage inside VirtNet, Michael is hired by the government to uncover the
underlying scheme.

790 Contemporary

937 9780142001806 The Eyre Affair 780 G12 U5 SE

938 9780385742382 The Face on the Milk Carton Caroline B. Cooney A 15-year-old girl sees a picture on a milk carton and recognizes herself at
age 3.

660 Contemporary

939
9780451530318 The Fall of the House of Usher and Other Tales Edgar Allan Poe A collection of 14 of the author's best-known tales of mystery and the

macabre includes his one novel, The Narrative of A. Gordon Pym, The Pit
and the Pendulum, and other works.

N/A Classic

940 9780545284141 The False Prince Jennifer A. Nielsen 710 Contemporary

941
9780142424179 The Fault in Our Stars John Green Sixteen-year-old Hazel, a stage IV thyroid cancer patient, has accepted her

terminal diagnosis until a chance meeting with a boy at cancer support
group forces her to reexamine her perspective on love, loss, and life.

850 Contemporary G9 U4 SE

942 9780064401852 The Fighting Ground Avi A young boy gets his opportunity to fight in the American Revolution. 580 Classic
943 9780679744726 The Fire Next Time James Baldwin #NO MATCH 1300

944
9781250110961 The Firefly Letters Margarita Engle The freedom to roam is something that women and girls in Cuba do not

have. Yet when Fredrika Bremer visits from Sweden in 1851 to learn about
the people of this magical island, she is accompanied by Cecilia, a young
slave who longs for her lost home in Africa.

1230 Diverse G6 U1 TE

945
9780425290422 The First Rule of Punk Celia Perez A 2018 Pura BelprZ Author Honor Book. "Roller Girl" meets "School of

Rock" in this illustrated novel about identity, friendship, and riot-grrrl power
by librarian and debut author Perez

670 Diverse

946
9780553570915 The Girl Death Left Behind Lurlene McDaniel When Beth's family is killed in a car accident, she must move to another

state to live with her aunt and spoiled cousin and start over in spite of feeling
guilty for surviving her family.

590 Contemporary

947 9780763664190 The Girl Who Could Silence the Wind Meg Medina Sonia's entire village believes she has a gift, but it's only in leaving home
that she finds out who she truly is.

700 Diverse

948 9781616207465 The Girl Who Drank the Moon Kelly Barnhill 640 Contemporary

949
9780544336261 The Giver Lois  Lowry The Elders of the Committee choose Jonas to be the person responsible for

receiving and keeping all the memories of the past--a huge task for this
exceptional boy.

760

950
9780811214049 The Glass Menagerie Tennessee Williams Classic American memory play in which Tom narrates the story of his

domineering mother's desperate efforts to fix up his slightly crippled,
painfully shy sister with the perfect gentleman caller.

NP Classic

951 9780142423660 The Glass Sentence S.E. Grove 810 Contemporary

952
9780395783740 The Glory Field Myers, Walter Dean Spanning nearly 250 years of African American history, this emotionally

charged saga of the Lewis family traces an ongoing battle for freedom and
equality.

800

953 9780545055758 The Glory Field Walter Dean Myers #NO MATCH 800
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954
9780140303353 The Golden Goblet Eloise Jarvis McGraw Ranofer struggles to thwart the plotting of his evil brother, Gebu, so he can

become a master goldsmith like their father in this exciting tale of Ancient
Egyptian mystery and intrigue.

930 Classic

955
9780486419213 The Good Soldier Ford Madox Ford Two married couples find their long, ongoing friendship is severely disrupted

when one husband learns that his wife has been the mistress of his British
friend for years.

1040 Classic

956 9780143039433 The Grapes of Wrath John Steinbeck The first unabridged version of Steinbeck's classic. 680 Classic G10 U5 TE
957 9780060530945 The Graveyard Book Grade 6-8 Neil Gaiman 820 Contemporary

958
9780439203074 The Great Fire Jim Murphy For more than a century, poor Mrs. O'Leary and her cow have shouldered

the blame for Chicago's infamous Great Fire of 1871. Now Murphy lays bare
the facts concerning one of the biggest disasters in American history, in the
process exculpating the maligned bovine and her owner.

1130 Contemporary

959 9780743273565 The Great Gatsby F. Scott Fitzgerald Jay Gatsby challenges the powerful Eastern rich while in pursuit of his
romantic dream.

1010 Classic G11 U5 SE

960 9788420689777 The Great Gatsby (Spanish) F. Scott Fitzgerald Jay Gatsby challenges the powerful Eastern rich while in pursuit of his
romantic dream.

1070 Spanish

961 9780064402019 The Great Gilly Hopkins Katherine Paterson Newbery Honor Book. A rebellious, unmanageable, but lovable foster child
seeks a home.

800 Classic

962
9780062498533 The Hate U Give (HC) Angie Thomas After witnessing her friend's death at the hands of a police officer, Starr

Carter's life is complicated when the police and a local drug lord try to
intimidate her in an effort to learn what happened the night Kahlil died.

590 Diverse

963
9780141312361 The Heart of a Chief Joseph Bruchac Chris lives on an Indian reservation where the issue of casino gambling has

divided the people. When a school project on using Indian names for sports
teams puts Chris in the spotlight, he finds himself taking his first steps
toward leadership.

750 Contemporary

964 9780553212143 The Heart of Darkness and the Secret Sharer Joseph Conrad Two short novels of human savagery in Africa and the conflicting loyalties of
a ship's officer depict man's potential for good or evil.

1020 Classic

965
9780425232200 The Help Kathryn Stockett In Jackson, Mississippi, 1962, there are lines that are not crossed. With the

civil rights movement exploding all around them, three women start a
movement of their own, forever changing a town and the way women view
one another.

730 Diverse

966 9780553256697 The Hiding Place Corrie Ten Boom The author's experiences hiding Jewish refugees during the Nazi occupation
of Holland.

900 Classic

967
9780763694500 The Hired Girl Laura Amy Schlita Over the summer of 1911, Joan--a Pennsylvania farm girl working as hired

help for six dollars a week--keeps a diary in which she pours out her dreams
of becoming a woman with a future.

810 Contemporary

968 9780345418913 The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy 1010 G12 U3 SE

969
9780547928227 The Hobbit J.R.R. Tolkien Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable, unambitious life, rarely

traveling any farther than his pantry or cellar. But his contentment is
disturbed when the wizard Gandalf and a company of dwarves arrive on his
doorstep one day to whisk him away on an adventure.

N/A Classic

970
9780451528018 The Hound of the Baskervilles Sir Arthur Conan Doyle The Baskerville family has been haunted for generations by a fearsome

hound.  Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson work to discover the truth
about the family curse.

1090 Classic

971 9781250132147 The Hour of Land G10 U6 TE

972 9780020435204 The House of Dies Drear Virginia Hamilton An African American family tries to unravel the secrets of their new home,
which was once a stop on the Underground Railroad.

670 Classic

973
9780451474308 The House of Mirth Edith Wharton New York at the turn of the century was a time of affluence and frivolity for

those who could afford it.  But for those who couldn't, and yet wanted
desperately to keep up with the whirlwind, like Wharton's charming Lily Bart,
it was something else altogether.

1230 Classic

974 9780451531629 The House of Seven Gables Nathaniel Hawthorne Explores issues of class and the pursuit of wealth against the backdrop of
decaying residences.

1290 Classic

975
9780679734772 The House on Mango Street Sandra Cisneros Told in a series of vignettes – sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply

joyous – it is the story of a young Latina girl growing up in Chicago, inventing
for herself who and what she will become.

870 Diverse G8 U5 SE

976 9780688120313 The House on Maple Street Bonnie Pryor From the forest to Indians to settlers who built a town, this book tells the
story of an ever-changing landscape that spans 300 years.

650 Contemporary

977
9780451531513 The Hunchback of Notre Dame Victor Hugo Quasimodo, a gentle and kind hunchback who lives an isolated life in a

cathedral in Paris, rescues the beautiful Esmerelda from being hanged for a
crime she did not commit.

950 Classic

978 9780545503259 The Hypnotists Gordon Korman 750 Contemporary

979 9780451474346 The Iliad Homer Translates the events of the war between Greece and the city of Troy,
focusing on Achilles' quarrel with Agamemnon.

1040 Classic

980
9781451678185 The Illustrated Man Ray Bradbury Bradbury presents himself as a nameless narrator who meets the Illustrated

Man--a wanderer whose entire body is a living canvas of exotic tattoos that
are magically alive.

680 Classic

981 9780030955013 The Importance of Being Earnest Wilde, Oscar A satire of Victorian social hypocrisy, the witty play is considered Wilde's
greatest dramatic achievement.

NP

982

9780763670931 The Impossible Rescue: The True Story of an
Amazing Arctic Adventure

Martin W. Sandler In 1897, whaling in the Arctic waters off Alaska’s coast was as dangerous as
it was lucrative. And in that particular year, winter blasted early, bringing
storms and ice packs that caught eight American whale ships and three
hundred sailors off guard. Their ships locked in ice, with no means of
escape, the whalers had limited provisions on board, and little hope of
surviving until warmer temperatures arrived many months later.

1270 Contemporary

983 9780440413240 The Incredible Journey Sheila Burnford The story of three animal companions who embark on a dangerous journey
home through the Canadian wilderness.

1320 Classic

984 9780807057834 The Indigenous People's History of the United States 1220 G11 U1 SE

985
9780375845246 The Indigo Notebook Laura Resau Fifteen-year-old Zeeta comes to terms with her flighty mother and their

itinerant life when, soon after moving to Ecuador, she helps an American
teenager find his birth father in a nearby village.

780 Diverse

986 9780451531391 The Inferno Dante This is John Ciardi's translation of the first book of Dante's Divine Comedy. NP Classic

987 9780142427378 The Inquisitor's Tale: Or, The Three Magical Children
and Their Holy Dog

Adam Gidwitz 620 Contemporary

988

9780451531674 The Invisible Man H.G. Wells A stranger emerges out of a freezing February day with a request for lodging
in a cozy provincial inn. Who is this out-of-season traveler? More
confounding is the thick mask of bandages obscuring his face. Why is he
disguised in such a manner? What keeps him hidden in his room? The
villagers, aroused by trepidation and curiosity, bring it upon themselves to
find the answers. What they discover is not only a man trapped in the terror
of his own creation, but a chilling reflection of the unsolvable mysteries of
their own souls.

690 Novel, Science Fiction,
Horror fiction, Scientific
romance

989
9780486473659 The Iron Heel Jack London Spinning science fiction and fantasy into a political adventure, this harrowing

tale of class warfare recounts a powerful state organization's determination
to crush the working class at any cost.

N/A Classic

990
9780545156660 The Journey of Little Charlie Christopher Paul Curtis Twelve-year-old Charlie is down on his luck: His sharecropper father just

died and Cap'n Buck -- the most fearsome man in Possum Moan, South
Carolina -- has come to collect a debt. Fearing for his life, Charlie strikes a
deal with Cap'n Buck and agrees to

960 Diverse

991
9780143038092 The Joy Luck Club Amy Tan Explores the bond between four daughters and their mothers. The daughters

know one side of their mothers, but not about their earlier lives in China. The
mothers want love and obedience from their daughters, but they don't know
the gifts that the daughters keep to themselves.

930 Diverse G9 U2 TE

992 9780440228813 The Jumping Tree Rene Saldana Jr. Rey, a Mexican American living with his close-knit family in a Texas town
near the Mexican border, describes his transition from boy to young man.

770 Diverse

993 9780451472557 The Jungle Upton Sinclair The horrifying conditions of the Chicago stockyards are revealed through
this narrative of a young immigrant's struggles in America.

1170 Classic G11 U5 TE

994 9780451419187 The Jungle Book Rudyard Kipling Presents the adventures of Mowgli, a boy reared by a pack of wolves, and
the wild animals of the jungle.

570 Classic G6 U6 SE

995
9780375803468 The Kidnapped Prince: Life of Olaudah Equiano Olaudan Equiano A gripping adaptation of one of the first known slave narratives, first

published in 1789. Kidnapped at the age of 11 from his home in Benin,
Africa, Olaudah Equiano spent the next 11 years as a slave in England, the
U.S., and the West Indies, until he was able to buy his freedom.

840 Diverse

996

9781594631931 The Kite Runner Khaled Hosseini The unforgettable, heartbreaking story of the unlikely friendship between a
wealthy boy and the son of his father's servant, The Kite Runner is a
beautifully crafted novel set in a country that is in the process of being
destroyed. It is about the power of reading, the price of betrayal, and the
possibility of redemption; and an exploration of the power of fathers over
sons—their love, their sacrifices, their lies.

840 Diverse G10 U1 SE

997
9780763676186 The Knife of Never Letting Go Patrick Ness Readers are in for a white-knuckle journey in this series that follows a boy

and girl on the run from a town where all thoughts can be heard--and the
passage into manhood embodies a horrible secret.

860 Contemporary

998 9780064401838 The Land I Lost Quang Nhuong Huynh Huynh has many adventures, some serious and some fun, with the animals
in and around his Vietnamese village. ALA Notable Book.

1090 Diverse
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999 9780316201568 The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell Chris Colfer 720 Contemporary

1000 9780553213294 The Last of the Mohicans James Fenimore Cooper Hawkeye, a scout, leads a small band of Americans fleeing from the British
and their Indian allies in the French and Indian War.

1350 Classic

1001 9781566894784 The Latehomecomer 890 G8 U3 SE

1002 9780393313130 The Latin Deli: An Ars Poetica Judith Conifer Ortiz Cofer's collection of essays, fiction and poetry depicts the Puerto Rican
immigrant experience.

NP Diverse

1003
9780062490216 The Laura Line Allen, Crystal When Laura Dyson's seventh grade history teacher schedules a class trip to

the slave shack on her grandmother's Texas farm, Laura is forced to come
to terms with her family's past and what it means for her future.

650 Contemporary

1004
9781616208042 The Leavers Lisa Ko One morning, Deming Guo’s mother, Polly, an undocumented Chinese

immigrant, goes to her job at a nail salon—and never comes home. No one
can find any trace of her.

870 Diverse G11 U1 TE

1005
9780142407660 The Liberation of Gabriel King K.L. Going In Georgia during the summer of 1976, Gabriel, a white boy who is being

bullied, and Frita, an African American girl who is facing prejudice, decide to
overcome their many fears together as they enter fifth grade.

780 Contemporary

1006

9780544541122 The Lightning Dreamer Margarita Engle Opposing slavery in Cuba in the nineteenth century was dangerous. The
most daring abolitionists were poets who veiled their work in metaphor. Of
these, the boldest was Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda, nicknamed Tula. In
passionate, accessible verses of her own, Engle evokes the voice of this
book-loving feminist and abolitionist who bravely resisted an arranged
marriage at the age of fourteen, and was ultimately courageous enough to
fight against injustice.

1070 Diverse

1007
9780786838653 The Lightning Thief Rick Riordan, Twelve-year-old Percy Jackson learns he is a demigod, the son of a mortal

woman and Poseidon, god of the sea. His mother sends him to a summer
camp for demigods where he and his new friends set out on a quest to
prevent a war between the gods.

680 Contemporary G6 U6 SE

1008 9780064471046 The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe C.S. Lewis First volume of The Chronicles of Namia. 940 Classic

1009 9780451627124 The Lively Art of Writing Lucile Vaughan Payne A handbook for students explaining and demonstrating the basics of style
and structure for essays and term papers.

N/A Classic

1010 9780802121998 The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven Sherman Alexie 830

1011
9780142409411 The Looking Glass Wars Frank Beddor The myth: Alice was an ordinary girl who stepped through the looking glass

and entered a fairy-tale world invented by Lewis Carroll in his famous
storybook. The truth: Wonderland is real.

1010 Contemporary

1012
9781455540013 The Lost City of the Monkey God Douglas Preston Suspenseful and shocking, filled with colorful history, hair-raising adventure,

and dramatic twists of fortune, THE LOST CITY OF THE MONKEY GOD is
the absolutely true, eyewitness account of one of the great discoveries of the
twenty-first century.

N/A Contemporary

1013
9780316168816 The Lovely Bones Alice Sebold In the weeks following her death, Susie watches life continuing without her--

her friends trading rumors about her disappearance, her family holding out
hope that she'll be found, her killer trying to cover his tracks. Mature.

890 Contemporary

1014
9780064471107 The Magician's Nephew C.S. Lewis When Digory and Polly try to return the wicked witch Jadis to her own world,

the magic gets mixed up and they all land in Narnia where they witness
Aslan blessing the animals with human speech.

790 Classic

1015 9780451530134 The Man in the Iron Mask Alexandre Dumas Aramis bribes his way into the Bastille where a man held prisoner for eight
years unknowingly has the power to dethrone the King of France.

950 Classic

1016

9781770864863 The Marrow Thieves Cherie Dimaline The indigenous people of North America are being hunted and harvested for
their bone marrow, which carries the key to recovering something the rest of
the population has lost: the ability to dream. In this dark world, Frenchie and
his companions struggle to survive as they make their way up north to the
old lands. For now, survival means staying hidden... but what they don't
know is that one of them holds the secret to defeating the marrow thieves

810 Diverse G9 U6 SE

1017
9781451678192 The Martian Chronicles Ray Bradbury Starting in 1999, expedition after expedition leaves Earth to investigate

Mars. The Martians guard their mysteries well, but they are decimated by
the diseases that arrive with the rockets. Colonists appear with no respect
for the culture they've displaced.

740 Classic

1018
9780451530929 The Mayor of Casterbridge Thomas Hardy In a fit of drunken anger, Michael Henchard sells his wife and baby daughter

for five guineas at a country fair. Over the course of the following years, he
establishes himself as a respected pillar of the community, but behind his
success there always lurk the shameful secret of his past.

1090 Classic

1019 9780553213690 The Metamorphosis Franz Kafka Writings by and about Kafka and textual notes accompany his translations of
his early-twentieth century work.  Translation by Stanley Corngold.

1220 Classic

1020 9780684855882 The Middle Passage

1021
9781328631121 The Midwife's Apprentice Karen Cushman A superb novel from the author of Catherine, Called Birdy about a strong

young woman in medieval England who finds her own way home. An ALA
Best and Notable Book. An SLJ Best Book. The 1996 Newbery Award
winner.

1150 Classic

1022 9781644450000 The Milkman G12 U6 SE
1023 9781416590842 The Miracle Worker William Gibson #NO MATCH NP
1024 9781524767600 The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl Stacy McAnulty 530L Contemporary

1025

9780689839566 The Misfits James Howe At once hilarious and poignant, this novel is about four unpopular 7th
graders who decide to band together to run for student council. One is
overweight, one is tall and opinionated, one is slow, and one is gay.
Together they make a formidable quartet as they confront their classmates
about their name-calling and stereotyping.

960 Contemporary

1026 9780804170628 The Moor's Account G11 U1 SE

1027 9780064405645 The Moves Make the Man Bruce Brooks An explosive friendship produces fast action on and off the basketball court.
Newbery Honor Book.

1150 Diverse

1028

9780358062684 The Namesake (PB) Jhumpa Lahiri Meet the Ganguli family, new arrivals from Calcutta, trying their best to
become Americans even as they pine for home. The name they bestow on
their firstborn, Gogol, betrays all the conflicts of honoring tradition in a new
world—conflicts that will haunt Gogol on his own winding path through
divided loyalties, comic detours, and wrenching love affairs.

1140 Novel, Bildungsroman,
Domestic Fiction

G11 U1 SE

1029 9780735228528 The Night Diary Veera Hiranandani 700 Contemporary

1030
9781419715310 The Night Gardener Auxier, Jonathan Irish orphans Molly, fourteen, and Kip, ten, travel to England to work as

servants in a crumbling manor house where nothing is quite what it seems to
be, and soon the siblings are confronted by a mysterious stranger and
secrets of the cursed house

690

1031
9780809012237 The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee Centering on the night in 1846 that Henry David Thoreau spent in jail for not

paying his taxes. Thoreau refused to pay money that would support the war
that was currently being waged against Mexico.

NP Diverse

1032 9780735227989 The Not So Boring Letters of Private Nobody 580 G8 U4 SE

1033
9780805062991 The Number Devil: A Mathematical Adventure Hans Mangus Enzensberger Young Robert's dreams have taken a decided turn for the weird. He's visiting

a bizarre magical land of number tricks with the number devil as his host.
Robert and the number devil use giant furry calculators, piles of coconuts,
and endlessly scrolling paper to introduce basic concepts of numeracy.

580 Contemporary

1034
9780062255662 The Ocean at the End of the Lane Neil Gaiman A brilliantly imaginative and poignant fairy tale from the modern master of

wonder and terror, The Ocean at the End of the Lane is Neil Gaiman's first
new novel for adults since his #1 New York Times bestseller Anansi Boys.

N/A Contemporary

1035
9780374525743 The Odyssey Homer (translated by Robert

Fitzgerald)
An epic poem about the wanderings of Ulysses on his way home from the
Trojan War. (Best Books for Young Teen Readers). Fitzgerald's translation
is the best and best-loved modern translation of the greatest of all epic
poems.

1330 Classic G9 U6 TE

1036 9780979613272 The Offenders Jerry Craft Graphic Novel

1037 9780684801223 The Old Man and the Sea Ernest Hemingway Story of an old fisherman's struggle against natural obstacles that hinder the
catch of a huge marlin.

940 Classic G10 U6 TE

1038 9781101993835 The Omnivore's Dilemma for Kids: The Secrets Behind
What You Eat

Michael Pollen, 930 Contemporary

1039 9780441627400 The Once and Future King Theodore H. White Describes King Arthur's life from childhood to coronation, creation of the
Round Table, and search for the Holy Grail.

1080 Classic

1040 9781481457514 The Only Road Alexander Diaz 830 Diverse

1041
9780545872140 The Only Thing to Fear Caroline Tung Richmond In a stunning reimagining of history, debut author Caroline Tung Richmond

weaves an incredible story of secrets and honor in a world where Hitler won
World War II.

820 Contemporary

1042
9781416918370 The Other Side of the Sky Farah Ahmedi Farah is born just as the war between the mujahideen and the Soviets

reaches its peak. Bombs are falling, and her native Kabul is swelling with
those looking for homes and jobs. When Farah steps on a land mine, her
world becomes much smaller.

850L Diverse

1043
9780547722436 The Other Wind Ursula K. Le Guin Haunted by dreams of the dead who seek to invade Earthsea through him,

the sorcerer Alder enlists the aid of Ged, a former Archmage, who advises
him to find the holiest place in the world, which holds the key to preserving
Earthsea.

840 Contemporary

1044 9780140385724 The Outsiders S.E. Hinton A revealing account of the tensions, fears, and frustrations of gang life from
a teenage boy's point of view.

750 Classic G8 U5 SE
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1045
9780486270579 The Overcoat and Other Stories Nikolai Gogol Four works by great 19th-century Russian author: "The Nose," "Old-

Fashioned Farmers," "The Tale of How Ivan Ivanovich Quarrelled with Ivan
Nikiforovich," and "The Overcoat."

N/A Classic

1046 9781573229890 The Pact: Three Young Men Make A Promise and
Fulfill A Dream

Davis, Jenkins, & Hunt The true story of how three young men join forces to beat the odds and
become doctors.

940 Diverse

1047 9780375871061 The Paladin Prophecy Mark Frost 700 Contemporary
1048 9780545952781 The Parker Inheritance 610 G6 U3 SE

1049 9780140177374 The Pearl John Steinbeck A poor fisherman dreams of wealth and happiness for his family when he
finds a priceless pearl.

1010 Classic

1050
9780440420477 The Penderwicks: A Summer Tales of Four Sisters,

Two Rabbits, and a Very Interesting Boy
Jeanne Birdsall The four sisters of this nostalgic novel delight in a summer of adventure and

discovery at a beautiful Massachusetts estate named Arundel. Jeffrey, the
son of Arundel's owner, becomes the perfect companion to their exploits.

800 Contemporary

1051 9780679843368 The People Could Fly Virginia Hamilton These 24 stories celebrate the indomitable human spirit, surviving under the
most crushing circumstances of slavery.

680 Diverse

1052 9780394820378 The Phantom Tollbooth Norton Juster After a tollbooth mysteriously appears in his room, young Milo journeys
through time.

1000 Classic

1053

9780452265349 The Piano Lesson August Wilson This novel is part of Wilson's cycle about African-American life in the 20th
century. The action takes place in Pittsburgh in 1936 at the house of a family
of African-Americans who have migrated from Mississippi. The conflict
centers around a piano that was once traded by the family's white master for
two of the family's ancestors.   The climax of the novel is the figurative and
literal ghost of the white master.

NP Classic

1054 9780060757359 The Pigman Paul Zindel #NO MATCH 880
1055 9780064401982 The Pinballs Betsy Byars Three lonely foster children learn to care about themselves and each other. 600 Classic
1056 9780062662804 The Poet X Elizabeth Avevedo 800 Diverse G10 U1 SE
1057 9780062662811 The Poet X (paperback)

1058
9780451531001 The Prince Niccolo Machiavelli The classic handbook of statecraft written four centuries ago by an Italian

nobleman recommends guile and craftiness to attain and maintain political
power.

1510 Classic

1059 9781626723634 The Prince and the Dressmaker Jen Wang 360 Contemporary

1060
9780451528353 The Prince and the Pauper Mark Twain After the young Prince Edward VI of England and a peasant boy switch

places, the "little king" tries to escape from a world in which he must beg for
food and the peasant, who is now the prince, dreads exposure and possible
execution.

1160 Classic

1061 9780156035217 The Princess Bride William Goldman A writer's view on life and art are revealed during his attempts to edit the
children's classic.

870 Classic G12 U2 SE

1062 9781442468122 The Prisoner of Cell 25 : Michael Vey Richard Paul Evans 500 Contemporary

1063 9780375859632 The Queen of Water Laura Resau Living in a village in Ecuador, a Quechua Indian girl is sent to work as an
indentured servant for an upper class "mestizo" family.

890

1064
9780698119185 The Queen's Own Fool Jane Yolen When 12-year-old Nicola leaves Troupe Brufort and serves as the fool for

Mary, Queen of Scots, she experiences the political and religious upheavals
in both France and Scotland.

740 Contemporary

1065 9781250073716 The Race to Save the Lord God Bird (Paperback) 1150
1066 9780064438568 The Raft Jim LeMarche 540 Contemporary

1067 9780064404419 The Rainbow People Laurence Yep Laurence Yep has collected and retold 20 folktales originally recounted by
Chinese-American immigrants as part of a 1930's WPA project.

680 Diverse

1068 9780140177367 The Red Pony John Steinbeck Traces a boy's journey into manhood after his father gives him a pony to
train and care for.

810 Classic

1069
9780375854897 The Red Umbrella Christina Diaz Gonzalez In 1961 after Castro has come to power in Cuba, Lucia and her brother are

sent to the United States when her parents, who are not in favor of the new
regime, fear that the children will be taken away from them as others have
been.

590 Diverse

1070 9780679731726 The Remains of the Day 1210 G12 U6 TE
1071 9781250233615 The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise 730

1072
9780689845246 The Report Card Andrew Clements Fifth-grader Nora Rowley has always hidden the fact that she is a genius

from everyone because all she wants is to be normal, but when she comes
up with a plan to prove that grades are not important, things begin to get out
of control.

700 Contemporary

1073

9780062403179 The Rest of Us Just Live Here Patrick Ness The Rest of Us Just Live Here is a bold and irreverent novel that powerfully
reminds us that there are many different types of remarkable.
What if you aren't the Chosen One? The one who's supposed to fight the
zombies, or the soul-eating ghosts, or whatever the heck this new thing is,
with the blue lights and the death?
What if you're like Mikey? Who just wants to graduate and go to prom and
maybe finally work up the courage to ask Henna out before someone goes
and blows up the high school. Again

700 Diverse

1074
9780307929617 The River Gary Paulsen In this sequel to Hatchet, Brian must pit his ingenuity against nature once

again when a government project backfires, leaving him with a wounded
partner and a long river to navigate.

960 Contemporary

1075 9780142403105 The River Between Us Richard Peck Set during the first year of the Civil War, and told from a civilian perspective,
this is the story of the lifelong impact that one person can have on another.

740 Contemporary

1076
9780307387899 The Road Cormac McCarthy A father and son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the

ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack
stones. Their destination is the coast, although they do not know what, if
anything, awaits them there.

670 Contemporary

1077
9780486275505 The Road Not Taken (And Other Poems) Robert Frost A treasury of Frost’s most expressive verse. "An Old Man’s Winter Night,"

"In the Home Stretch," "Meeting and Passing," "Putting in the Seed," and
many more.

NP Classic

1078 9781101997550 The Road to Memphis Mildred D. Taylor The powerfully told saga of the Logan family continues, from the author of
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. A Coretta Scott King Award winner.

670 Diverse

1079
9781416978039 The Rock and the River Kekla Magoon In 1968 Chicago, 14-year-old Sam is caught in a conflict between his

father's nonviolent approach to seeking civil rights for African Americans and
his older brother, who has joined the Black Panther Party.

550 Diverse

1080
9780147513861 The Rose & the Dagger Renee Ahdieh In this reimagining of The Arabian Nights, Shahrzad tries to uncover powers

that may lie dormant within her in an attempt to break Khalid's curse, save
the empire, and reunite with her one true love.

690 Contemporary

1081
9780451531353 The Scarlet Letter Nathaniel Hawthorne A passionate young woman, her cowardly lover, and her aging, vengeful

husband are the central characters in this stark drama of the conflict
between passion and convention in the harsh world of seventeenth-century
Boston.

1340 Classic G11 U3 TE

1082 9780062695178 The School for Good and Evil 830

1083
9780142405772 The Schwa Was Here Neal Shusterman A Brooklyn eighth-grader nicknamed Antsy befriends the Schwa, an

"invisible-ish" boy who is tired of blending into his surroundings and going
unnoticed by nearly everyone.

790 Diverse

1084 9780451528834 The Secret Garden Frances Hodgson Burnett Ten-year old Mary comes to live in a lonely house on the Yorkshire moors
and discovers invalid cousin and the mysteries of a locked garden.

970 Classic

1085
9780142001745 The Secret Life of Bees Sue Monk Kidd South Carolina 1964, Lily's life has been shaped around a blurred memory

of the afternoon her mother died. When her "stand-in mother" insults three of
the town's fiercest racists, they escape to Tiburon, a town that holds the
secret to her mother's past.

840 Diverse

1086 9780062059949 The Selection Kiera Cass 680 Contemporary

1087
9780553524055 The Serpent King Jeff Zetner The son of a Pentecostal preacher faces his personal demons as he and his

two outcast friends try to make it through their senior year of high school in
rural Forrestville, Tennessee, without letting the small-town culture destroy
their creative spirits a

630 Contemporary

1088 9780062306944 The Shadow Cipher Laura Ruby 780 Contemporary

1089 9780142300947 The Shadow Club Neal Shusterman Jared's club for kids who feel second-best takes on a malevolent spirit when
the members' pranks against their arch-rivals begin to escalate dangerously.

760 Classic

1090
9780141305950 The Shakespeare Stealer Gary L. Blackwood Widge, a young orphan indentured to a cold, unscrupulous master, has a

special talent--the ability to write a secret shorthand. The master is
determined to acquire a script of Hamlet at any cost, so it becomes Widge's
duty to transcribe it--or else.

780 Classic

1091 9781250062185 The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History Elizabeth Kolbert New Yorker writer Elizabeth Kolbert tells us why and how human beings
have altered life on the planet in a way no species has before.

N/A Contemporary

1092 9781368019439 The Skin I'm In Sharon Flake A young African American girl comes to terms with her own very dark skin,
the teasing of classmates, and friendship.

670 Diverse

1093

9780141441061 The Sleeper Awakes H.G. Wells Graham, an Englishman living in London in 1897 takes drugs to cure
insomnia and falls into a coma. He wakes up in 2100. He later learns that he
has inherited huge wealth and that his money has been put into a trust. Over
the years, the trustees, the White Council, have used his wealth to establish
a vast political and economic world order.

N/A Classic
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1094 9780061374234 The Story of Edgar Sawtelle 900 G12 U2 SE

1095 9780451531568 The Story of My Life Helen Keller The extraordinary account of Helen Keller's struggle to overcome the
challenges of being deaf and blind.

1150 Diverse

1096 9780679720201 The Stranger Albert Camus A young Algerian, Meursault, becomes embroiled in the petty intrigues of a
local criminal and, somewhat inexplicably, ends up killing a man.

880 Classic

1097
9781101911532 The Stranger in the Woods: The Extraordinary Story of

the Last True Hermit
Michael Finkel Documents the true story of a man who endured an isolated existence in a

tent in the Maine woods, never speaking with others and surviving by
stealing supplies from nearby cabins, for 27 years, and illuminates the
reasons behind his solitary life.

N/A Contemporary G12 U4 SE

1098 9780140314205 The Summer of the Swans Betsy Byars Newbery Medal winner. When her beloved, mentally handicapped brother is
lost, a girl discovers compassion in a friend.

830 Classic

1099

9780545417808 The Summer Prince Alaya Dawn Johnson The lush city of Palmares Tres shimmers with tech and tradition, with
screaming gossip casters and practiced politicians. In the midst of this
vibrant metropolis, June Costa creates art that's sure to make her legendary.
But her dreams of fame become something more when she meets Enki, the
bold new Summer King. The whole city falls in love with him (including
June's best friend, Gil). But June sees more to Enki than amber eyes and a
lethal samba. She sees a fellow artist.

780 Diverse

1100

9780553496710 The Sun Is Also a Star Nicola Yoon Natasha: I'm a girl who believes in science and facts. Not fate. Not destiny.
Or dreams that will never come true. I'm definitely not the kind of girl who
meets a cute boy on a crowded New York City street and falls in love with
him. Not when my family is twelve hours away from being deported to
Jamaica. Falling in love with him won't be my story.
Daniel: I've always been the good son, the good student, living up to my
parents' high expectations. Never the poet. Or the dreamer. But when I see
her, I forget about all that. Something about Natasha makes me think that
fate has something much more extraordinary in store--for both of us.

650 Diverse G12 U4 SE

1101 9780312608712 The Surrender Tree NP G11 U4 TE
1102 9780062311702 The Swap Megan Shull 570 Contemporary

1103 9780440415947 The Swiss Family Robinson Johann David Wyss Shipwrecked on a tropical island, a Swiss minister, his wife, and their four
sons struggle to survive until they can be rescued.

1260 Classic

1104 9780140371499 The Sword and the Circle Rosemary Sutcliff Retells the adventures of King Arthur, Queen Guinevere, Sir Lancelot, and
the other knights of the Round Table.

1150 Classic

1105

9780140557398 The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks Katherine Paterson A beautiful mandarin duck is captured by a greedy lord who wants to show
off the bird's magnificent plumage. But the wild creature pines for his mate.
When the kitchen maid releases the bird against her lord's command, she
and the one-eyed servant are sentenced to death. The grateful bird intends
to return their kindness, but can he outsmart the cruel lord?

930 Classic

1106

9780553212280 The Tell-Tale Heart and Other Writings Edgar Allan Poe A selection of Poe's poetry and sixteen of his best-known tales, including
"The Murders in the Rue Morgue," "The Fall of the House of Usher," "The
Black Cat," and "The Pit and the Pendulum."   Contents:        Short Stories
The Tell-Tale Heart The Black Cat The Cask of Amontillado The Fall of the
House of Usher The Masque of the Read Death The Facts in the Case of M.
Valdemar Ligeia The Murders in the Rue Morgue The Purloined Letter A
Descent into the Maelström The Pit and the Pendulum Ms. Found in a Bottle
The Premature Burial William Wilson Eleonora Silence- A Fable The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym         Poems Stanzas Romance To Helen
Israel The City in the Sea The Sleeper The Valley of Unrest Lenore The
Raven A Valentine Ulalume- A Ballad For Annie Annabel Lee The Bells
Alone

1350 Classic

1107 9780060824976 The Thief Megan Whalen Turner A king orders a young thief to carry out a near-impossible heist under threat
of death.

920 Contemporary G9 U6 SE

1108 9780316380843 The Thing About Jellyfish Ali Benjamin 740 Contemporary

1109
9781442474659 The Thing About Luck Cynthia Kadohata and Julia Kuo There is bad luck, good luck, and making one's own luck which is exactly

what Summer must do to save her family in this National Book Award-
winning novel by Newbery Medalist Kadohata ("Kira-Kira").

700 Diverse

1110
9780618706419 The Things They Carried Tim O'Brien The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross,

Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and of
course, the character Tim O'Brien who has survived his tour in Vietnam to
become a father and writer at the age of forty-three.

880 Classic G11 U6 SE

1111 9780307593849 The Time Machine and The War of the Worlds H. G. Wells #NO MATCH 860-720
1112 9780451526939 The Tragedy of King Lear William Shakespeare Criticism, notes, and a bibliography accompany the text of the tragedy. NP Classic
1113 9780743477550 The Tragedy of Othello William Shakespeare #NO MATCH NP

1114

9781400304271 The Traveler's Gift Andy Andrews Before David Ponder ever visited Truman in "The Traveler's Gift," Michael
Holder began his journey as the last young traveler to receive the unique
gifts of wisdom offered by historical greats. Rewritten to engage the minds of
teens and tweens, "The Young Traveler's Gift" encourages and enlightens
young adults as they prepare to face the journeys that lie ahead.

Contemporary

1115 9780062491459 The Truth as Told by Mason Buttle 310

1116
9780553210590 The Turn of the Screw Henry James A collection of short novels includes the title work, a chilling classic of

psychological terror, as well as:  Washington Square Daisy Miller: A Study
The Beast in the Jungle The Jolly Corner

1140 Classic

1117 9780345804327 The Underground Railroad 890 G10 U3 SE
1118 9781524737092 The Unsung Hero of Birdsong, USA Brenda Woods 780 Diverse
1119 9781524770266 The Unsung Hero of Birdsong, USA (Paperback) 800

1120 9780062849809 The Upstairs Room Johanna Reiss Newbery Honor Book. Story of a young Jewish girl and her sister, hunted by
the Nazis, who take refuge with a Gentile family in wartime Holland.

380 Classic

1121

9780486216751 The Violet Fairy Book Andrew Lang From the day that they were first printed, the Lang fairy tale books of many
colors have entertained thousands of boys and girls as well as their parents.
In THE VIOLET FAIRY BOOK, we hear strange and exotic tales from the far
corners of the earth, but they are told in the common language of the fairy
tale, familiar to children and grownups alike.

N/A Classic

1122
9780147516817 The War I Finally Won Kimberly Brubaker Bradley A "New York Times" bestseller, this sequel to Bradley's Newbery Honor-

winning "The War that Saved My Life" continues Ada's World War II journey
as new challenges force her to figure out who she really is now that she's
free.

520 Contemporary

1123 9780451530653 The War of the Worlds H.G. Wells Martians and their terrifying machines invade Earth. A Tor Classic. 1170 Classic

1124
9780147510488 The War That Saved My Life Kimberly Brubaker Bradley, A young disabled girl and her brother are evacuated from London to the

English countryside during World War II, where they find life to be much
sweeter away from their abusive mother.

580 Contemporary

1125
9780440414124 The Watsons Go to Birmingham 1963 Christopher Paul Curtis The ordinary interactions and everyday routines of the Watsons, an African

American family living in Flint, Michigan, are drastically changed after they
go to visit Grandma in Alabama in the summer of 1963.

920 Diverse

1126 9780440993711 The Wave Todd Strasser The Wave is based on a true incident that occurred in a high school history
class in Palo Alto, California, in 1969.

770 Classic

1127 9780545609579 The Way Home Looks Now Wendy Wan-Long Shang 650 Contemporary

1128
9780547237602 The Wednesday Wars Gary D. Schmidt On Wednesday afternoons, while his Catholic and Jewish schoolmates

attend religious instruction, Holling Hoodhood, the only Presbyterian in his
seventh grade, is alone in the classroom with his teacher, Mrs. Baker, who
Holling is convinced hates his guts.

990 Contemporary

1129

9781250115997 The Weight of Feathers Anna-Marie McLemore For twenty years, the Palomas and the Corbeaus have been rivals and
enemies, locked in an escalating feud for over a generation. Both families
make their living as traveling performers in competing shows-the Palomas
swimming in mermaid exhibitions, the Corbeaus, former tightrope walkers,
performing in the tallest trees they can find.

730 Contemporary

1130 9780142401200 The Westing Game Ellen Raskin Sixteen interesting and bizarre characters, who live in a mysterious
apartment building, compete to become heir to the Westing millions.

750 Classic G7 U2 TE

1131 9780060521226 The Whipping Boy Sid Fleischman Jemmy is plucked from the streets to serve as whipping boy to the arrogant
and spiteful Prince Brat. Newbery Medal winner.

570 Classic

1132
9781481414777 The White Mountains John Christopher The first volume of The Tripods trilogy. Young Will Parker and his

companions make a perilous journey toward an outpost of freedom where
they hope to escape from the ruling Tripods, who capture mature human
beings and make them obedient servants.

920 Classic

1133 9781416562603 The White Tiger G10 U4 TE

1134

9780544022751 The Wild Book Margarita Engle Fefa struggles with words. She has word blindness, or dyslexia, and the
doctor says she will never read or write. Every time she tries, the letters
jumble and spill off the page, leaping away like bullfrogs. How will she ever
understand them?
But her mother has an idea. She gives Fefa a blank book filled with clean
white pages. "Think of it as a garden," she says. Soon Fefa starts to sprinkle
words across the pages of her wild book. She lets her words sprout like
seedlings, shaky at first, then growing stronger and surer with each new day.
And when her family is threatened, it is what Fefa has learned from her wild
book that saves them.

1050 Diverse

1135
9781632061478 The Wild Book Juan Villoro From one of Mexico's foremost authors comes a wondrous adventure story

of a boy who goes to live with his kooky, book-obsessed uncle in a library
where books have a supernatural power all their own.

N/A Diverse
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1136
9780141321134 The Wind in the Willows Graham Greene Mole was happy with his life until one day, in the middle of spring-cleaning,

he emerges from his hole at Mole End and starts meandering the English
countryside. Everything is new for the simple, but stalwart mole.

640 Classic

1137 9780064401685 The Wish Giver Bil Brittain Three wishes granted means three youngsters with regrets. Newbery Honor
Book.

720 Classic

1138 9780547550299 The Witch of Blackbird Pond Elizabeth George Speare #NO MATCH 850

1139 9780812523355 The Wizard of Oz Frank L. Baum Dorothy Gale, a gal from Kansas, visits the magical land of Oz. A Tor
Classic.

970 Classic

1140
9780679721888 The Woman Warrior Maxine Hong Kingston A first-generation Chinese-American woman recounts growing up in America

within a tradition-bound Chinese family, confronted with Chinese ghosts
from the past and non-Chinese ghosts of the present.

880 Diverse

1141 9781594484001 The Wordy Shipmates G11 U1 TE

1142 9780486409030 The World's Greatest Speeches Various Nearly 300 speeches provide public speakers with a wealth of quotes and
inspiration.

NP Classic

1143
9780142400784 The Year of the Hangman Gary L. Blackwood In 1777, having been kidnapped and taken forcibly from England to the

American colonies, 15-year-old Creighton becomes part of developments in
the political unrest there that may spell defeat for the patriots and change
the course of history.

820 Contemporary

1144 9780140342444 The Young Landlords Walter Dean Myers Five devoted friends become landlords and try to make their Harlem
neighborhood a better place to live.

820 Diverse

1145
9780060838676 Their Eyes Were Watching God Zora Neal Hurston When Janie Starks returns to her rural Florida home, her small black

community is overwhelmed with curiosity about her relationship with a
younger man.

890 Diverse G11 U4 SE

1146
9781442462359 They Call Me a Hero Daniel Hernandez Jr. When Representative Gabby Giffords was shot in 2011, Daniel Hernandez

helped save her life. Here, he recounts that tragic day and describes
growing up in Tucson, Arizona.  His life experience is a source of true
inspiration in this heartfelt memoir

930 Diverse

1147 9781603094504 They Called Us Enemy 680 G11 U6 SE

1148
9781582703923 Thin Space Jody Casella Consumed by guilt and secrets about his twin brother's death, Marsh is

looking for a thin space, a place where the barrier between this world and
the next is thin enough for a person to cross over, in hopes of setting things
right.

570 Contemporary

1149 9780385474542 Things Fall Apart Chinua Achebe #NO MATCH 890

1150
9780142410738 Things Hoped For Andrew Clements Gwen's grandfather disappears, her Julliard audition is coming up, and she

and a fellow musician make a discovery that unites them in ways neither
could have foretold. This  sequel to Things Not Seen is a story of art,
friendship, love, and life.

770 Contemporary

1151 9781481422802 Things Too Huge to Fix By Saying Sorry Susan Vaught A family mystery leads Dani Beans to investigate the secrets of Ole Miss
and the dark history of race relations in Oxford, Mississippi

850 Contemporary

1152 9780698115842 Thirteen Moons on Turtle’s Back: A Native American
Year of Moons

Joseph Bruchac and Jonathan Nelson
with illustrations by Thomas Locker

840

1153 9781419716607 This Land Is Our Land: A History of American
Immigration

Linda Barrett Osborne 1080 Contemporary

1154 9781626726543 Thornhill Pam Smy 730 Contemporary
1155 9781619630345 Throne of Glass Sarah J. Maas 790 Contemporary

1156 9780486408781 Through the Looking Glass Lewis Carroll The 1872 sequel to Alice's Adventures in Wonderland finds Carroll's
inquisitive heroine in a fantastic land where everything is reversed.

840 Classic

1157 9781524740573 Tight Torrey Maldonado 600 Diverse
1158 9780812505047 Time Machine H.G.  Wells #NO MATCH 850

1159 9780147514400 Time to Dance, A Padma Venkatraman In India, a girl who excels at Bharatanatyam dance refuses to give up after
losing a leg in an accident.

720 Diverse

1160
9780152023997 Time Windows Kathryn Reiss Moving from New York City to an old house near Boston, Miranda, 14,

becomes obsessed with what she sees through the windows of a dollhouse
she finds in the attic.

800 Contemporary

1161
9780152063207 Timothy of the Cay Theodore Taylor A companion to The Cay. This prequel-sequel tells the rest of their tale in

alternating chapters--the compelling story of two very different people who
share the courage and tenacity to turn their dreams into reality.

860 Diverse

1162 9781442426719 To All the Boys I've Loved Before Jenny Han A novel about sisterhood, romance, and taking risks in life. 630 Diverse

1163 9780141310015 To Be a Slave Julius Lester The humiliation and ostracism of slavery is described in vivid and often
painful detail by black men and women who were once slaves themselves.

1080 Diverse

1164 9780060935467 To Kill a Mockingbird Harper Lee The explosion of racial hate and violence in a small Alabama town is viewed
by a little girl whose father defends a black man accused of rape.

870 Classic G9 U2 SE

1165 9780062798183 To Kill a Mockingbird: A Graphic Novel Fordham, Fred The explosion of racial hate and violence in a small Alabama town is viewed
by a little girl whose father defends a black man accused of rape.

690 Graphic Novel

1166
9780380805600 Touching Spirit Bear Ben Mikaelsen After his anger erupts into violence and to avoid prison, Cole agrees to

participate in a sentencing alternative based on Native American Circle
Justice at a remote Alaskan Island, and encounters a huge Spirit Bear that
changes his life.

730 Contemporary

1167
9780399587146 Tourist Season Carl Hiaasen The first sign of trouble is a Shriner's fez washed up on a Miami beach. The

next is a suitcase containing the almost-legless body of the local chamber of
commerce president found floating in a canal.

N/A Classic

1168 9780140053203 Travels with Charley: In search of America John Steinbeck The story of Steinbeck's travels across America in the 1960s with his dog
Charley.

1010 Classic

1169 9780062382108 Tree is a Plant 420
1170 9781368039932 Tristan Strong Punch Hole Sky 680

1171
9781250129819 Tropical Secrets Margarita Engle Escaping from Nazi Germany to Cuba in 1939, a young Jewish refugee

dreams of finding his parents again, befriends a local girl with painful secrets
of her own, and discovers that the Nazi darkness is never far away.

1170 Diverse G8 U6 SE

1172 9780544925465 Troy Adele Geras A stunning portrait of the Trojan War as told by the women of the besieged
city of Troy

670 Contemporary

1173 9780312369811 Tuck Everlasting Natalie Babbitt Ten-year-old Winnie discovers the secret of a spring whose waters impart
immortality, a questionable gift.

770 Classic

1174
9780767905923 Tuesdays with Morrie Mitch Albom The true story chronicling the lessons learned about the meaning of life from

visits between sportswriter Mitch Albom and his former professor, Morrie
Schwartz, who is dying of Lou Gehrig's disease.

830 Classic

1175
9780147512161 Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom: My Story of 1965

Selma Voting Rights March
Lynda Blackmon Lowery Shares the story of the youngest person to complete the Selma to

Montgomery March, describing her frequent imprisonments for her
participation in nonviolent demonstrations and how she felt about her
involvement in Civil Rights events.

780 Diverse

1176 9780451526762 Twelfth Night, Or, What You Will William Shakespeare Biographical information and critical essays accompany Shakespeare's play
about deception and love.

590 Classic

1177
9780871293275 Twelve Angry Men Reginald Rose Sequestered in a closed room, twelve jurors must decide the fate of a young

man who has been accused of first-degree murder and faces the death
penalty.

N/A Classic

1178

9780307931917 Two Boys Kissing David Levithan Based on true events--and narrated by a Greek Chorus of the generation of
gay men lost to AIDS--Two Boys Kissing follows Harry and Craig, two
seventeen-year-olds who are about to take part in a 32-hour marathon of
kissing to set a new Guinness World Record. While the two increasingly
dehydrated and sleep-deprived boys are locking lips, they become a focal
point in the lives of other teens dealing with universal questions of love,
identity, and belonging.

780 Diverse

1179

9780316472180 Tyler Johnson Was Here Jay Coles Twins Marvin and Tyler couldn't be more different. Where Marvin is
reserved, Tyler is charismatic. Where Marvin is consumed by grief for his
absent father, Tyler is carefree. And where Marvin is careful, Tyler is daring.
But despite their differences, and despite the poverty and trauma that
threatens to pull them apart, the brothers are close.

N/A Diverse

1180
9780439838801 Tyrell Coe Booth Fifteen-year-old Tyrell, who is living in a Bronx homeless shelter with his

spaced-out mother and his younger brother, tries to avoid temptation so he
does not end up in jail like his father.

780 Diverse

1181
9781442419810 Uglies Scott Westerfield In Tally's world, reaching 16 brings an operation that turns you from ugly to

pretty and Tally's almost there, but when her friend runs away, Tally learns
about a new side of pretty world and must choose between betrayal and
never turning pretty.

770 Contemporary

1182

9789585928930 Una Estupenda Historia De Dragones Y Princesas
Más O Menos

Jordi Sierra Fabra A writer sits down to write a classic tale of dragons, princesses, heroes, and
witches, but his conscienceùor common sense interrupts him constantly to
criticize his work, call him old-fashioned, and tell him that nobody reads this
type of story anymore. The writer is determined to write the story, and pays
no attention to the criticism and the sarcastic comments that he must face at
the end of each line.

Spanish

1183
9781338282085 Unbound Neal Shusterman The day Grace is called from the slave cabins to work in the Big House,

Mama makes her promise to keep her eyes down. Uncle Jim warns her to
keep her thoughts tucked private in her mind or they could bring a whole lot
of trouble and pain.

790 Contemporary
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1184
9780812974492 Unbroken Laura Hillenbrand Lt. Louis Zamperini crashed into the Pacific in May 1943. Captured by the

Japanese and driven to the limits of endurance, Zamperini would answer
desperation with ingenuity; suffering with hope, resolve, and humor.

1010 Contemporary G10 U3 SE

1185 9780385742528 Unbroken: An Olympian's Journey from Airman to
Castaway to Captive

Laura Hillenbrand 850

1186
9780451530806 Uncle Tom's Cabin Harriet Beecher Stowe This remarkable novel of the pre-Civil War South was revolutionary in 1852

for its passionate indictment of slavery. Introduction by Alfred Kazin.
Includes bibliography. A Bantam Classic.

1050 Classic

1187
9781590780053 Uncommon Champions Marty Kaminsky Fifteen motivating stories introduce stars who, despite facing incredible

adversity, found the heart and stamina to persevere, and includes a forward
by New York Mets manager, Bobby Valentine.

1090 Contemporary

1188
9781596439542 Undefeated : Jim Thorpe and the Carlisle Indian

School Football Team
Steve Sheinkin A great American sport and Native American history come together in this

true story for middle grade readers about how Jim Thorpe and Pop Warner
created the legendary Carlisle Indians football team, from New York Times
bestselling author and Newbery Award recipient Steve Sheinkin.

980

1189 9780689806315 Under the Royal Palms: A Childhood in Cuba Alma Flor Ada The author, Alma Ada Flor, explores her own heritage in a series of stories
about her childhood in Cuba.

1070 Diverse

1190
9780395340653 Underground David Macaulay Text and drawings describe the subways, sewers, building foundations,

telephone and power systems, cables, pipes, tunnels and  other
underground elements of a large modern city.

1230 Diverse

1191
9780061742675 Ungifted Gordon Korman Due to an administrative mix-up, troublemaker Donovan Curtis is sent to the

Academy of Scholastic Distinction, a special program for gifted and talented
students, after pulling a major prank at middle school.

730 Contemporary

1192 9780545423045 Untwine Edwidge Danticat A haunting and mesmerizing story about sisterhood, family, love, and loss
by literary luminary Edwidge Danticat.

920 Contemporary

1193 9781416912057 Unwind Neal Shusterman In a society where unwanted teens are salvaged for their body parts, three
runaways fight the system that would "unwind" them.

740 Contemporary

1194 9780140390513 Up from Slavery Booker T. Washington The record of Booker T. Washington's rise from slavery to his becoming a
great educator and the founder of Tuskegee Institute.

1010 Diverse

1195
9781481436342 Vanished James Ponti In Washington, D.C., 12-year-old Florian Bates, a consulting detective for

the FBI, and his best friend Margaret must uncover the truth behind a series
of private middle-school pranks that may or may not involve the daughter of
the President of the United States.

690 Contemporary

1196 9786070128646 Verde fue mi selva Edna Iturralde Spanish

1197
9781554694112 Viral Alex Van Tol After his best friend begins hanging out with the wrong crowd and is caught

in a compromising situation, Mike tries to help her before she destroys her
life.

430 Contemporary

1198
9780060890902 Waiting for Normal Leslie Connor Following a divorce, Addie and her mother move into a trailer next to the

railroad tracks on the edge of Schenectady, New York. As her mother
becomes absent from home more frequently, Addie yearns to be with her
beloved stepfather and half-sisters.

570 Contemporary

1199 9780451532169 Walden or Life in the Woods Henry David Thoreau Presents a selection of writings by the nineteenth-century social philosopher
and reformer.

1300 Classic G11 U3 TE

1200 9780064405171 Walk Two Moons Sharon Creech Thirteen-year-old Salamanca Tree Hiddle's mother leaves home suddenly
on a spiritual quest, vowing to return, but can't keep her promise.

770 Contemporary

1201
9780399547973 Warcross Marie Lu When a game called Warcross takes the world by storm, one girl hacks her

way into its dangerous depths in this sci-fi thriller by #1 "New York Times"-
bestselling author Lu.

810 Contemporary

1202
9780671866396 Warriors Don't Cry: A Searing Memoir Melba Pattillo Beals A searing memoir, in its entirety, of the battle to integrate Little Rock's

Central High. Includes a special collection of news, magazine, and author
photos.

1000 Diverse

1203
9780156948777 Wasteland and Other Poems T.S. Eliot A treasury of the most important early poems combines poetic elements

from diverse sources with bits of popular culture and common speech to
recreate the chaos of Europe in the aftermath of World War I.

NP Classic

1204
9780553534214 Watched Marina Budhos Naeem, a Bangledeshi teenager living in Queens, thinks he can charm his

way through anything. But when the cops catch him messing up, they offer
him the choice of spying on his Muslim neighbors and reporting back to
them or facing a police record.

550 Diverse

1205
9780064462112 Water Buffalo Days: Growing Up in Vietnam Huynh Quang Nhuong In this companion volume to the award-winning The Land I Lost: Adventures

of a Boy in Vietnam, readers are led back to a landscape simultaneously
exotic and brimming with the feeling of home.

1120 Diverse

1206 9780553381573 Water is Wide Pat Conroy The triumphant true story of one man's battle for the kids on a forgotten
American island.

N/A Classic

1207 9780743277709 Watership Down Richard Adams The unique odyssey of a rabbit warren and their efforts to survive when a
construction team moves into their territory.

880 Classic

1208
9781481449649 We Are the Ants Shaun David Hutchinson After the suicide of his boyfriend, Henry deals with depression and family

issues, all while wondering if he was really abducted and told he has 144
days to decide whether or not the world is worth saving.

800 Contemporary

1209 9780142406274 We Beat the Street Sampson Davis 860 Contemporary

1210
9780312318949 We Just Want to Live Here Amal Rifa'l with Odelia Ainbinder and

Sylke Tempel
Palestinian Amal Rifa'i and Israeli Odelia Ainbinder are two teenage girls
who live in the same city, yet worlds apart. They met on a student exchange
program to Switzerland. Weeks after they returned, the latest, violent
Intifada broke out in the fall of 2000.

920 Diverse

1211 9781101911761 We Should All Be Feminists Chimamanda Adichie Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie offers a unique definition of feminism for the
twenty-first century.

940 Diverse

1212
9780316251006 We Should Hang Out Sometime: Embarrassingly, a

True Story
Josh Sundquist The Paralympic ski racer, YouTube star and motivational speaker

documents his coming of age as an amputee cancer survivor and his efforts
to investigate past dates gone wrong to discover why he was still single.

830 Diverse

1213
9780385736701 We Were Here Matt de la Pena After a judge sentences Miguel to spend a year in a group home and write in

a journal, he makes plans to escape the youth detention center and go to
Mexico, where he can put his past behind him.

770 Diverse

1214
9780385741279 We Were Liars E. Lockhart From the author of the National Book Award finalist "The Disreputable

History of Frankie Landau-Banks" comes the story of the kids of a
distinguished family whose friendship turns toxic because of a generations-
old secret.

600 Contemporary

1215 9780062494283 We'll Fly Away 670 G9 U3 SE

1216
9780147513984 Well, That was Awkward Rachel Vail Funny and tender, Well, That Was Awkward goes deep into the heart of

middle school, and  finds that even with all the heartbreak, there can be
explosions of hope and moments of perfect happiness.

620 Contemporary

1217 9781482451870 What Caused the Vietnam War Sarah Levete 1040 Diverse

1218

9781586485603 What Orwell Didn't Know: Propaganda and the New
Face of American Politics

Andras Szanto To celebrate the 60th anniversary of George Orwells classic essay on
propaganda, "Politics and the English Language," this collection contains
essays from writers who explore what Orwell didn't--or couldn't--know, from
the effects of television and computers to the merger of journalism and
entertainment.

N/A Contemporary

1219 9781559369640 What the Constitution Means to Me G11 U2 SE

1220 9780385476348 What They Fought For 1861-1865 James M. McPherson An analysis focusing on what motivated the individual Civil War soldier to
fight.

1300 Classic

1221 9780812988406 When Breath Becomes Air G10 U5 SE
1222 9780147510068 When Friendship Followed Me Home Paul Griffin 590 Contemporary

1223
9781442459489 When I Was the Greatest Jason Reynolds In Bed Stuy, New York, a small misunderstanding can escalate into having a

price on your head--even if you're totally clean. This gritty, triumphant debut
captures the heart and the hardship of life for an urban teen.

740 Diverse G10 U1 TE

1224
9780064461955 When Plague Strikes: The Black Death, Small Pox,

AIDS
James Cross Giblin Profiles of the bubonic plague, smallpox, and AIDS, outlining their history,

spread, treatment, and impact. Includes woodcuts by David Frampton and
an index.

1190 Contemporary

1225 9780525553908 When Stars are Scattered 530
1226 9780375850868 When You Reach Me Rebecca Stead 750 Contemporary

1227
9780312632120 When Zachary Beaver Came to Town Kimberly Willis Holt During the summer of 1971 in a small Texas town, 13 year-old Toby and his

best friend Cal meet the star of a sideshow act, 600 pound Zachary, the
fattest boy in the world.

700 Contemporary

1228 9780316038638 Where the Mountain Meets the Moon, Grace Lin
(fiction)

810 G7 U1 TE

1229 9780873514392 While the Locust Slept G12 U5 SE
1230 9780812505122 White Fang Jack London A Tor Classic. 970 Classic
1231 9780375703867 White Teeth 960 G12 U6 SE

1232
9780399144462 Who Moved My Cheese Spencer Johnson, M.D. From one of the world's most recognized experts on management comes a

simple parable filled with insights designed to help readers manage change
quickly and prevail in changing times. Written for all ages, the story takes
less than an hour to read, but its unique insights can last for a lifetime.

900 Contemporary
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1233
9780451158710 Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf Edward Albee A social event becomes a personal challenge for two faculty members and

their wives at a small New England college as their inner fears and desires
are exposed.

NP Classic

1234 9780451527530 Why We Can't Wait Martin Luther King Jr. Martin Luther King's classic exploration of the events and forces behind the
Civil Rights Movement. Includes a new afterword by Jesse Jackson.

1200 Diverse

1235 9781419737039 Wicked Nix Lena Coakley 570 Contemporary
1236 9781101940471 Wild Bird Wendelin Van Draanen 680 Contemporary

1237 9780553214390 Winesburg, Ohio* Sherwood Anderson Profiles the people of a small Midwestern town in the early 1900s, revealing
the consequences of human misunderstanding.

1050 Classic

1238
9780142402290 Winter People Joseph Bruchac As the French and Indian War rages in October of 1759, Saxso, a 14-year-

old Abenaki boy, pursues the English rangers who have attacked his village
and taken his mother and sisters hostage.

800 Contemporary

1239
9780156001458 Winterdance Gary Paulsen Paulsen and his team of dogs endured snowstorms, frostbite, dogfights,

moose attacks, sleeplessness, and hallucinations in the relentless push to
go on. Map and color photographs.

1060 Contemporary

1240 9781250043221 Wishtree Katherine Applegate 590 Contemporary

1241
9780141304977 Within Reach: My Everest Story Mark Pfetzer The world's most famous teenage mountain climber offers an extraordinary

account of his ascent up Mount Everest--as the youngest climber ever to
attempt the feat.

970 Contemporary

1242
9780439272001 Witness Karen Hesse It is 1924, and a small town in Vermont is falling under the influence of the

Ku Klux Klan. Two girls, one black and one Jewish, are among those who
are no longer welcome. As the potential for violence increases, heroes and
villains are revealed.

NP Diverse

1243 9780316405089 Wolf by Wolf Ryan Graudin 670 Diverse

1244
9781101994849 Wolf Hollow Laren Wolk Twelve-year-old Annabelle must learn to stand up for what's right in the face

of a manipulative and violent new bully who targets people Annabelle cares
about, including a homeless World War I veteran

800 Contemporary

1245 9780679738565 Woman Hollering Creek: And Other Stories Sandra Cisneros A short story collection in which the characters give voice to the vibrant and
varied life on both sides of the Mexican border.

960 Diverse

1246 9781250051240 Women in Blue #NO MATCH G10 U2 SE

1247
9780375869020 Wonder R.J. Palacio Born with a facial deformity that initially prevented his attendance at public

school, Auggie enters the fifth grade and struggles with the dynamics of
being both new and different, in a sparsely written tale about acceptance
and self-esteem.

790 Contemporary G6 U3 TE

1248
9780375859083 Woods Runner Gary Paulsen From his 1776 Pennsylvania homestead, thirteen-year-old Samuel, a highly-

skilled woodsman, sets out toward New York City to rescue his parents from
a band of British soldiers and Indians who kidnapped them after slaughtering
most of their community.

870 Contemporary

1249 9781416939399 Woodsong Gary Paulsen An autobiographical celebration of his longtime love of dogsledding and sled
dogs

1030 Contemporary

1250
9780545261265 Words in the Dust Trent Reedy Thirteen year old Zulaikha, born with a facial deformity, is caught between

opportunity and tradition in contemporary Afghanistan. The story was
inspired by a real girl whom the author met while he was an American
soldier on duty in the region.

670 Contemporary

1251
9780786886203 Words We Live By: Your Annotated Guide to the

Constitution
Linda Monk The U.S. Constitution gets a comprehensive overview in this engaging blend

of history and commentary. The author traces the history and consequences
of each part of this vital document in a line-by-line analysis of the original
seven articles and the 27 amendments.

1340 Contemporary

1252 9780547076362 Wreath for Emmett Till, A Marilyn Nelson A profound and chilling poem, of the boy whose fate helped spark the civil
rights movement.

NP Classic

1253 9780064405782 Wringer Jerry Spinelli As Palmer comes of age, he must either accept the violence of being a
wringer at his town's annual Pigeon Day or find the courage to oppose it.

690 Contemporary

1254 9780486292564 Wuthering Heights Emily Bronte #NO MATCH 880

1255
9780763690922 X Ilyasah Shabazz Cowritten by Malcolm XÆs daughter, this riveting and revealing novel

follows the formative years of the man whose words and actions shook the
world.

580 Diverse G11 U3 SE

1256 9780440407591 Year of Impossible Goodbyes Sook Nyul Choi The riveting adventures of a young Korean girl who survives the oppressive
Japanese and Russian occupation of North Korea during the 1940s.

840 Diverse

1257 9780374492922 Yo, Juan de Pareja Elizabeth Borton Trevino Translated by Enrique R. Trevi±o Borton. 1100 Spanish
1258 9780316270748 You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me Sherman Alexie

1259
9780399551444 You're Welcome, Universe Whitney Gardner Creating a graffiti mural to cover up a nasty slur about her best friend written

on the back of their school for the deaf, Julia is expelled and is sent to a
mainstream school where she is treated like an outcast while she continues
to paint graffiti.

610 Diverse

1260 9780545342391 Zane and the Hurricane Rodman Philbrick 860 Diverse

1261 9781416914136 Zeely Virginia Hamilton Geeder views Zeely as perfect and not as the very human person she is.
ALA Notable Book.

690 Classic

1262
9780307387943 Zeitoun Dave Eggers Describes how Abdulrahman Zeitoun remained in New Orleans during

Hurricane Katrina, his subsequent efforts to help other victims, his
disappearance a week later, and the effect of these events on his wife Kathy
and their children.

840 Diverse

1263
9781250044228 Zero Tolerance Claudia Mills Sierra's middle school has a zero tolerance policy for drugs and weapons. A

rule she abides by until she accidentally brings a paring knife to school and
is suspended.

670 Contemporary

1264 9780143036876 Zlata's Diary Zlata Filipovic The compelling firsthand account of the war in Sarajevo through the eyes of
a young Croatian girl.

640 Diverse

1265

9781620876510 Zombies! Tales of the Walking Dead Stephen Jones From master editor of horror anthologies Stephen Jones comes this
collection of twenty-six stories to make your skin crawl. Within this terrifying
tome, you'll discover classic tales of the macabre, memorable yarns culled
from the pages of pulp magazines, original stories by some of the greatest
minds in horror, and two novellas not published anywhere else. Living
corpses intervene in a production of Twelfth Night. An undead suitor pursues
his beloved. Desperate mortals fight to survive a night of the undead. It's all
inside. And it's coming for you.

N/A Contemporary

1266 9780393354256 Zookeeper's Wife Diane Ackerman A true story--as powerful as "Schindler's List"--in which the keepers of the
Warsaw Zoo saved hundreds of people from Nazi hands.

N/A Contemporary
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